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ABSTRACT
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Low NOx Model Gas Turbine Combustor
Min-Ki Kim
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The Graduate School
Seoul National University
There has been increased demand in recent years for low NOx gas turbines to meet
stringent emissions goals by operating in a lean, premixed combustion and an advanced
combustion system for aero gas turbine engine such as the Rich-Burn, Quick-Mix, LeanBurn (RQL) combustor. Unfortunately, detrimental combustion instabilities are often
excited within the combustor when it operates under lean and rich equvalence ratio
conditions, degrading performance and reducing combustor life. To eliminate the onset
of these combustion instabilities and develop effective approaches for their control, the
mechanisms responsible for their combustion oscillation chartacteristics and jet spray
mechanism of secondary quick mix zone must be understood. The main objective of this
study was conducted to identify the secondary spray jet mechanism for the turbulent
quick mixing zone and combustion instability characteristics in a swirl-stabilized and
partially premixed model gas turbine combustor, with the attention focused on the effect
of the various fuel-air mixing section geometries, fuel-air mixture velocities and effect of
the formation of recirculation zones and vortex interaction on the combustion instability
characteristics. Lastly, for the confirmed the this experimental study and analyzed
mechanisms, we investigated an optimized operating strategy and developed a
i

combustion tuning methodology for the GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6 (DLN : Dry Low NOx)
ground state gas turbine engine used for power generation operated by Korea Western
Power Co. Ltd. at Seo-Incheon power plant, Incheon, Republic of Korea.
The flame recirculation zone is very important, as it can modulate the fuel flow rate
and may be the source of instability, plus its flame structure has a major impact on heat
release rate oscillation and flame stabilization. This study addresses structural
characteristics of natural gas flames in a lean premixed swirl-stabilized combustor with
attention focused on the effect of the formation of recirculation zones and vortex
interaction on the combustion instability. To improve our understanding of the role of the
recirculation zone and vortex combustion instability, the flame structure was investigated
for various mixture velocities, equivalence ratios and swirl numbers. The optically
accessible combustor allowed for the laser diagnostics of Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) measurement, while OH chemiluminescence was used to characterize the flow
structure under both cold flow conditions and hot flow combustion conditions. and heat
release oscillation rate with the use of a high-speed ICCD camera under both stable and
unstable flame conditions. Multi-channel dynamic pressures were also measured at the
same time to investigate characteristics of the combustion phenomenon. We also
observed fundamental longitudinal type of combustion instability characteristics related
to the instability of thermo-acoustics. The result suggests that the formation of the
recirculation zone is strongly related to the occurrence of combustion instabilities.
The effect of fuel-air mixture velocity on combustion instability characteristics have
been investigated by measuring the flame structure, dynamic pressure mode and phase.
The swirling CH4 - air flame was investigated with an overall equivalence ratio of 1.2 to
lean blowout limit and dump plane velocity of 30 ~ 70 m/s. Phase locking analysis was
performed to identify structural changes at each phase of the reference dynamic pressure
sensor under conditions of instability. At an unstable condition, flame root size varies a
lot compared to stable condition which is because of air and fuel mixture flow rate
changes due to combustor pressure modulation. After this structural change, local
extinction and re-ignition occur and it can generate a feedback loop for combustion
instability. This analysis suggests that pressure fluctuation of combustion causes
ii

deformation of flame structure and variation of flame has a strong effect on combustion
instability. In this section, we observed two types of combustion instability
characteristics related to the instability of both the thermo-acoustics and flame vortex
interaction mode.
To investigate the instability characteristics of combustor geometry. The combustor
and inlet mixing section length was varied in order to have different acoustic resonance
characteristics from 800 to 1680 mm of the combustor and 470, 550 and 870 mm of the
inlet mixing section. In this study, we observed two dominant instability frequencies.
Lower instability frequencies were obtained around 240 ~ 380 Hz, which were associated
with a fundamental longitudinal mode of combustor length. Higher frequencies were
observed around 410 ~ 830 Hz. These were related to the secondary longitudinal mode in
the combustion chamber and the secondary quarter wave mode in the inlet mixing section.
These second mode instability frequency characteristics are coupled with the conditions
of the combustor and inlet mixing section acoustic geometry. Also, these higher
combustion instability characteristics include dynamic pressure oscillation of the inlet
mixing section part, which was larger than the combustor section. As a result,
combustion instability was strongly affected by the acoustically coupling characteristics
of the combustor and inlet mixing section geometry, which is called the plenum.
The effects of variable angled injection characteristics for quick mixing zone such
as liquid column trajectory and breakup length has been experimentally studied in liquid
jets injected into subsonic crossflow. With water as fuel injection velocity and injection
angle were varied to provide of jet operation conditions. The pulsed shadowgraph
photography with highly resolution and PLLIF (Planar Liquid Laser Induced
Fluorescence) measurements were used for determined the liquid column trajectory and
breakup length of angles spray. As the result, this research has been shown that liquid
column trajectories and liquid column breakup length were spatially dependent on airstream velocity, fuel injection velocity, various injection angle, and normalized injector
exit diameter. Furthermore, the empirical formula of liquid column trajectories and
breakup length has been some different of drag coefficient results between forward
injection and reverse angle injection in subsonic crossflow.
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In the Appendix section, the optimum combustion control of real gas turbine
combustor was introduced. On the basis of a MARK-Ⅵ system, the optimized tuning for
operation of a DLN-2.6 combustor was studied for the maintenance of a GE 7FA+e gas
turbine at a Seo-Incheon combined cycle power plant. Also, the optimum combustion
control system was created by all of measuring the inlet and outlet combustion data of the
GE 7FA+e gas turbine.

Keywords: Gas Turbine Combustor, Combustion Instability, Flame Vortex Structure,
Central Recirculation Zone (CRZ), Inlet Mixing Section, Multi-Position
Dynamic Pressure Sensing, Canted Injection, Liquid Column Trajectory,
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
As a high-efficiency and low-pollution engine, a gas turbine is utilized for various
different uses, ranging from the aviation industry to the electric power generation industry.
Examples include domestic and industrial burners, steam and gas turbines, waste
generators, and jet and ramjet engines. Continuous combustion processes exhibit a wide
range of dynamics. Of these, conditions which promote coupling with the acoustic field
and result in sustained, large amplitude oscillations remain as most challenging in the
effort to develop ultra-low emission, lean premixed combustion to its full potential.
Paradoxically, near stoichiometric burning in high-speed propulsion systems exhibits
similar dynamics. In earlier days, for the purpose of promoting mechanical stability, such
an engine was driven by a diffusion flame type combustor, but around the 1980s, when
exhaust emissions like such as NOx were made an issue due to combustion in the existing
stoichiometric ratio, the concept of a lean premixed flame [1, 2] and RQL (Rich burn
Quick mix and Lean burn) type combustion [3, 4] quickly became important. As a result,
the emission of NOx could be sharply decreased, but another problem arose in this
context, which was that the flame became unstable in extreme reaction to the external
disturbance. In a typical continuous combustion process, a highly flammable fuel-air
mixture is ignited, and the hot gases generated due to the chemical transformation of the
mixture are used to perform certain functions. In its simplest form, the combustion
process can be considered as a reacting mixture flowing in a constant area duct with a
flame anchored at a specific location in the duct. The latter ignites the reactants, releasing
their chemical energy in the form of heat, thus raising their temperatures and reducing
their density. Combustion chambers can be viewed as organ pipes in which acoustic
pressure and velocity oscillations can be sustained. Flames, which are essentially surfaces
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across which reactants are converted into products, not only possess their own inherent
instabilities, but are also known to respond readily to impose fluctuations. The potential
coupling between the unsteady components of pressure and heat release rate can lead to
their resonant coupling, thus growth, is referred to as thermo-acoustic instability.
The combustion instability indicates that the local change of unsteady heat release
waves and acoustic waves from the combustion chamber interact with each other, further
generating a fluctuation of specific instability frequency. The fluctuation of unstable
dynamic pressure generates a perturbation of fuel-air mixture flow, and then this
fluctuation generates a perturbation of heat release waves, thus developing into the
phenomenon of combustion instability. When the combustion instability characteristic
takes place, it is able to satisfy the Rayleigh criterion theory [5], as formulated here:.
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 ( x , t ) dVdt

(1.1)

The combustion instability mode is attributed to various other factors, such as heat
release oscillation [6] by the flame vortex and acoustic pressure boundary formation with
other space except the combustor, as well as the internal configuration of the combustor
[7, 8, 9, 10]. For instance, the Seo-Incheon power plant of Korea Western Power
Company, there is one of the latest engines made by the General Electric (GE) Company,
called the 7FA+e DLN-2.6, and the fuel staging technique is used to stabilize the
combustion as shown in Fig. 1.1. In the initial stage of combustion, a high level of NOx is
generated in the section called Mode 3 (10~20 MW), that is, a yellow plume is generated
by NO2 in the chimney and lasts four hours at most., In the section of Mode 6B (20~45
MW), which leads to the maximum output, this has a feature that the engine combustion
oscillation (the average pressure inside the combustion chamber is as follows: 15.1 bar,
pressure fluctuation: 0.3 bar, about 2% oscillation of the average combustion chamber
pressure) is caused by the conversion into the premixed mode. At this moment, through
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thhe frequency of combustiion instability
ty, although the
t combusto
or temperatuure increasess in
prroportion to the
t output in
ncrease in sppeed, there iss no change in
i the instabiility frequency,
annd it is sustaiined as 120 ~ 140 Hz [11] Since the instability frequency
fr
dooes not increaase
ass the tempeerature of th
he combusttion chambeer increases,, we discovvered that the
t
innstability moode, which iss appears ass an acousticc pressure field,
fi
is form
med not by the
t
coombustor moode but other geometric ccharacteristiccs [12, 13].

Fiig. 1.1 GE 7F
FA+e DLN-2
2.6 (DLN : D
Dry Low NO
Ox) ground state gas turbin
ine engine ussed
ffor power generation opeerated by Korrea Western Power Co. Ltd.
L at Seo-Inncheon poweer
plant, Incheeon, Republiic of Korea.

In the paast, aero gass turbine enggine designeers have sacrificed emisssions to attaain
grreater flight speeds
s
and altitudes.
a
Forr today's aero
o gas turbinee engines, it is necessary
y to
reeduce these emissions, while
w
at thee same timee, maintainin
ng these sam
me speeds and
a
missions in th
heir
alttitudes. In soome Europeaan countries, airlines are being taxed for NOx em
airrspace. Conccern for polllutant reductiion is particu
ularly strong
g for the nexxt generation of
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airrcraft, repressented by thee High Speedd Civil Transport, which
h is being dessigned to fly
y at
strratospheric altitudes.
a
In
n the stratospphere, NOx emissions could contriibute to ozo
one
deepletion [14]]. To achievee this reductiion in NOx emissions, engine
e
designners have beeen
chhallenged to evaluate varrious combusstor configurrations. One promising cconfiguration
n is
thhe three-stagee RQL combustor as show
wn in Fig. 1.2.

Fig. 1.22 Schematic of RQL (Ricch burn - Quick mix - Lean burn) Com
mbustor
( : E
Equivalence Ratio )

QL (Rich bu
urn - Quick m
mix - Lean burn)
b
combu
ustor, air is m
mixed with the
t
In the RQ
fuuel in two sttages. In thee primary zoone of the co
ombustor, a fraction of the total airr is
reeacted with the fuel to form a fuell rich comb
bustion mixture. By opeerating rich of
n is
stooichiometeryy, the flame temperaturee is reduced and an active pool of hhydrocarbon
prroduced whicch can reducce NO formeed. Downstrream, the rem
maining air iis added to the
t
fuuel rich prodduct mixture via dilutionn jets to form
m a fuel lean
n mixture inn the secondaary
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zone. Operating lean of stoichiometric keeps the combustion temperature low and also
eliminates carbon monoxide (CO) and unburnt hydrocarbons (UHC). To date, the
reduction of NOx from staged RQL type combustors operating at atmospheric, low
temperature inlet conditions has been well documented. Staged combustion has been
demonstrated successful at reducing thermal and fuel NO at atmospheric conditions with
no air preheat [15, 16], and at atmospheric conditions with air preheat up to 600 K [17].
However, little information exists for the RQL's low NOx potential when operating at
temperatures and pressures that correspond to actual gas turbine engines. A full evaluation
of the RQL, for use in stationary and aero applications, requires a systematic study of the
effects of current, as well as futuristic, operating conditions on the emissions of NOx and
combustion efficiency.

1.2 Historical Overview of Combustion Instability
Historically, the first observation of combustion oscillation was the “singing flame”
which was discovered by Higgins in 1777 [18]. This phenomenon caught the interest of
several researchers [19, 20] and they described that high levels of sound can be produced
by placing a flame, anchored on a small diameter fuel supply tube in a larger diameter
tube. The flame was found to excite the fundamental mode or one of the harmonics of the
larger tube. The “dancing flame” was discovered later by Le Conte [21] where a flame
pulses in sync with the audible beats of music. “It was exceedingly interesting to observe
how perfectly even the trills 1 of the musical instrument were reflected on the sheet of the
flame. A deaf man might have seen the harmony!”, he quoted. Concomitantly, Rijke [22]
showed that sound can be generated in a vertical tube open at both ends by placing a
heated metal gauze inside the tube. The sound was heard only when the heating element
was placed in the lower half of the tube, specifically at a distance of a quarter the tube
length from the bottom. Rayleigh [23] was the first to hypothesize the onset of the
instability, and define a criterion for positive coupling based on a phenomenological,
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heuristic, description of the instability, his explanation was as follows: “If heat be
periodically communicated to, and abstracted from, a mass of air vibrating in a cylinder
bounded by a piston, the effect produced will depend upon the phase of the vibration at
which the transfer of heat takes place. If heat be given to the air at the moment of greatest
condensation or to be taken from it at the moment of greatest rarefaction, the vibration is
encouraged. On the other hand, if heat be given at the moment of greatest rarefaction, or
abstracted at the moment of greatest condensation, the vibration is discouraged”. This

can also be compared to a thermodynamic cycle (e.g. the Carnot engine). In a continuous
combustion. Fig. 1.3 shows an historical overview of combustion instabilities in devices
for propulsion and power generation [24]. Combustion instability was observed in solid
rockets in the 1930s, and was a major issue in the development of liquid rocket engines as
well as solid rocket motors. A notable instability in liquid-fueled rockets was encountered
during the development of the F-1 engine for the Saturn rockets. The F-1 experienced
strong instability with oscillation amplitudes up to 100% of the mean pressure (more than
2000 psi) in the combustion chamber at the frequency range of 200 ~ 500 Hz [25, 26]. In
developing solid-propellant rockets, combustion instability was observed in the Space
Shuttle rocket boosters, Minuteman ICBM, and the decent motors of the Mars Pathfinder
[26, 27]. Combustion instabilities in ramjets have been also problematic as they cause
strong fluctuations in thrust and/or shock-system oscillations in the inlet diffuser [26, 28].
Similar problems have been experienced in afterburners, where transverse modes as well
as axial mode instabilities have damaged engine components such as flame holders and
liner sections. In land-based gas turbines, vibrations induced by oscillating pressure and
entropy waves in the combustion chambers have given rise to fatigue in combustor liners
and turbine blades, which can reduce system lifetimes significantly.
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Fig. 1.3 Historical
H
oveerview of co
ombustion instabilities.

1..3 Mechan
nism of Combustio
C
on Instability
Combustion instabilitties, in generral, appear as
a large amplitude pressuure oscillatio
ons
wiith the naturral frequency
y of the acouustic modes of combustiion systems [26]. They are
a
caaused by com
mplex, feedb
back type innteractions between
b
periodic flow annd combustiion
prrocesses thaat produce a periodic hheat additio
on, exciting large ampllitude acousstic
osscillations inn the combusstor. An unssteady comb
bustion proceess generatess sound. If the
t
coombustion prrocess occurrs in a free field, the generated
g
sou
und simply radiates away.
Hoowever, if sound is geenerated in a confined region it can
c be refleected from the
t
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booundaries, alllowing the reflected
r
wav
aves to interaact with the combustion process. Sin
nce
thhe combustioon process is sensitive tto these flow
w field variations, a feeedback loop is
crreated and coombustion instability can result [29].
Fig. 1.4 shows
s
the feeedback proceesses responssible and driv
ving souses aare involved
d in
coombustion innstability [30]: a driving pprocess and a coupling prrocess. The ddriving proceess
is the process that leads to the acousticc pressure osscillations du
ue to the rate of heat releaase
w
the cou
upling processs is the onee that is respo
onsible for th
the heat releaase
fluuctuations, while
fluuctuation cauused by the acoustic osccillations. When
W
the two
o processes interact with
ha
ceertain phase relationship
ps, they cann initiate and
d amplify combustion iinstability in
n a
syystem.

Fig. 1.4 Illuustration of feedback
f
loopp and generic combustion
n instability mechanism.
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1.4 Objectives and Outline
Optimum designing an advanced low NOx gas turbine combustor requires,
essentially, the capability of predicting stability characteristics as a function of combustor
operating conditions and geometry. This requires a substantial understanding of the
physical processes which generate fluctuations of the rate of heat release and/or acoustic
oscillations in lean and rich premixed combustors. Unfortunately, neither the driving nor
coupling mechanisms of combustion instability are well enough understood, particularly
under realistic combustor, inlet mixing section geometries and operating conditions.
For this purpose, experimental study is conducted to characterize the effects of
flame-vortex interactions, fuel air mixture velocities and inlet mixing section geometry on
unstable combustion in a swirl-stabilized, laboratory-scale gas turbine combustor. In
chapter 2, the acoustic theory for each of the combustion instability mechanisms is
presented to lay a theoretical foundation for the experiments. Chapter 3 then presents the
experimental facility, including the model gas turbine combustor configuration and
measurement techniques. The observed overall instability characteristics for swirl
stabilized flame structure and recirculation zone are shown in Chapter 4. Based on the
observations in Chapter 4, the combustion instability mechanisms due to flame-vortex
interactions of various fuel-air mixture velocities and effect of mixing section geometry
discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. Chapter 7 presents the secondary spray jet
mechanism and characteristics of canted injection angles in secondary quick mixing zone
for reducing the NOx level. The optimized tuning experience of a GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6
gas turbine combustor is shown in Appendix section. Lastly Chapter 8 presents the
conclusions of this study.
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C
CHAPTE
ER 2
E
EXPERIM
MENTA
AL BACK
KGROU
UND
2..1 Acoustiic Mode and
a Phasee Analysiss of Reson
nance Freequency
The combbustion instaability characcteristics hav
ve very com
mplicate mechhanism such as
flaame-vortex and
a flame-accoustic interraction. Thiss chapter is introduced tto fundamen
ntal
annalytic theoryy for undersstand the com
mbustion in
nstability mecchanism. Figg. 2.1 showss a
m
model gas turrbine with a blockage noozzle for turrbine section
n where a flaame sits in the
t
m
main combusttor. We can model
m
either ccases as a tu
ube hosting a localized heeat release zo
one
(thhe flame), ass seen in Fig.. 2.2.

Fig. 2.1 Baasic dimensioons of modell gas turbine combustor.
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic
S
off one dimens ional reactin
ng fluid flow with flame aat x  x f .

2.1.1

Acoustic wave eq
quation

The basicc assumption
ns used to deerive the con
nservation eq
quations for tthe flow in the
t
coombustor aree: 1) One-dim
mensional fllow, in the lo
ongitudinal direction
d
of tthe combusttor.
(T
This is a validd assumption
n when the aacoustic frequ
uencies considered are loow with respect
off the cut-off frequency
f
off the combusstor, and hen
nce waves considered aree planar, and all
m
modes are lonngitudinal), 2)
2 Inviscid floow, i.e. the duct
d has neglligible dissippation effect on
thhe acoustic waves,
w
3) Neg
gligible therm
mal conductiivity to the surroundings,, 4) Perfect gas
g
annd 5) Stationary flow.
ustic pressuree and velocitty are obtain
ned
In this Seection, equattions governning the acou
inn the presencce of unstead
dy heat addittion within the
t field. Th
hese are mannipulated to get
g
thhe forced acooustic wave equation
e
whiich is then reeduced to the case whenn the mean heat
reelease is neglligible, i.e., approximateely homogen
neous field, and
a when thee mean flow
w is
also negligiblee.
Taking into
i
consideeration the three first assumptionss above, thhe reactive-g
gas
d
using the conseervation equ
uations as:
dyynamics are described
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Mass continuity :
Momentum : 
Energy : 

e
e
u
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p
q
t
x
x

(2.3)

Where, t and x are time and space, respectively,  , u , p , and e are the density,
velocity, pressure, and specific internal energy respectively, and q is the heat release rate
per unit volume. We assume that the gases on both sides of the combustion zone behave
as perfect gases, recall the perfect gas state equation Where, R is the gas constant, and

T is the absolute temperature.
p   RT

Combining Eq. (2.1), Eq. (2.3) (note,  e   C vT  C v

(2.4)

p
p
Cv

R   1 , where

and  are the constant-volume specific heat and the specific heat ratio, respectively)
and Eq. (2.4), we get

p
p
p
u
p
 (  1) q
t
x
x

(2.5)

Since we are only interested in the small perturbation behavior at the onset of the
instability, we use the perturbation method to linearize the system. We separate the system
variables into their mean (function of space only) and small perturbation (function of
space and time) components as follow, where () and () are the mean and the
perturbation of a variable, respectively.
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p ( x , t )  p ( x )  p ( x , t ) , u ( x , t )  u ( x )  u ( x , t )
 ( x , t )   ( x )   ( x , t ) , and q ( x , t )  q ( x )  q ( x , t )

(2.6)

Substituting the flow variable decompositions in Eq. (2.6) in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5) and
neglecting second order terms of the fluctuating components, we obtain the governing
linear equations for the perturbations as:

du
du
u 
u 
p 
 u
  u
  u

0
dx
dx
t
x
x



dp
du
p 
p 
u 
u
 u
p
  p
 (  1) q 
dx
dx
x
x
x

(2.7)
(2.8)

We also assume that the flame zone is spatially localized at x f (see Fig. 2.2), i.e.,

q ( x , t )  q f (t ) ( x  x f )

(2.9)

Where, q f denotes the heat release rate per unit area and  () denotes the Dirac
delta function. This implies that the mean variables are essentially constant over the
length of the combustor except for a step change at x f . For low Mach number flows, the
effect of the step change in the pressure is negligible compared to the change in the mean
velocity or mean density, and the spatial gradient of the mean pressure as well as the
mean velocity can be considered small (see Ref. [1] for more details).
If the mean flow Mach number is negligibly small, Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) can be
obviously simplified as
2
q f
  2 p
2  p 
 (x  x f )
 (  1)
 2 c
2 
x 
t
 t
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(2.10)

p 
u 
p
 (  1) q f  ( x  x f )
t
x

(2.11)

Equations (2.10) and (2.11) capture the dominant characteristics of the
thermoacoustic instability dynamics of the combustor. It should be noted also that the
homogeneous form of Eq. (2.10) (i.e., when the RHS equals to zero) becomes the
“classical acoustic wave equation”. The general solution of the homogeneous wave
equation can be represented as [2, 3, 4]:

p ( x , t )  p ( x ) (t )

(2.12)

 ( x )  sin( kx  0 )

(2.13)

 (t )  sin( kcx   0 )

(2.14)

Where,  ( x ) is called the basis function and describes the spatial component of
the solution of the wave equation, and  (t ) represents the temporal component. k is
the wave number,  0 is a given phase, and both are determined by the boundary
conditions in the field. For example, in a tube open at both sides, the boundary conditions
can be described as: p (0, t )  p ( L , t )  0 . Solving Eq. (2.13) with these boundary
conditions, we get

0  0,  , 2 ...
k 

n
, n  1, 2, 3,...
L

(2.15)
(2.16)

We see that there exists an infinite set of discrete values of k , for which p  has
non-trivial solutions (eigenvalues). Hence,  ( x ) will represent the modes along the tube
( n -modes). In Fig. 2.3, the first three modes for an open-open tube are shown, the points
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whhere   0 are called no
odes, and thee crests are called
c
anti-no
odes [1, 4, 5]].

Fig. 2.3 Accoustic longittudinal modees for the opeen-open endeed combustoor geometry.

2.1.2 Theory of the Raylleigh criteriion
In this section, we will carry out aan energy balance of the combustor. W
We should no
ote
thhat the acousttic field (hosted by the coombustor) is the primary energy storaage mechanism
inn the combusttor. Increasin
ng or decreassing the storaage (or intern
nal) energy oof this field can
c
bee achieved by
b exerting work or heeating the fiield. Since, in our casee, the flame is
coonsidered a localized
l
heaat source, onnly a small control volu
ume in the accoustic field
d is
heeated, the sm
mall volume expands
e
and in turn exertts work on th
he field.
The acouustic energy density,
d
mensional accoustic field can be deriv
ved
e  , in a one-dim
froom the unforrced conserv
vation equatioons as (see [2
2] for more details)
d

e 

 u 2
2
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2

(2.1
17)

Where, the first term in the RHS is the kinetic acoustic energy and the second is the
potential acoustic energy. It is clear that any system that would sustain waves (also, as in
many vibration processes) should have these two components of energy, and the periodic
conversion from one form to the other sustains the oscillatory behavior.
The temporary, over the period of oscillation,  , and spatially, over the length of
the combustor, L , we get

L

  edx 
0

(  1)

c

2



 
0

L

0

L

p ( x, t ) q ( x , t ) dxdt   L  E dt 
0



 
0

L

0

 ( x, t ) dxdt
(2.18)

Where,  and  L are the changes over time and length, respectively. The LHS of
Eq. (2.18) represents the change in the acoustic energy per cross-sectional area of the
combustor. The first term in the RHS is the Rayleigh integral (similar to Eq. (1.1)), the
second term represents the acoustic energy flux across the control surface of the field and
is defined as E    u  , and the last term quantifies the dissipation in the acoustic field.
We can clearly see from the energy balance in Eq. (2.26) that when the Rayleigh criterion
is satisfied, i.e. p  and q  become in phase, and the gain of the first term in the RHS is
large enough to overcome both the dissipation and the energy flux terms (which are
typically small), there will be an increase in the acoustic energy in the combustor, i.e.
thermo-acoustic instability will be dominant [6].
The latter can happen when perturbations in the acoustic field affect the inlet
conditions of one of the reactants (fuel or air), prior to mixing, and thus causes
perturbations in the equivalence ratio which translate into perturbations in the unsteady
heat release. This case could happen if the inlet conditions of one of the reactants to the
combustor are not choked [7]. In both cases, if these perturbations are such that the phase
between p  and q  is  90 o , instability will occur.
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2.1.3 Standing wave in combustor and inlet mixing section
For definition of the acoustic standing wave and phase analysis, we measured the
multi-position dynamic pressure in combustor and inlet mixing section using the 11ea.
dynamic pressure sensors. And the combustion instability characteristics in combustor
and inlet mixing section are represented by below fundamental equations of acoustic
standing wave. At the combustor section ( 0  x  Lcomb . ) can be written as:

First of half wave equation

∗ cos

Second of half wave equation

∗ cos

First of quater equation

∗ cos

Second of quater equation

2

∗ cos

(2.19)
At the inlet mixing section ( Linlet  x  0 ) can be written as:
A

First of half wave equation

cos

Second of half wave equation
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∗ cos

∗ cos

∗ sin

First of quater equation

Second of quater equation

2

∗ sin

(2.20)

2.2 Flow Dynamics of Swirl Injector
The swirling flows have been widely used in practical combustion systems such as
industrial burners, furnaces, and gas turbine combustors because they enable high energy
conversion in a small volume. Swirl flames exhibit good ignition and stabilization
behavior over a wide operating range by promoting rapid mixing, improving flammability
limits, shortening flame size, and reducing pollutant emissions [8]. The vast majority of
gas turbine systems employ swirl injectors that provide a lot of advantages. Fuel injection
and mixing efficiency is a very important factor for combustion emissions and gas turbine
efficiency. Nowadays, most gas turbines use swirl injectors. Using this kind of injector
affects flame stabilization and mixing quality. A swirl injector is composed of a central
recirculation zone and an outer recirculation zone. This central recirculation zone recirculates combusted hot gas to the nozzle part and it works as a heat source of the
combustion and central recirculation zone, making a shear layer of the mixture and recirculated flow, which will help the mixing efficiency [9].
As mentioned above, a recirculation zone is important for the stabilization of flames,
and this is generated by swirl flow. The pressure gradient and distribution inside the
combustor is the most important factor in forming a recirculation zone. As the flow passes
through the swirl vane, tangential-direction velocity components are generated in the flow,
further generating centrifugal force toward the outside of the combustor. A radialdirection pressure gradient is then formed in order to sustain equilibrium with the
centrifugal force, which is called simple radial equilibrium flow. The pressure gradient
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generated at this time can be calculated through a radial-direction momentum equation
[10, 11]. First of all, an assumption can be established for the simple radial equilibrium
flow as follows: Both the axial-direction and tangential velocity cannot exist in a steady
state condition. Therefore, axial and radial velocities are related to radius functions, axial
symmetry and radial-direction velocity. Under this assumption, the axial and tangential
direction momentum equations become trivial solutions. The radial-direction momentum
equation can be regarded as a governing equation that shows the pressure gradient of
swirl flow.

vr
v
1
1 p
2 v
 (V   ) vr  v 2  
 g r  v ( 2 vr  r2  2  )
t
 r
r
r
r 

(2.21)

Reduces to

v2
p
 
r
r

(2.22)

Figure 2.4 and Equation (2.22) show that the centrifugal force and the pressure
gradient have equilibrium with each other. With this equation simply integrated, it was
found that the closer it gets to the combustion chamber, that is, the smaller the radius
becomes, the lower the stagnation pressure becomes. Since the tangential velocity
component gets damped while moving closer toward the axial direction, the radial
pressure gradient disappears in the back of the combustion chamber when it has a
sufficient distance toward the axial direction, which indicates an achievement of pressure
equilibrium. Therefore, around the combustion chamber wall, whose radius is large, a
negative pressure gradient is formed, through which the pressure decreases gradually;
meanwhile, in the central part of the combustion chamber, a positive pressure gradient is
formed, through which the pressure gradually increases. Due to such a pressure
distribution, outside flow comes rolling up the central part of the combustion chamber,
enhancing the funnel-shaped recirculation zone existing in the central axis.
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Fig. 2.4 Form
mation of reccirculation zoones for simp
ple radial equilibrium floow condition
n.

2..3 Liquid Jet Colum
mn Trajeectory
The theoretical expreession of thee liquid colum
mn trajectory shows thee trajectory and
a
thhe breakup pooint of the liq
quid columnn prior to the breakup, un
nder the assum
mption that the
t
hoorizontal accceleration is identical to the aerodyn
namic force acting on thhe front of the
t
liqquid columnn, as the relaation of the m
momentum flux
f
ratio ( q ) and the innjected fuel jet
veelocity, the drag
d
coefficiient ( C D ) an
and normalizzed axial (airr-stream) disstance ( x / d ),
annd showed the
t empiricaal formula bby the injecction angle (  ) as the liquid colum
mn
traajectory equaation. Also, using the breeakup regim
me parameter of the time value from the
t
seecondary breeakup of the spherical drroplet, the horizontal
h
an
nd vertical brreakup lengtths
weere predictedd and its reliiability was cconfirmed by
y the empirical results inn various casses
[12, 13].
Under thhe 90° injecttion angle(Fiig. 2.5(a)), trajectories
t
of
o a liquid j et transverseely
inj
njected into crossflows have been sstudied by numerous
n
reesearchers. FFrom previo
ous
reesearch, it is known that the orifice ddiameter and liquid/air momentum
m
fluux ratio are the
t
m
most importannt parameterrs for the traj
ajectories. Scchetz et al. [14]
[
obtainedd the complete
foormula incluuding the influence of q , the aspeect ratio
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df
ds

of the
he injector and
a

injection angle  as follows:

d 
h
 1.32 q 0.5 C d  eq 
d 
dj
 f 

0.5

df 


 ds 

0.46


x 
2 
ln 1  6   sin   
d j 
3 


(2.23)

Assuming that liquid acceleration was balanced with aerodynamic drag forces and
that the liquid column could be modeled as a cylindrical fluid element of the diameter of
the nozzle exit. Wu et al. [15] calculated the correlation of the liquid column trajectory
before the fracture point as follows:

x
q 
d 

y
 1.37
d

(2.24)

And the below 90° injection angle condition (Fig. 2.5(b)), By introducing an average
drag coefficient, C D , the axial momentum equation can be written as follows:



1
 co  g  u g  u f    u g  u f
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dt
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2
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(2.25)

To render the above equation more tractable, the following considerations were
made. For the present investigation,
than

u

g

uf



2

v

g

 vf



2

was estimated to be considerably less

in most cases and was therefore neglected. In addition, the variation in

u f was, in most cases, very small as compared to u g , so that the approximation
u g  u f  u g  u j could be made. Finally,  g and u g were presumed constant at their
respective free stream values, and  f and u f were presumed constant at their
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respective jet exit values,  j and u j .

uf 

With u f 

2
2C D  
u  u j 

d  j

(2.26)

dx
, a second integration with respect to time yields the following
dt

equation.

x

2
CD 
u  u j  t 2  u j t

d  j

(2.27)

Because the transverse velocity of the liquid column was presumed constant and
equal to the transverse component of the jet exit velocity,

u f  dy

dt  v j

, so y  v j t

and the trajectory equation could be written as follows:

x CD 

d
 j

u

 u j   y 2 u j  y 
  
 
v2 j
 d  vj  d 
2



(2.28)

With the momentum flux ratio q and the injection angle  , the following equation
was derived.

x
1 CD

dq  sin 2 

 v f cos    y  cos   y 
1 
 
 


va

  dq  sin   dq 
2

2

(2.29)

Therefore, the trajectory experimental formula of the liquid column region can be
calculated depending on the injection angle that is less than 90° and on the reverse
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inj
njection. Herre, x indicattes the valuue of the ax
xial distancee of the axiial (air-streaam)
diirection, y inndicates the value of thee penetration distance of the penetratiion direction
n, d
a
is the diameteer of the oriffice exit,  iis the injectiion angle, v f is the fueel velocity and
v
va is the valuue of the air velocity.

(a)

(b)
Fiig. 2.5 Force diagram at the
t transversse liquid spraay jet in crosssflow; (a) 900° injection, (b)
(
below
w the 90° injeection.
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C
CHAPTE
ER 3
E
EXPERIM
MENTA
AL FACIILITY AND
A
TEC
CHNIQU
UES
3..1 Model Gas Turb
bine Comb
bustor
The combbustor used for
f this studyy is a model gas
g turbine combustor
c
sim
mulating in the
t
1//3 scale dow
wned of a GE 7FA+e DL
LN-2.6 gas turbine com
mbustor, charracterized with
w
paartially premixed and swiirl stabilized flame, and the
t form is ass shown in FFig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 Moodel dump sh
haped combuustor simulatting in the 1//3 scale downned of a GE
7
7FA+e
DLN--2.6 gas turbbine combusttor and relateed componennt.

It is com
mposed of air heatingg device, aiir supply liines, fuel nnozzles, flam
me
viisualization quartz comb
bustor and sspike-typed plug nozzlee of the exhhaust duct for
0 KW class eelectric heatiing
accoustic boundary. The airr heating devvice consistss of three 40
eleement, funcctioning to heat
h
the suppplied air up
p to 873K. As
A shown in Fig 3.2, the
t
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tem
mperature of air supplied during thee experimentt is controlleed within ±1%
%. And the air
tem
mperature iss calibrated by K-type thermocoup
ple at all off air velocityy experimen
ntal
coonditions.

Fig. 3.2 Heated
H
air callibration resu
ult of air heatter control.

main variablees for this ex
xperimental sstudy, the fu
uelAs shownn in Fig 3.3, one of the m
airr mixing seection was located
l
betw
ween the com
mbustor dum
mp-side andd the chockiing
orrifice at the back
b
of the air
a heating deevice, and there were threee kinds in leengths, such
h as
4770 mm, 550 mm and 870
0 mm, althouugh they were all 40 mm
m inner diam
meter. The sw
wirl
inj
njector used for
f this devicce is an axiall-typed injector, and the angle
a
of swirrl vanes are 0°,
300° and 45°, and
a the num
mber of vaness is 10. On the
t spot of 20
2 mm in froont of the sw
wirl
vaane, fuel is injected from
m 10ea nozzlles with a 1..2 mm-sized hole, and thhrough the 112
1
m
mm-sized mixxing length in
n the back off the swirl vaanes, fuel and
d air get parttially premix
xed.
Thhe swirl effect can be exp
pressed in thhe swirl num
mber, which is the ratio off the tangenttial
m
momentum annd the axial momentum,
m
and it can be approximaately calculatted through the
t
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foollowing equaation [1].

S 

2
2  1  (d h / d )3 
tan   tan  ( d h  d )

2 
3
3 1  ( d h / d ) 

(3.1)

Accordinng to the abov
ve equation, the swirl nu
umber of the swirl injectoor used for th
his
reesearch was about
a
0.42(30°) and 0.722(45°). A circular stainless steel (@ C
Chapter 6, caase
1, 2) and a quartz
q
tube (@
( Chapter 6, case 3 ~ 8) for thee flame visuualization weere
mbustor was 120 mm. Thhe plug nozzle
altternately useed, and the diameter insside the com
pllaced at the exhaust
e
ductt was suppossed to functio
on to changee the resonannt frequency of
thhe combustorr by making an
a acoustic bboundary thaat blocks 91%
% of the com
mbustor exhau
ust
duuct, which was
w designed
d to regulate the length of
o the combu
ustor by 0.1 mm from 800
8
m
mm to 1680 mm
m through
h the stepperr motor locaated in the exhaust
e
partt of model gas
g
tuurbine combuustor.

3 Schematiics of model gas turbine combustor and swirl injeectors.
Fig. 3.3
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Figure 3.44 shows the calibration ddata and com
mposition of air
a supply syystem. Workiing
airr was presssurized up to 8.5 bar bby air comp
pressor. The ACS100TA
A2 (Kyungw
won
coompressor) was
w used forr compressinng air and itt can blow out
o the air too 12.1 m3/m
min.
M
Many instrum
ments, which are some chhocked orificces, pressuree differentiall gage and ball
b
vaalves, were loocated in air supply line.. Pressurized
d air was stab
bilized througgh the chock
ked
orrifice and theen passed thrrough the preessure differential gage. The air masss flow rate was
w
coontrolled by ball valve using meassured pressu
ure differenttial gage. Inn addition, we
w
m
measured air supply
s
pressu
ures and air ttemperaturess, and these were
w used too control the air
m
mass flow ratee.

Fig. 3.4 The air calibration
c
ddata and composition of air
a supply sysstem.

mposition of fuel supply system. In th
his
Figure 3.5 shows the calibration ddata and com
exxperiments, Natural
N
gas (89.4%
(
CH4, 8.6% C2H6, 1.39% C3H8, 0.25% i-C
C4H10, 0.32% nC4H10, 0.04% N2) was useed as the fueel. And it waas serviced by
b Seoul cityy gas Co., Ltd.
L
(S
SCG). The fuuel chocked orifice
o
was uused for preccise control of
o equivalencce ratio. In th
his
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exxperimental study,
s
fuel mass
m flow ratee required ab
bout 0.9 ~ 3.5
5 g/s. So fuell orifice sizee (1
m
mm, 2.5 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm) were sselected by each
e
test condition for apppropriate maass
floow rate. Annd each orifi
fice was caliibrated by mass
m
flow meter.
m
The fu
fuel mass flo
ow
suupplied to thhe model dum
mp combusttor experimeental device was measure
red with an MM
15500SLPM-D Mass Flow
w Meter, madde by Alicatt Scientific Company.
C
Thhe fuel and air
m
mass flow ratee calculated through the flow meter and
a the diffeerential presssure gauge was
w
finnally confirm
med through
h Model 63332D, which
h is a Hot-w
wire velocim
meter made by
KA
ANOMAX, and it was found that thhe errors off the values calculated
c
annd the mixtu
ure
veelocity measuured at the co
ombustor exxit were withiin the range of ±3%.

Fig. 3.5
3 The fuel calibration
c
ddata and comp
position of fuel
fu supply syystem.

v
geneerator, tungstten
Figure 3.6 shows thee ignition sysstem consistted of high voltage
wiire and ceraamic tube. About
A
18,0000 volt was in
nduced by high voltage generator. The
T
tuungsten wire was placed inside a ceraamic tube fo
or insulation. And the cerramic tube was
w
innserted in a dump
d
surfacce. Spark waas induced by
b the gap between
b
dum
mp surface and
a
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tungsten wire. The location of pyrotechnic initiator was selected to consider the vortex
shedding zone. And the exhaust nozzle, dump surface and combustor were cooled down
by water and the outer surface of combustor was cooled down by air.

Fig. 3.6 The ignition system consisted of high voltage generator and spark plug.

3.2. Combustion Data Acquisition System
To measure the flow rate of fuel and air, combustion static pressure, exhaust
emission and combustion dynamic characteristics of the model dump combustor, this
experimental study used various kinds of sensors and a flow-meter to regulate the flow
rate. First of all, to control the change of static pressure and the air flow rate before and
after the combustion experiment, a total of six static pressure sensors made by Valcom
Company were used. A K-type thermo couple was used to measure the temperatures of
eight channels in total consisting of the air-supply (3 each), the combustor (4 each), and
the exhaust emission sensor location (1 each), as well as the temperature around the
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diifferential preessure gaugee for the reguulation of the fuel and aiir flow rate. To observe the
t
g the combusstion experim
ment, we ussed
osscillation of dynamic prressure occurrring during
fivve 102A05-ttype dynamiic pressure ssensors, man
nufactured by
b PCB Com
mpany, for the
t
innlet mixing seection and siix for the com
mbustor, as well as infin
nity probes, w
which suppreess
thhe reflected wave
w
of dynaamic pressuree [2, 3]. In ad
ddition, the sampling
s
ratee was observ
ved
byy receiving 10,000 data per secondd, and throug
gh Fast Fou
urier Transfoormation (FF
FT)
tecchniques, it was
w possiblee to analyze tthem up to 5,000
5
Hz. Th
he location off each dynam
mic
prressure sensoor is shown in Fig. 3.3. M
Moreover, OH*
O
chemilu
uminescence was measurred
froom the flam
me around th
he dump sidde. By using a high-speeed ICCD cam
amera made by
Phhotron Comppany, we pho
otographed fflames at thee speed of 1/6000 fps, annd were ablee to
obbtain the preessure oscillaation and heeat release values
v
from the time axxis in the sam
me
exxperimental conditions
c
by
y phase lockking the dynaamic pressurre sensor. Figg. 3.7 indicatted
thhat phase lockking system in this experrimental stud
dy.

Fig. 3.7 LabView based phasee locking systtem for heat release oscilllation.
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Data colllection of the sensors waas conducted
d with such devices as tthe C-RIO and
a
DA
AQ made byy National In
nstrument C
Company. Th
he processing
g of the senssor data for the
t
fuuel and air mass
m
flow raate control w
were perform
med with thee use of a L
LabView-bassed
prrogram as shown in Fig. 3.8. Andd the heat release oscilllation is bassic data to be
m
measured in order to understand causees of combusstion instabiliity. Thus, thiis study carriied
ouut a chemiluuminescence signal meassurement ressearch and sttarted photoographing spots
whhere – channges to + by
y observing dynamic prressure inforrmation throough Nl cRIIO.
Beesides, this study
s
acquireed signals thhat drive high
h-speed ICC
CD, signals oof photos beiing
takken and dynnamic pressu
ure signals byy using DAQ
Q and analyzzed the flam
me visualizatiion
innformation annd acoustic field
f
oscillattion informattion at the same time, esspecially abo
out
thhe combustioon instability
y phenomenoon, through the
t process of
o measuringg the results of
dyynamic presssure and heatt release wavves in the sam
me time dom
main.

F
Fig. 3.8 LabV
View based combustion
c
ddata collectin
ng system an
nd user interfface program
m.
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3..3 Multi-P
Position Dynamic
D
P
Pressure Sensing System
S
To observve the oscilllation of dynnamic pressu
ure and stan
nding wave fform occurriing
duuring the com
mbustion ex
xperiment, thhis study useed 5ea 102A
A05-type dynnamic pressu
ure
seensors, manuufactured by
y PCB Com
mpany, for the
t inlet miixing sectionn, 6ea for the
t
coombustor, annd the infinitty probes thaat suppress th
he reflected wave of dynnamic pressu
ure
[44]. In additioon, the samp
pling rate w
was observed
d by receivin
ng 10,000 ddata points per
p
seecond. Throuugh FFT, it was
w possiblee to analyze up to 5,000
0 Hz. The loocation of eaach
dyynamic presssure sensor iss shown in F
Fig. 3.9. As aforemention
a
ned it, the datta collection
n of
thhe sensors was
w conducted with such devices as a C-RIO an
nd DAQ madde by Nation
nal
Innstrument Coompany. Thee sensor dataa processing the fuel and
d air mass floow rate conttrol
weere performeed through a LabView-baased program
m.

ors and locatiion in modell gas turbine
Fig. 3.9 Coomposition off dynamic prressure senso
combustor.
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3.4 Chemiluminescence and Flame Structure Analysis
Chemiluminescence from hydrocarbon flames arises from specific molecules that are
lifted to an excited state by exothermic chemical reactions and then subsequently decay
back to equilibrium energy levels by emitting a photon. Chemiluminescence emission
occurs in specific wavelength bands that are characteristic of the emitting molecules.
Because the molecules responsible for the chemiluminescence change for different
combustion regimes and types, chemiluminescent emissions can provide information
about the nature of the reactions and the fuel/airmixture [5].
Most naturally emitted ultraviolet and visible radiation of flames, called
chemiluminescence, is caused by short lived electronically excited intermediate species
such as OH*, CH* or C2* formed during chemical reactions [6, 7]. An example is
depicted in Fig. 3.10 (left panel) from a Bunsen burner, operated with a stoichiometric
mixture of methane and air. If the radiation emitted by this flame is dispersed in a
spectrometer into its wavelength components, spectra can be observed like those shown
in Fig. 3.10 (right panel). On recognizes characteristic emission bands originating from
the above mentioned species in their respective electronically excited (A) states of OH*
(310 nm), CH* (388, 431 nm) und C2* (473 nm), respectively. It is therefore of interest to
investigate if the intensities or spectral shapes of these band systems can provide
quantitative information on, e.g., local fuel/air ratios, heat release rate (HRR) or chemical
processes of the combustion system investigated. If so, this would be of great importance
for technical combustion systems, since detecting chemiluminescence radiation is a cheap
and non-intrusive method for monitoring the combustion event in environments such as
power plants, waste incinerators or combustion engines [8].
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Fig. 3.10 Spectrum off the chemiluuminescence radiation em
mitted from a premixed
methane/air
m
fl
flame in Bunssen burner [8
8].

on tomography and integgral transforrm,
Abel connvolution is one of opticcal diffractio
suuch as onion pilling meth
hod and bacck-projection
n algorithm. It is useful tto transfer a 3diimensional liine-of-sight image to a 22-dimension
nal profile [9
9]. Accordingg to Pun et al.
mission measurement of chemiluminescence cannot capture the fine flam
me
[10], light em
nal is integrat
ated through the depth off the flame. T
Therefore, eaach
strructure, becaause the sign
im
mage was prrocessed with Abel connvolution. With
W
Abel in
nverted imaages, the tim
meavveraged flam
me structure profile
p
can bee reconstructted, if the flam
me shape is aaxisymmetriic.
This workk is focused on the interrpretation off OH and CH
H chemilumiinescence daata,
beecause they have
h
been widely employyed as a flam
me marker [11] to study tthe combustiion
prrocess by speectral combu
ustion diagnoostics [12, 13
3-18]. A high
h-speed ICC
CD Camera was
w
ussed in this study for recording
r
OH
H and CH chemilumin
nescence im
mages of hig
ghfreequency insttability phen
nomenon. Foor synchronizzation of heaat release daata from ICC
CD
annd dynamic data from PCB dynamicc sensor, NI cRIO was used
u
for trigggering and NI
DA
AQ was also used for recording
r
daata. NI cRIO
O operates att 40M Hz annd has reliab
ble
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coomputation speed;
s
thereefore, it wass used for detecting
d
thee rising edgge of dynam
mic
prressure data and triggering at the ddata changin
ng point, wh
hich occurs w
when the data
chhanges from
m positive to
o negative. To quantify
y the flame structure, th
the concept of
m
maximum inteensity locatio
on of the flam
me was used
d to calculatee the flame ceenter as show
wn
inn Fig. 3.11. The
T flame an
ngle is compuuted from th
he intensity center
c
and thhe center of the
t
duump plane. Inn other word
ds, the anglee between thee intensity ceenter and thee middle of the
t
duump plane iss regarded as the flame angle. Flam
me angle can demonstratee the axial and
a
raadial momenntum ratio; a similar conncept about flame
f
center is used in tthe research of
Kiim et al [19,, 20]. There, flame anglee is a factor that
t
can reprresent the floow structure of
thhe flame. Thiis calculation
n for the flaame center iss performed in all phasees of the Ab
belinnverted imagee and shows the flame anngle change at
a each phasee.

um intensity location.
Fig. 3.11 Definition of flame anggle and lengtth of maximu

3..5 PIV (Particle Im
mage Velo cimetry)
Particle Image
I
Veloccimetry (PIV
V) is a quaantitative method
m
for m
measuring 2-D
2
veelocity fieldss instantaneously, using cconsecutive images
i
of paarticles illum
minated by lig
ght
shheets. The exxperimental setup
s
of a PIIV system ty
ypically consists of seveeral subsystem
ms
[221]. Tracer particles
p
hav
ve to be addded to the flow, and these
t
particlles have to be
illluminated inn a plane of the flow at least twice within a sho
ort time inteerval. The lig
ght
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sccattered by thhe particles has
h to be reccorded eitherr on a single frame or onn a sequence of
fraames. The displacemen
d
t of the parrticle images between the
t light pullses has to be
deetermined thhrough evalu
uation of thee PIV record
dings. For evaluation,
e
th
the digital PIV
P
reecording is divided in
n small subbareas calleed “interrog
gation areass”. The local
rst and seco
ond
diisplacement vector for the images of the traccer particless of the firs
illlumination is determined
d for each iinterrogation
n area by means
m
of stattistical meth
hod
(aauto- and cross- correlatio
on). It is assuumed that alll particles within one inte
terrogation arrea
haave moved homogeneous
h
sly between the two illum
minations. The
T projection
on of the vector
off the local floow velocity into
i
the planee of the lightt sheet (2-com
mponent vellocity vector)) is
caalculated takking into acccount the tim
me delay beetween the two illumina
nations and the
t
m
magnification at imaging. The processs of interrog
gation is rep
peated for alll interrogatiion
arreas of the PIIV recording. Fig. 3.12 shhows the typ
pical procedu
ures of PIV m
measurement.

Procedures off PIV measurement.
Fig. 3.12 Typical P
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The correlation function is expressed as follows:

h  sx , s y  





0

0

 

f  x , y  h  x  s x , y  s y  dxdy

(3.2)

A correlation method is classified into auto-correlation and cross-correlation
according

to

the

number

of

functions.

Auto-correlation

is

for

the

case

f  x , y   g  x , y  in Eq. (3.2) and the cross-correlation is the f  x , y   g  x , y 
case. Auto-correlation is used when the first image and the second image are recorded in
one frame (single frame / double exposure) and cross-correlation is used when the two
images are recorded in separate frames (double frame / single exposure). Compared to
auto-correlation method, cross-correlation method has some merits: 1) The problem of
directional ambiguity is eliminated, 2) The algorithm is simple because there is only one
peak as a result of correlation and 3) Dynamic range is relatively large.

3.6 PLLIF (Planar Liquid Laser Induced Fluorescence)
To measure the trajectory and breakup length of the liquid column spray jet, we used
the PLLIF (Planar Liquid Laser Induced Fluorescence) technique. Another approach to
the patternation of fuel sprays is the use of PLLIF (Planar Liquid Laser Induced
Fluorescence). The PLLIF technique is based on the fact that the fluorescence signal
intensity of a spray drop is proportional to the concentration of fluorescent molecules (i.e.
the volume of the drop) under the condition that the laser light absorption is low enough
for the molecules to be uniformly illuminated [22]. The grey level of the i-th and j-th
pixel of the CCD array by the fluorescence signal can be expressed as follows [23]:

G  i , j   CI 0  nk d k3
k
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(3.3)

Where, C is a constant and I0, the incident laser beam intensity at the (i, j) pixel, is
assumed to be constant within the pixel. Since the drop number density of the kth size
class dk(nk) is the time-averaged value, the grey level in Eq. (3.3) indicates the total
volume of drops which do not pass the unit volume but exist inside the volume during the
camera exposure time, i.e. spatial volume (or mass) concentration of the liquid drops.
Furthermore, the constant C in Eq. (3.3) is difficult to obtain, so that only the relative
distribution of the spray mass concentration can be obtained directly from the PLLIF
measurements.
A laser sheet is formed by some combination of cylindrical and spherical optic. A
digital camera is used for imaging the energy of interest. Depending upon the information
desired, either continuous or pulsed lasers can be employed. If a suitable light source is
selected in conjunction with a suitable test fluid, fluorescence can be induced.
Fluorescence is dependent upon the concentration of the fluorescing molecules. If a
molecule which can be made to fluoresce is present within the test fluid in a
homogeneous fashion, then the fluorescence can be related to the volume of material.
Some materials may fluoresce naturally (e.g. ringed hydrocarbons), while others may not
(e.g. octanes, alchohols, water). In this case, suitable dye can be added to the fluid (e.g.
rhodamine, fluorescein). If a dye is added, it can be selected such that is absorption
spectra conveniently overlaps with common laser wavelengths.
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CHAPTER 4
SWIRL STABILIZED FLAME STRUCTURE AND
RECIRCULATION ZONE
4.1 Background and Objectives
At the turn of 21st century, problems related with energy depletion and
environmental pollution has become an important issue [1]. Under these circumstances,
emission regulations have become more stringent. Many researchers have tried to develop
a new type of combustor which burns fuel more efficiently and produces lower emissions
[2, 3]. In the context of such efforts, a lean premixed combustor has been introduced and
used for power generation all over the world. A lean premixed combustor produces less
NOx than conventional gas turbines by burning the fuel at a low temperature.
Conventional gas turbines that burning the fuel near stoichiometric condition have some
advantages in terms of stability of combustion, but these produce locally high temperature
regions which induce large amounts of NOx and soot production. On the other hand, lean
premixed combustors can decrease combustion temperature significantly by burning the
fuel near lean equivalence ratio conditions [4, 5, 6]. However, combustion instabilities
occur under the lean burning conditions where they are designed to operate. To eliminate
these instabilities and develop effective approaches for their control, the mechanisms
responsible for their occurrence must be understood. The necessary condition for
combustion instability was first determined by Lord Rayleigh [7] and can be summarized
in the following mathematical expression called the Rayleigh Criterion.
It means that combustion is unstable when the net rate of energy added to the
acoustic field exceeds the net rate of damping provided by inherent dissipative processes
such as heat and acoustic energy loss. It also shows that combustion instability can occur
when the phase between pressure oscillations and heat release oscillations is less than 90°.
During the last decade, the underlying mechanisms of combustion instabilities in lean,
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premixed gas turbine combustors have been investigated. These involved mechanisms of
the combustion instability and the physics of acoustic interactions in premixed gas
turbines [8, 9, 10], the flame transfer function measurements and the coupling of
combustion instability mechanisms [11, 12, 13, 14], and the dynamics and stability of
lean premixed swirl-stabilized combustion [ 15, 16, 17].
Other groups have investigated flow structures and flame behaviors in lean premixed
gas turbine combustors via laser diagnostics. Observations included: flame behavior in a
laboratory-scale premixed natural gas turbine combustor from Planar Laser Induced
Fluorescence (PLIF) images of OH*, Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA), and Coherent
Anti-stokes Raman Spectroscopy measurements [18, 19], the investigation of flow field,
structures, temperature and species distributions of swirl flames in a gas turbine model
combustor [20, 21, 22]. Those two research parts have been performed somewhat
separately, and studies on flow structures and flame behaviors are not well documented
for confined laboratory gas turbine combustors in comparison with studies for unconfined
combustors. This chapter has been performed to investigate the flow structure in cold
flow and mechanism of the combustion instability in terms of flow structural
characteristics. PIV measurements and dynamic pressure measurements were conducted
simultaneously to examine the effects of structural characteristics on the combustion
instability. The result strongly suggests that the formation of a recirculation zone and its
structural characteristics contribute to the occurrence and development of combustion
instability.

4.2 Experimental Method and Conditions
The combustor used for this study is a model gas turbine combustor simulating in
1/3 scale a GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6 gas turbine combustor [23], characterized with partially
premix and swirl stabilized flame. The form is as shown in Fig. 3.3. It consists of five
main parts: an air heater, a fuel-air mixing section, a swirl injector, an optically accessible
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quartz combustor section, and a plug nozzle. Regulated inlet air enters the electric air
heater and is heated to 673 K. The air heater consists of three heating elements. Each of
the elements uses 40 KW power and can be controlled individually. The air heater can
maintain the desired temperature throughout the experiments. The heated air enters the
mixing section through a chocking plate which is installed at the entrance of the mixing
section to prevent mass flow rate oscillations and to provide a well-defined acoustic
boundary condition. The mixing section is 550 mm long and has an annular cross section
whose diameter is 40 mm. An axial-entry type swirl injector with 30° swirl vane angle
was mounted in the mixing section 53 mm upstream of the dump plane. The swirl effect
can be expressed by the swirl number, which is the ratio of the tangential momentum and
the axial momentum.
As for the working fuel in the model gas turbine combustor, this study used CNG
(compressed natural gas) that has 89.4% methane. The fuel is issued from 10 holes
located 20 mm upstream of the swirl vanes, and mixed with heated air by passing through
the swirl vanes. The combustor consists of a stainless steel dump plane, an optically
accessible quartz combustor section with an inner diameter 120 mm, and a length of 200
mm, and a stainless steel variable-length section, which is blocked by a water-cooled plug
nozzle. The length of the combustor, which is defined as the distance from the dump
plane to the plug, can be continuously varied between 825 mm to 1125 mm by moving
the plug nozzle along the axial direction of the combustor. The nozzle not only changes
the length of the combustor but also defines the acoustic boundary condition for
measurements of self-excited instabilities. The blockage ratio of the plug nozzle is 91%,
which is large enough to set a proper acoustic boundary condition. All of the experimental
conditions from this study are listed in Table 4.1.
To measure the flow rate of fuel and air, combustion static pressure, exhaust
emission and combustion dynamic characteristics of the model dump combustor, this
experimental study used various kinds of sensors and a flow-meter to regulate the flow
rate. First of all, to control the change of static pressure and air flow rate before and after
the combustion experiment, a total of 6 static pressure sensors made by Valcom Company
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were used. One was placed in the front and one in the back of the orifice, and two were in
the front and back of the swirl injector, and two were in the combustor. A K-type thermocouple was used to measure the temperature. In all, the temperatures of 8 channels were
measured, including air-supply (3ea), combustor (4ea), exhaust emission sensor location
(1ea) temperature, and the temperature around the differential pressure gauge for the
regulation of fuel and air flow rate.
Table 4.1 Experimental conditions and parameters.
Parameters
Fuel type

Values
Natural gas
[ CH4(89.4%) + C2H6(8.6%) + C3H8(1.39%) ]

Inlet air temperature [K]

673

Fuel temperature [K]

318

Swirl vane angle

30°, 45° swirler (swirl number = 0.42, 0.72)

Fuel-Air mixture velocity [m/sec]

40, 50, 60, 70

Equivalence ratio (Φ)

Blowout limit ~ 1.2

Inlet mixing section length [mm]

550

Combustor length [mm]

850 ~ 1082

Blockage nozzle [mm]

128 (Blockage ratio : 91%)

In this chapter, flame structures were obtained using Particle Image Velocimety (PIV)
and OH* chemiluminescence. PIV is an attractive and useful technique for capturing
instantaneous flow fields [24]. PIV is the simultaneous measurement of fluid or
particulate velocity vectors at many (e.g. thousands) points, using optical imaging
techniques. The measurements are usually made in planar “slices” of the flow field. It is a
qualitative visualization method that can instantaneously capture 2-dimensional velocity
fields, along with additional information such as turbulent intensity, strain rate, and
vorticity. Several processes are required to get useful information, such as adding tracing
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paarticles to thhe flow, lasser illuminattion with peeriodic timee delay, recoording of Mie
M
sccattering im
mages, and post-processsing of reccorded imag
ges. Fig. 44.1 shows the
t
coonfiguration of a PIV meaasurement syystem in a model
m
gas turb
bine combusstor.

F
Fig. 4.1 Conffiguration off a PIV measuurement systtem in a mod
del gas turbinne combustor.
A doublee pulse PIV laser
l
(ND:YA
AG laser, 53
32 nm, Max. 3W per onee head, 5 ns of
laser pulse, 1 mm of laserr sheet widthh, 8㎲ of do
ouble-pulse interval andd 10 Hz of PIV
P
reepetition rate) was used to
t illuminatee seeding parrticles, and Mie
M scatterinng images weere
caaptured by a CCD camerra with a pixxel resolution
n of 1600 × 1200 (Princceton ES2020).
Thhe size of thee test section
n is 120 mm × 200 mm. Zirconium
Z
Oxide
O
was useed as a seediing
paarticle, and itts’ mean diam
meter was abbout 1㎛. The biggest chaallenge in appplying the PIV
P
tecchnique to velocity
v
measurements inn strongly sw
wirling flowss is the stronng out-of-plaane
m
motion decreaasing the num
mber of valiid particle-pair images within
w
the laaser sheet [25].
Thherefore, thee laser sheet profile, the ttime intervall between lasser pulsed, aand the seediing
deensity in the flow have to
o be controllled to obtain
n valid velociity vectors. T
The addition of
seeeding particles to the flo
ow and theirr contaminatiion of the qu
uartz combuustor present an
addditional chaallenge in ap
pplying the PIV techniq
que. This is extremely sserious for the
t
appplication off PIV and is a main reasonn for the relaatively few publications
p
ddescribing PIV
P
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measurements in gas turbine combustors. However, 2-dimensional images of the
instantaneous flow field provide new insights into the dynamics of turbulent swirlstabilized flames, which are very important for the understanding of combustion
instabilities. Moreover, to measure the heat release oscillation of flame under stable and
unstable combustion conditions, OH chemiluminescence was measured from the flame
around the dump side. By using the high speed ICCD camera made by Photron Company,
this study photographed flames at a speed of 6000 fps. This study was able to obtain the
pressure oscillation and heat release values from the time axis in the same experimental
conditions by linking with the dynamic pressure sensor, while locking the phase.

4.3 Results of Recirculation Zones
Previous researchers have used the size of the recirculation zone to examine the
intensity of the recirculation zone which is based on how well recirculation zones move
hot gases to the middle of the combustor and down into the ignition zone. Therefore, the
intensity of the recirculation zone can be examined in terms of the size and the mass flow
rate of hot burnt gases that the recirculation zone provides to the middle of the combustor.
The examination of the zero axial velocity and the zero radial velocity helps define
recirculation regions. The sizes of the recirculation zones are directly related to the height
and width of the zero velocity contours.[26] Based on the size of the recirculation zone
and the mass flow rate of hot burnt gases in the recirculation zone, the effect of each
operating condition on the formation of recirculation zone was experimented.

4.3.1 Effect of various combustion parameters in cold flow
For the study of recirculation zones in cold flow, numerous experiments were
conducted under the various operating conditions: fuel-air mixture velocities, equivalence
ratios, and swirl numbers. Fig. 4.2 shows the averaged PIV images at different fuel-air
mixture velocity conditions. The recirculation size can be defined by the contours of the
zero axial and radial velocity. It is observed that the size of the recirculation zone
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increases as the fuel-air mixture velocity increases form 40 m/s (Fig. 4.2 (a)) to 60 m/s
(Fig. 4.2 (b)). The position of the vortex core was rarely changed and the magnitude of
negative velocity vectors has increased as increase of the fuel-air mixture velocity. The
formation of recirculation zones is the pressure gradient in the combustor so the trend
with respect to the change of mixture velocities can be explained about the pressure
gradient. The magnitude of the tangential velocity component is proportional to that of
the axial velocity component determined by the fuel-air mixture velocity. According to Eq.
(2.30), the magnitude of the pressure gradient is proportional to that of the square of the
tangential velocity component, so the pressure gradient becomes larger as the mixture
velocity increases. The pressure gradient disappears gradually along the axial direction
because the tangential velocity component decays with axial distance. However, the more
time and distance are necessary for the decay of the tangential velocity component under
higher mixture velocity conditions, that is, the pressure gradient that is essential to drive
the formation of the recirculation zone exist in the further downstream region under
higher mixture velocity conditions.
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(a)

(b)

Fiig. 4.2 Averaaged PIV images and meean flow strucctures in a no
on-reacting fflow at Lcombb. =
10550 mm, Φ = 0.8
0 and 30° sswirl; (a) vmix = 40 m/s, (b) vmix = 60 m
m/s.
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As shownn in Fig. 4.3,, the equivaleence ratio do
oesn’t have any
a effects onn the formatiion
off recirculatioon zones in a non-reactingg flow. Actu
ually, the equ
uivalence ratiio is one of the
t
m
most importannt parameterrs that underrstand and drriving issue the combusttion dynamiics.
Hoowever, that does not hav
ve any influeence on the flow
f
structuree without thee combustion
n.

(a)
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(b)

Fiig. 4.3 Averaaged PIV images and meean flow strucctures in a no
on-reacting fflow at Lcombb. =
1050 mm, vmiix = 40 m/s annd 30° swirl; (a) Φ = 0.8, (b) Φ = 0.665.
4 shows the effect of tthe swirl num
mber on the flow structuure result. The
T
Figure. 4.4
sw
wirl number was changed
d from 0.42 (30°) and 0.72 (45°) by
y using differrent swirl vaane
anngles. An inccrease in thee magnitude of the swirl number direectly means tthe increase of
tanngential veloocity compo
onents in thee flow. Accorrding to the governing eequation of the
t
sw
wirl flow Eqq. (2.30), the pressure grradient becom
mes strongerr as the tanggential veloccity
inncreases. Connsequently, the
t pressure gradient thaat drives the formation oof recirculatiion
zoones can exisst over a wid
der region off the combusttor, so the sizze of the reccirculation zo
one
inncrease. The increase of the swirl nuumber has th
he same effect with the iincrease of the
t
m
mixture velociity on the sizze of recircullation zones.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.4 Averaaged PIV im
mages and floow structures in a non-reaacting flow at Lcomb. = 105
50
mm, vmix = 60 m/s and Φ = 0.8; (a) 30° swirl, (b
b) 45° swirl.
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4.3.2 Effect of combustion and instability characteristics
Figures 4.5 (a) and (b) show values obtained through PIV measurement in a
combustion field. After measuring 600 pairs of instant fields, this study calculated their
average, which shows that a recirculation zone is formed in actual combustion conditions.
To compare recirculation zone size, many researchers used the height or width of a
recirculation zone, with the size of such a recirculation zone defined with borderlines
connecting points whose axial-direction velocity and radial-direction velocity are 0 [18].
Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the characteristics of a recirculation zone formed under stable
combustion conditions, while Fig. 4.5 (b) shows a recirculation zone formed in unstable
combustion conditions. In this section, when combustion instability took place, it was
observed that the size of a recirculation zone became remarkably enlarged. This finding
indicates that the occurrence of combustion instability has an effect on the formation of a
recirculation zone. Fig. 4.6 shows a calculating process used to simply compare the size
of volume flux in a recirculation zone. Through this process, this study compared
quantitative volume flux in a recirculation zone every moment in the random-phase PIV
images in both flame stable and unstable conditions.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.5 Aveeraged PIV im
mages in com
mbustion con
ndition at Lcoomb. = 1050 m
mm, vmix = 40
0
m/s and 30°° swirl; (a) sttable, Φ = 0.6
65, (b) unstable, Φ = 0.8..
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w rate of swiirling flame zone
z
at 30 m
mm detached
Fig. 4.6 Caalculation forr volume flow
measuurement pointt from the duump plane in
n stable and unstable
u
condditions.
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To find out the relation betweeen the forrmation of a recirculattion zone and
a
coombustion instability,
i
this
t
study adopted th
he PIV measurement ttechnique. As
coombustion innstability is a kind of a ddynamic phen
nomenon, itss characteristtics are hard
d to
innvestigate thhrough mean
n-field imagges only. In
n this sectiion, therefoore, this stu
udy
innvestigated thhe characterristics of a rrecirculation
n zone by using instantaaneous imag
ges
unnder the conddition of com
mbustion insstability. Fig. 4.7 (a) shows the 4 cyccles of rando
om
phhase unstable flame imaages obtaineed through PIV
P under combustion iinstability. The
T
phhase of each image is not clear, owinng to the phaase locking method,
m
but iits cycle shows
thhat the recircuulation zone vibrates witth a main insstability freq
quency. In coontrast, Fig. 4.7
4
(bb) shows cyccles compossed of instanntaneous images in stab
ble combustiion conditions,
thhrough whichh it was observed that thhe size of a recirculation
n zone hardlly changed but
b
waas sustained almost throu
ughout.

(a)
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(b)

Fiig. 4.7 Instanntaneous PIV
V images in ccombustion condition
c
at Lcomb. = 10500 mm, vmix = 40
m/s and 30° swirl; (a) s table, Φ = 0..6, (b) unstab
ble, Φ = 0.8.
Also, thiis experimen
ntal investigaation is con
nfirmed by Fig.
F 4.8 (a) and (b). Th
hat
xial velocity profile resullt of the each
h instantaneoous PIV imag
ges
figgures indicatte that the ax
at 20 mm deetached meassurement pooint from th
he dump plaane in stablee and unstab
ble
d earlier, thee recirculatio
on zone con
ntributes to tthe stability of
coonditions. Ass mentioned
coombustion by
b moving high-temperrature comb
bustion gas to the centtral part off a
coombustion chhamber and near
n
the fuell-air injected
d nozzle wheere ignition ta
takes place. So,
S
thhe most impoortant assumeed item is thhe volume flu
ux of re-circculated combbustion gas and
a
whhich has alm
most the sam
me value off flame zonee air density. The volum
me flux can be
caalculated through the area of a reciirculation zo
one and the size of neggative-directiion
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veelocity compponents. Theerefore, the size of a constantly-ch
c
hanging reciirculation zo
one
m
means that thee volume flu
ux of recycleed high-temp
perature gas changes as well, which
h is
esssential for the
t stabilization of com
mbustion. Such change of
o volume fl
flux causes the
t
fluuctuation off reaction rate and heaat release rate
r
oscillation, ultimateely leading to
coombustion innstability.
Unlike a case where stable
s
combuustion takes place as usu
ual, it was obbserved that the
t
sizze of a recirrculation zone constantlly changes in
i a conditio
on of unstabble combustiion
coondition. Mooreover, when
n this study eexamined the sizes of reccirculation zoones in the last
piicture in Figgs. 4.7 (a) and
a (b), it w
was found th
hat the form
mation was soo weak thatt it
coontributed noothing to thee stabilizationn of combusstion, furtherr causing flaame quenchin
ng.
Allso, the flucttuation of a recirculation
r
n zone seemss to have an effect on thee occurrence of
coombustion innstability. Forr the validatiion of this ex
xperimental study,
s
we fouund the volum
me
floow rate of a recirculation
r
n zone in com
mbustion con
ndition.

(a)
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(b)

F
Fig. 4.8 Veloocity profile result
r
of insttantaneous PIV images att Lcomb. = 10550 mm, vmix =
40 m/ss and 30° sw
wirl vane anglle; (a) stable, Φ = 0.6, (b) unstable, Φ = 0.8.
4 (a) and (b) indicate the result of
o volume fllow rate chaanging in eaach
Figures 4.9
raandom phasee conditions through stabble and unsttable flame conditions. A
As shown th
his
figgure, there have larger volume floow rate regiion in the recirculation
r
n zone and its
fluuctuation at unstable
u
com
mbustion regiion than the stable combu
ustion condittions.
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(a)

(b)

Fiig. 4.9 Resullt of volume flow rate in each random
m phase cond
ditions at Lcommb. = 1050 mm,
m
vmixx = 40 m/s an
nd 30° swirl; (a) stable, Φ = 0.6, (b) unstable,
u
Φ = 0.8.
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4.4 Analysis of combustion instability frequency
To investigate whether a recirculation zone vibrates cyclically and what that
frequency of the vibration means When it occurs, this study measured the OH*
chemiluminescence with a high-speed ICCD camera. At each moment, the camera frame
speed was set at 2048 Hz. Figs. 4.10(a) and (b) are the results arranged in each phase,
which shows that flame vibrates cyclically in conditions of combustion instability (Fig.
4.10(b)). In stable combustion conditions as shown in Fig. 4.10(a), it was observed that
there was almost no change in the intensity of chemiluminescence signals, which shows
that the form and size of flame were constant.
This study converted the values of intensity of chemiluminescence images obtained
in instability conditions to analyze the frequency. Through the sum of them, this study
examined the change of intensity by time and performed FFT. As a result, it was found
that it vibrated with its natural frequency, 315Hz of combustor longitudinal mode. As a
result of FFT with dynamic pressure information obtained during the process of this
experiment, the frequency was found to be 313Hz. Furthermore, when theoretical
instability modes were calculated with the length of a combustion chamber (1.05 m), and
temperature (868 K, the average obtained from 3 points on the combustion chamber) in
the closed-closed boundary condition, this study found the natural frequency of
combustor at 322 Hz. Since the average temperature of the entire combustion chamber
was actually lower than the temperature measured, this study found that the fluctuation of
flame, the fluctuation frequency of instability phenomenon, and the theoreticallycalculated unstable mode all have very similar values. This result supports the assumption
that there is a direct relation between combustion instability and the fluctuation of a
recirculation zone.
A theoretical analysis to calculate this phenomenon is shown in Eq. (4.1) and Eq.
(4.2). It is assumed that the movement course of energy in a gas turbine combustor is
axial direction and the average temperature is constant with 1-D standing waves theory.
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Quarter wave mode : f 0 
Half wave mode : f 0 

(2n  1)c
4L

(4.1)

nc
2L

(4.2)

 where, n  1, 2,3..., c   RT 


Combustion instability has an essential relation with the fluctuation of a recirculation
zone, and it can be explained through procedures shown in Fig. 4.11. When combustion
instability takes place, high pressure fluctuation occurs inside the combustion chamber.
As mentioned above, the most important factor in forming a recirculation zone is the very
formation of a pressure gradient inside the combustion chamber. However, when
combustion instability takes place, a pressure gradient is not smoothly formed due to the
pressure fluctuation inside the combustion chamber, which is needed for the formation of
a recirculation zone. Consequently, the recirculation zone proceeds to vibrate under the
influence of instability-caused pressure fluctuation. The vibration of a recirculation zone
further causes mass flow rate fluctuation of high-temperature recycled gas needed for
stable combustion. It is at this moment that, mass flow late fluctuation in recirculation
zone leads to the fluctuation of heat release as one of the factors sustaining and
developing combustion instability.
In summary, the fluctuation in a recirculation zone functions as one of several
factors causing and developing combustion instability. It can be regarded as an essential
accompanying phenomenon when combustion instability takes place.
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(a)

(b)

Fiig. 4.10 OH cchemilumineescence and aabel-inverted
d images at Lcomb. = 10500 mm, vmix = 40
m/s and 30° swirl; (a) s table, Φ = 0..6, (b) unstab
ble, Φ = 0.8.
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F
Fig. 4.11 Relation betweeen the recircuulation zone oscillation and combustiion instability
y.
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CHAPTER 5
EFFECT OF FUEL-AIR MIXTURE VELOCITY
5.1 Background and Objectives
Combustion instabilities occur when different combustion processes combine in
such a way that inherent disturbances in the system are self-excited via interactions with
the combustion process. These are caused by complex, feedback-type interactions
between periodic flow and combustion processes that produce a periodic heat addition,
exciting large-amplitude acoustic oscillations in the combustor [1].
In addition, a recent study by Meier et al. [2, 3, 4] has shown the relation between
ignition delay time and combustion instability occurrence by CFD and experimental
studies using the PIV and PLIF measurements in a model gas turbine combustor. Candel
et al. [5, 6] investigated the flame response by measuring the unsteady heat release
induced by an imposed velocity perturbation and flame dynamic, which is documented by
the calculating the phase averages. As concerns the flame vortex interaction research field,
Kim et al. [7] investigated the effects of acoustic forcing on flame length and NOx
emission in turbulent hydrogen non-premixed jet flames with coaxial air, which was
acoustically forced at the resonance frequency of the combustor. Also, in order to
examine mixing and dynamic behaviors during flame-vortex interaction, the local
properties on the flame surface were characterized quantitatively. The behavior of the
precessing vortex core (PVC) is also significantly altered by combustion heat release and
by the system parameters (e.g. swirl number, axial velocity and geometry). Previous
studies [8, 9] suggest that the type of combustion (i.e., premixed or non-premixed) can
affect the PVC frequency and its intensity.
However, there is no other research about the interaction of vortex structure and
combustion instability phenomenon. The flame recirculation zone (flow patterns in
combustion region) is very important, as it can modulate the air flow rate at instability
condition and may be the source of instability by modulation local equivalence ratio. In
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this chapter, we conducted experiments under various fuel-air mixture velocity and
operating conditions with a model gas turbine combustor to examine the relation of
combustion instability and flame structure using the OH chemiluminescence and multichannel dynamic pressure sensing system.

5.2 Experimental Method and Conditions
Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of a partially premixed, variable length, model gas
turbine combustor (same as facility of Fig. 3.3). It consists of an air heater, an inlet
mixing section, which is called the plenum, a swirl injector, an optically accessible quartz
combustor section, a steel combustor section, and an exhaust duct. An air heater provides
heated air (673K) to a combustor through an air inlet section. There is a choking orifice at
the entrance of the air inlet section to provide a well-defined acoustic boundary condition
and to protect the fluctuation of inlet air. In the inlet mixing section, the mixing process
between the fuel and heated air is done by a swirl injector, which provides a spatially and
temporally homogeneous reactant mixture to the combustor. The length of the steel
combustor can be varied continuously from 850 mm to 1100 mm by moving a watercooled plug nozzle along the axial direction of the combustor. The temperature of plug
nozzle varies from 350 to 490K, which is based on inlet velocity conditions. PCB
102A05 piezoelectric transducers are used to measure unsteady pressure perturbations in
the inlet mixing section and combustor section. Five pressure transducers are installed in
the mixing section, and six pressure transducers are installed in the combustor,
respectively. Five static pressure sensors made by Valcom inc. are used to measure the
combustion static pressure and control the mass flow rate of inlet air and five K-type
thermocouples are also used.
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Fiig. 5.1 Schem
matics of model gas turbiine combusto
or for variablle fuel-air miixture velociity.
Figure 5..2 shows thee stability m
map of our dump combustor. Changees occur in the
t
coombustion innstability pheenomenon treend, based on
o inlet mixtu
ure velocity, and vary fro
om
300 to 70 m/ss. In the low
w and high fuel-air mixture velociity regions, high-levels of
innstability occur and the middle
m
of the velocity con
nditions has a low-level uunstable effeect.
Thherefore, inlet mixture velocity
v
was selected as the main vaariable and oother variablles,
suuch as combuustor length, equivalencce ratio, and plenum leng
gth were fixxed of 470 mm
m
duuring this sttudy and th
hen flame vvisualization and dynam
mic pressuree analysis was
w
peerformed at these condittions as show
me phenomen
non
wn in Tablee 5.1. Since almost same
occcurs at bothh slightly leaan and rich cconditions, and
a rich con
ndition was m
much easier to
m
maintaining innstability con
nditions, sligghtly rich co
ondition whicch means equ
quivalence raatio
1.2 was selectted in this study.
s
Througgh this proccess, various mixture vellocities for the
t
mbustion in
nstability annd its main
ntenance pro
ocess were performed to
caause of com
unnderstand thee relevant prrocesses in thhis study. Th
he velocity variable
v
can be treated as a
coondition of thhe burner ou
utput and then
en low velociity condition
ns when low fuel flow raates
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coondition. In this experim
ment, somew
what high in
nstability occurs at low
w inlet veloccity
coonditions. Thhe mechanism
m of these rresults was the
t subject of
o the investtigation of th
his
stuudy.

F
Fig. 5.2 Stability map forr all experim
mental conditiions; (a) unsttable, vmix = 330 m/s, 370 ~
able, vmix = 70
7 m/s, 340 ~ 360 Hz.
390 Hz, (b) stable, vmix
m = 50 m/s and (c) unsta
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Table 5.1 Experimental conditions.
Parameters
Fuel type

Values
Natural gas
[ CH4(89.4%) + C2H6(8.6%) + C3H8(1.39%) ]

Combustor Length [mm]

1000

Inlet Temperature [K]

637

Equivalence Ratio (Φ)

1.2

Swirl Injector

30° swirler (swirl number = 0.42)
30, 35, 40, 45,

Mixture Velocity [m/s]

50, 55, 60, 65, 70

5.3 Flame and Abel-inverted Images
To investigate of flame structure and high-frequency phenomena, high-speed ICCD
camera was used in this study. The recorded frame rate was 6000 frame/sec and image
size was 512 by 512 pixels. The dynamic pressure sensor and high speed ICCD triggering
signal were recorded to measure heat release rate oscillation and dynamic pressure at the
same time. These data were also used for phase-locking of the chemiluminescence
imaging. The phase-locking process is performed based on 6th dynamic pressure, which
was located at the detached section of the existing flame zone. The peak amplitude of 6th
dynamic pressure was selected as 0 degree and the OH chemiluminescence image is
collected by 12 phases, which means that 30-degree gaps per phase and Abel-inversion
was carried out for each averaged picture. Abel-inversion is the process by which 2D
images can be reconstructed from an accumulated 3D image [10, 11]. So, that is indicated
the analysis of flame structures.
Figure 5.3 shows the three mixture velocity conditions for investigation of flame
structure in stable and unstable condition. At 30 and 70 m/s fuel-air mixture velocity
conditions, combustion instability took place and the stable condition is 50 m/s. First, a
low velocity condition as some flame intensity changes according to phase changes,
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hoowever, theree have few axial
a
length vvariations an
nd flame stru
uctural changges at the ed
dge
off the flame, which
w
indicated vortex-fllame interacttion zone. Seecond, the staable conditio
ons
(550 m/s) produuce no chang
ges in flamee length and intensity at each
e
phase oof the averag
ged
im
mage. Lastly,, high mixtu
ure velocity cconditions, which
w
meanss that condittion of 70 m/s,
m
shhows a drasttic change of flame strucctures, whicch means len
ngth variatioon, heat releaase
inntensity oscillation, and outer recirrculation sizze is changeeable, whichh helps flam
me
staabilization.

(a)

(b)

(c)
verted imagees (bottom) aat Lcomb. = 1000
Fiig. 5.3 OH chhemiluminesscence (top) and Abel-inv
m
mm, Φ = 1.22 conditions; (a) unstable , vmix = 30 m/s,
m 370 ~ 390 Hz, (b) staable, vmix = 50
m/s an
nd (c) unstablle, vmix = 70 m/s, 340 ~ 360
3 Hz.
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5.4 Main Instability Frequency and Strouhal Number
Figure 5.4 shows the experimental results of combustor temperature and instability
frequency relation. There have separated into the three parts of low fuel-air mixture
velocity instability region, stable region, and high fuel-air mixture velocity instability
regions. The instability frequency and mean temperature of the combustion chamber have
a linear correlation because the mean temperature of combustor affects the speed of sound
about main combustion fluid and the instability frequency varies the increasing or
decreasing temperature conditions. This analytic theory is well matched with the high
fuel-air mixture velocity instability conditions from around 55 to 70 m/s. In contrast, at
condition of low velocity instability condition about 30 and 35 m/s, combustion zone has
much lower temperature zone via a high mixture velocity instability case and have a
higher instability frequency. This phenomenon is not a general tendency of acoustic
theory. This chapter main investigation is the relation between inlet fuel-air mixture
velocity and combustion instability. Also, distinguish the difference between low and high
levels of instability. To investigate such a relation, the flame structures during condition
of instability will be discussed.
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Fig. 5.4 Coombustion instability freqquency shiftin
ng results at various fuell-air mixture
velocity connditions; (a) unstable,
u
vmixx = 30 m/s, 370 ~ 390 Hzz, (b) stable, v mix = 50 m/s
and (c) unstable,, vmix = 70 m/s,
m 340 ~ 360
0 Hz.
ure and instab
bility characteristics, wee calculated the
t
So, to exxamine the fllame structur
Sttrouhal numbber for each
h combustionn instabilities condition. A Strouhal number is the
t
m
most famouss of dimen
nsionless nuumber descrribing oscillating flow
w mechanism
ms.
Innstability freqquency and inlet mixturee velocity were
w
used and
d characterisstic length was
w
reeplaced as flame
f
length
h, which waas measured by using the
t flame ceenter with the
t
avveraged imagge. Table 5.2 shows thee low mixturre velocity (30,
(
35 m/s)) conditions of
unnstable flam
me region haas a higher Strouhal nu
umber than the high miixture veloccity
innstability casses. Further, there is no acoustic bo
oundary builld up causedd by influen
nce
heeating flux value
v
on thee lower mixxture velocitty condition
n. So, very low instabillity
am
mplitude exissts, and the in
nstability moode does not matched witth others onee.
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T
Table 5.2 Strrouhal numb
ber calculatioon for conditions of each fuel-air mixt
xture velocity
y.
State

Flame shape
s

Length
(mm)

Velocity
(m/s)

Frequencyy
(Hz)

Strouhal
numberr

50.72

30

370

0.626

54.64

35

393

0.614

48.52

40

-

-

47.42

50

-

-

66.13

65

356

0.362

66.53

70

365

0.347

Unstable
(@ low
velocity)

Stable

Unstable
(@ high
velocity)

hal
C. Kulshheimer et al.[12] and M.. Escudier[13] are suggeest that wheen the Strouh
nuumber is high, the criticaal pressure fo
for making a vortex shedding structurre is less wh
hen
thhe Strouhal number
n
is low
wer conditioon. Applying
g that result in this chapt
pter for the lo
ow
m
mixture velocity instability case, whicch shows a high
h
Strouhaal number, caan more eassily
geenerate the vortex
v
structu
ure and, thereefore the inteeraction of th
his vortex strructure with an
accoustic wavve will bee the causse of unstable comb
bustion. Whhen the OH
O
chhemiluminescence imagee has not bbeen averageed, the low velocity coondition shows
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shharper vortexx structures, and these iimages can help
h
confirm
m the hypothhesis about the
t
orrigin of frequuency shifting at low-spe ed instability
y.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

F
Fig. 5.5 Highh speed cameera instantanneous image and
a heat releease wave FFFT analysis in
vortex instability regiion; (a) vmix = 70 m/s, (b)) vmix = 30 m/s,
m (c) FFT aanalysis of
iinstability inttensity fluctu
uation in coldd flow and (d
d) FFT analy
ysis of instabbility intensitty
fluctuation iin combustio
on condition..
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Figure 5.5 shows the FFT results, which means the local vortex frequencies in cold
and hot flow condition. At cold condition, frequency was detected even though there was
no acoustic forcing. This vortex instability frequency which was measured at vortex
structure is same as the heat release rate instability frequency of the total flame oscillation
(Fig. 5.5 (b), (d)).

5.5 Combustion Instability Mode and Phase Analysis
To analyze the frequency shifting characteristics, we performed a mode and phase
analysis using the multi position dynamic sensing system in the flame at conditions of
low and high fuel-air mixture velocity instability. First, the dynamic mode analysis was
conducted with dynamic pressure sensors (#5) to confirm the instability mode at 30, 70
m/s mixture velocity conditions. We assumed that both the combustor and the inlet
mixing section have closed-closed acoustic boundary conditions which one-dimensional
acoustic wave condition and constant temperature condition in each combustor and inlet
mixing sections. Fig. 5.6(a) and 5.7(a) show the result of dynamic pressure mode analysis.
Dots indicate experimental data obtained by dynamic pressure sensor and the mean
pressure amplitudes at each position. Black dotted lines indicate the acoustic boundary of
the inlet section and combustor. Solid lines indicate ideal standing waves of ideal acoustic
boundary. The result of mode and phase analysis represents the longitudinal mode of the
inlet mixing section and combustion chamber. Experimental data follow the ideal
standing wave and are quite well matched which means that the mode of instability is the
first half wave longitudinal mode of the combustor for all of fuel-air mixture velocity
conditions. This means that no change in instability mode occurs during inlet velocity
variation. In other words, frequency jumping is not the result of a change in instability
mode. Second, we investigated the heat release and dynamic pressure sensor data which
are located near the combustion section to use phase locking each other. At conditions of
high mixture velocity instability as shown Fig. 5.6(b), there is an in-phase of heat release
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and dynamic pressure sensor #5. There are combustion instabilities caused by the
coupling between pressure oscillations and heat release oscillations and the necessary
condition for sustaining the combustion unstable is explained by Rayleigh’s Criterion.
But, at a low velocity instability condition as shown Fig. 5.7(b), heat release and pressure
wave phase are delayed at around 130 degrees, in other words, the out-of-phase
phenomenon occurs. This means that at conditions of low velocity instability there is
another reason for the occurrence of combustion instability, except for the coupling of
heat release and pressure perturbation waves. Conclusively, we found the frequencyshifting phenomenon during a variety of inlet mixture velocity conditions. Based on mode
analysis and heat release, as well as dynamic pressure data, there is no reason for the 30
m/s mixture velocity case leading to the arising of combustion instability except the
Rayleigh Criteria. From the Strouhal number result and direct images of the conditions of
instability, it seems that fluid dynamic instability and vortex structure interactions are the
main causes of frequency shifting during low fuel-air mixture velocity instability.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.6 Dynnamic pressu
ure results at fuel-air mixtture velocity of 70 m/s coonditions; (aa)
acou
ustic standingg mode, (b) phase
p
differeence.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.7 Dynnamic pressu
ure results at fuel-air mixtture velocity of 30 m/s coonditions; (aa)
acou
ustic standingg mode, (b) phase
p
differeence.
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5.6 Dynamic Pressure Gradient Variation
An analysis was conducted on the basis of a phase-averaged, Abel inversion
transform image as identified above, and the structural change in flame according to the
unstable phenomenon was largely analyzed into two types – changes in flame angle and
flame length. A study was carried out on the pressure gradient that is formed inside of the
combustion chamber and change in the flame structure based on dynamic pressure
fluctuations inside the combustion chamber. For the pressure gradient, the information
concerning the dynamic pressure on no.5 sensor at the front of the combustion chamber
(fuel-air nozzle exit) and on no.6 sensor closest to the combustion chamber from the
exhaust exit was used.
It was confirmed through measuring that the unstable flame under high fuel-air
mixture velocity conditions showed a higher value in the constant pressure at the front
end of the combustion chamber than the exhaust duct. Looking into the phase 120° ~ 270°
zone showing an increase in the dynamic pressure at the front end, as shown in Fig. 5.8(a),
the pressure at the front of the combustion chamber increase as much as dynamic pressure,
with the exhaust duct also showing an increase, but the growth rate is expected to be
relatively small. That is, the mass flow rate is expected to increase by the pressure
gradient relatively getting greater and this phenomenon can be confirmed through a
substantial change in length and brightness of the flame. On the contrary, checking the
area where the pressure at the front of the combustion chamber decreases more than the
exhaust duct pressure brings an expectation that the dynamic pressure at the front of the
combustion chamber is relatively reduced more than the dynamic pressure at the back,
which would lead to a relative decline in pressure gradient formed inside the combustion
chamber. That is, the overall flow is expected to be less and this phenomenon can be
confirmed through the phase-averaged OH chemiluminescence images. The unstable
flame under fuel-air mixture velocity conditions, shown in Fig. 5.8(b), is confirmed to
have a different behavior from the flame under high fuel-air mixture velocity conditions.
When the constant pressure was first measured, the pressure difference between front and
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rear of the combustion chamber was almost constant. Therefore, it is expected that the
flame will be retarded in an area where the dynamic pressure at the front of the
combustion chamber relatively gets smaller than the rear, that is, in an area where the
pressure gradient relatively gets lowered. Unlike the fact that the brightness of flame
under high fuel-air mixture velocity conditions is reduced, it is possible to check that the
brightness of flame becomes brighter than the flame of low mass flow rate on average.
Besides, it was possible that the vortex structure developed at the flame edge and the
vortex structure developed this way was pushed backward while gradually losing the
flame brightness by the rise in mass flow rate in an area where the pressure at the front of
the combustion chamber increases. In other words, an explanation can be presented as to
changes in flame length through the pressure gradient formed of combustor inside.
Especially the flame under low fuel-air mixture velocity conditions was confirmed to
reveal characteristics different from the flame under high fuel-air mixture velocity
conditions such as forming the vortex structure at the flame edge.
We conducted an analysis on the basis of variation in flame angle, illustrating a
graph through the flame angle for each phase and the OH chemiluminescence intensity.
Fig. 5.9 could check out change in flame angle and heat emissions, and that the behavior
of the 5th dynamic pressure sensor closest to the combustion chamber displays a small
phase difference and issues a sequential vibration. That is, it can be confirmed that this
does meet the Rayleigh’s criterion that causes combustion thermo-acoustic instability. On
top of this, it is possible to confirm that the fluctuations caused by heat release rate
oscillation through the phase difference in each data are propagated to the upper class and
that such a fluctuation in pressure waves causes a change in flame angle. The paper of
Candel et al. [14, 15] once reportedly says the pressure fluctuations change the swirl
number of a swirler to bring change to the flame structure. This means that the flame
structures are influenced by mixture perturbation and this oscillation changes the flame
angles.
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Equation (5.1) shows that velocity fluctuation results in swirl number perturbation
and dynamic pressure oscillation. Therefore during at instability conditions when pressure
oscillation occurs, it results in swirl number perturbation and this phenomenon has an
effect on flame stability and fluctuation of heat release. As identified in Fig. 5.10, a
difference is created if the identical analysis is performed in instability under low fuel-air
mixture velocity conditions. The order of generating heat release rate oscillation wave
and pressure fluctuations and change in flame angle is consistent, but its phase difference
can be confirmed to be over 90° or close to 90°.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.8 Dynaamic pressurre gradient vaariation and flame structu
ure results att various fuelairr mixture velocity conditiions; (a) vmix = 70 m/s, (b
b) vmix = 30 m
m/s.
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Fig. 5.9 Heat release, dynaamic pressurre, and flamee angle chang
ge results at 7 0 m/s fuel-aair
mixturee velocity con
nditions.
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Fig. 5.10 Heaat release, dy
ynamic presssure, and flam
me angle chaange results a t 30 m/s fueelure velocity conditions.
c
air mixtur
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CHAPTER 6
EFFECT OF FUEL-AIR MIXING SECTION
6.1 Background and Objectives
This chapter is focused on studies of combustion instability characteristics relate
with the model combustor length and inlet mixing section geometry. Previous studies
were conducted to observe the phenomenon of combustion instability and flame structure
[1, 2] in the combustor having a simple fuel nozzle with the swirl effect and to investigate
a method of analyzing the cause and mode of combustion instability [3, 4]. Based on the
results of the previous studies, however, this chapter observed the phenomenon of
combustion instability by changing the combustor length and its fuel-air mixture velocity
to discover the characteristics of the combustion instability mode and their kinds in a
combustor simulating an actual gas turbine for power generation. At this point, this study
of fuel-air mixing section geometry confirmed the conditions of heat release oscillation
by changing the fuel-air mixture velocity and equivalence ratio and verified the exact
causes of combustion instability by analyzing the instability modes and phases appearing
during the combustion instability by multi-channel dynamic pressure sensing
measurement [5] in both the combustor and the inlet mixing section.

6.2 Experimental Method and Conditions
The combustor used for this study is a 1/3 scale model gas turbine combustor
simulating the GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6 gas turbine combustor, which is characterized with
premix and a swirl-stabilized flame as shown in Fig. 6.1. The model is composed of an
air-heating device, air supply lines, fuel nozzles, a flame visualization quartz combustor
and a spike-typed plug nozzle for the exhaust duct as an acoustic boundary. As one of the
main variables for this experimental study (as shown in Table 6.1.), the fuel-air mixing
section was located between the combustor dump-side and the choking orifice at the back
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of the air-heating device, which came in three lengths, 470 mm, 550 mm, and 870 mm,
although all inlet mixing section had an inner diameter of 40 mm as shown in Fig. 6.2.
Table 6.2 shows the experimental conditions of this chapter. A swirl injector used for this
device is an axial-typed injector, which has 10 swirl vanes set at the angles of 0° and 30°.
Fuel is injected at 20 mm detached spot from the swirl vane, 10 nozzles, each of which
has a 1.2 mm-sized hole, and is pre-mixed with air through the 140 mm-sized mixing
length. The swirl number of the swirl injector used for this research was about 0.42. A
circular stainless steel (@ case 1, 2) and a quartz tube (@ case 3 ~ 8) for the flame
visualization were alternately used, and the diameter inside the combustor was 120 mm.
The plug nozzle placed at the exhaust duct was supposed to function to change the
resonant frequency of the combustor by making an acoustic boundary that blocks 91% of
the combustor exhaust duct, which was designed to regulate the length of the combustor
by 0.1 mm from 800 mm to 1680 mm through the stepper motor located in the exhaust
part of model gas turbine combustor.
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Fig. 6.1 Schem
matics of a model
m
dump shaped gas turbine
t
comb
bustor simulaating in the 1/3
s
scale
downed
d of a GE 7F
FA+e DLN-2
2.6 gas turbin
ne combustorr.
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Table 6.1 Experimental cases for various combustion instability conditions.

Test case

Injector
type

Combustion

Inlet length

Combustor

Mixture

Equivalence

instability

[mm]

length

velocity

ratio

mode

(Plenum)

[mm]

[m/sec]

(Φ)

Case 1

No swirl

1L

470

1000

70

0.9

Case 2

No swirl

2L

470

950

70

1.1

Case 3

30° swirl

1L

470

1000

70

1.1

Case 4

30° swirl

2L

470

950

40

1.2

Case 5

30° swirl

1L

550

1050

70

1.0

Case 6

30° swirl

2L

550

950

40

1.1

Case 7

30° swirl

1L

870

1650

60

1.1

Case 8

30° swirl

2L

870

1650

70

0.8
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Table 6.2 Experimental conditions.

Parameters

Values
Natural gas

Fuel type

[ CH4(89.4%) + C2H6(8.6%) + C3H8(1.39%) ]

Inlet air temperature [K]

673

Fuel temperature [K]

318

Swirl vane angle

No swirl, 30° swirl (swirl number = 0.42)

Mixture velocity [m/sec]

30, 40, 50, 60, 70

Equivalence ratio (Φ)

Blowout limit ~ 1.2

Inlet mixing section length [mm]

470, 550, 870

Combustor length [mm]

800 ~ 1680

Blockage nozzle [mm]

128 (Blockage ratio : 91%)

To observe the oscillation of dynamic pressure occurring during the combustion
experiment, we used five 102A05-type dynamic pressure sensors, manufactured by PCB
Company, for the inlet mixing section and six for the combustor, as well as infinity
probes, which suppress the reflected wave of dynamic pressure [6, 7]. In addition, the
sampling rate was observed by receiving 10,000 data per second, and through Fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT) techniques, it was possible to analyze them up to 5,000 Hz.
Moreover, OH* chemiluminescence was measured from the flame around the dump side.
By using a high-speed ICCD camera made by Photron Company, we photographed
flames at the speed of 1/6000 fps, and were able to obtain the pressure oscillation and
heat release values from the time axis in the same experimental conditions by phase
locking the dynamic pressure sensor.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
F
Fig. 6.2 Locaation of dynaamic pressuree sensors in fuel-air
f
mixin
ng section annd combusto
or;
(a) Linnlet = 470 mm
m, (b) Linlet = 550 mm and
d (c) Linlet = 870
8 mm condditions.
mbustion insstability orig
gin mode, wee measured tthe heat releaase
To understand the com
osscillation as shown in Fiig. 6.3. Furthhermore, thiis study acqu
uired signalss that drive the
t
hiigh-speed IC
CCD camera, signals of pphotos being taken and dy
ynamic presssure signals by
me visualizaation inform
mation and acoustic fieeld
ussing DAQ and analyzeed the flam
osscillation infformation at the same tiime. This was
w especially
y the case ffor combustiion
innstability pheenomenon, which
w
was acccomplished the process of measuringg the results of
dyynamic presssure and heatt release wavves in the sam
me time dom
main.
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(a)
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(b)
Fig. 6.3 OH
H chemilumin
nescence (topp) and abel-iinverted (bottom) imagess at 30° swirll
effect; (a) 1st longitud
dinal instabil ity mode, (b) 2nd longitud
dinal instabillity mode.
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6.3 Stability Map
By conducting a combustion experiment in different experimental conditions with a
model gas turbine combustor, this study conducted an experiment to confirm the flame
stability map. Fig. 6.4 is a graph showing the dynamic pressure values observed in all the
experimental conditions when the angle of swirl was 0° and the length of the fuel-air
mixing section was 470 mm. At this point, the 4th dynamic sensor detached from the
dump plane was used as the standard dynamic pressure point. As shown in the graph, as
the mixture velocity increased, the combustion tended to be unstable, and especially the
combustion generally appeared unstable when the fuel-air mixture velocity was 70 m/s. In
conditions where the fuel-air mixture was higher in the velocity region, the modes of
combustion instability were divided into two kinds, depending on the combustor length
and the equivalence ratio. Also, in the sections where the fuel-air mixture was lower in
the velocity region, an insufficient supply of heat energy led to unclear acoustic
boundaries, as well as failing to cause the phenomenon of thermo-acoustic instability.
Also, it was found that instability did not occur under all of the conditions of the
combustor length but in specific conditions of the combustor length, between 950 to 1050
mm. In other words, in the condition of combustor resonant frequencies calculated on the
assumption that the combustor is a closed boundary condition, combustion instability
took place by coupling with heat release oscillation, through which the combustion length
was verified as an important variable causing combustion instability [8, 9, 10].
Figure 6.5 is a graph showing the dynamic pressure values observed in all the
experimental conditions when the fuel-air mixing section length was 470 mm with
conditions of the 30° swirl effect. At this point, 6th dynamic sensor detached from the
dump plane was used as the standard point. In the graph with a 470 mm inlet mixing
section with a length condition of 30 m/s in the mixture velocity, another kind of
combustion instability phenomenon occurred. This is caused by the flame vortex, which
in turn result from a low mixture velocity according to the geometric condition of a
provided dump combustor. This, in turn is, not a phenomenon of thermo-acoustic
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innstability cauused by the heat
h release ooscillation of
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ustor and flam
me [11, 12]. In
ann experimenttal condition
n in which fuuel and air mixed
m
relativeely well, whhen the mixtu
ure
veelocity was 40 m/s and the length of the fuel--air mixing section wass 470 mm, the
t
accoustic bounddary of the inlet
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mixing section was established as a closed-oopen boundaary
[13, 14] since the fuel-air mixture shouuld be deliveered to the co
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thhat combustioon instability
y was well m
matched with the mode wh
hen resonantt frequencies of
thhe 2nd mode of the closeed-closed bouundary occu
urred in the combustor.
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T
Thus, this stu
udy
foound that the length of th
he fuel-air miixing section
n in the driving part of thhe combustorr is
ann important variable
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causing combusttion instabilitty, which will be verifiedd by analysiss of
thhe mode andd phase from
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nel
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F
Fig. 6.4 Stabiility map for all of the exxperimental conditions
c
at no swirl effe
fect and Linlet =
470 mm (caase 1, case 2)) conditions.
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Fig. 6.5 Stabillity map for all of the expperimental conditions at 30° swirl efffect and Linlett =
470 mm (caase 3, case 4)) conditions.
w found th
hat instabilityy did not occcur under all
a of the connditions of the
t
And, it was
pecific condittions of the combustor
c
leength, betwee
een 950 to 10
050
coombustor lenngth but in sp
m
mm, as show
wn in Fig. 6..6 for examp
mple of no swirl, inlet mixing
m
sectioon is 470 mm
m
coonditions.
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Fiig. 6.6 Combbustion instab
bility results for various combustor
c
leength conditiions at no sw
wirl
effect an
nd Linlet = 4700 mm (case 1, case 2) conditions.
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Figures 6.7 and 6.8 is a graph showing the dynamic pressure values observed in all
the experimental conditions when the angle of swirl was 30° and the length of the fuel-air
mixing section was 550 and 870 mm. Thus, this study found that the length of the fuel-air
mixing section in the driving part of the combustor is important variable causing
combustion instability, which will be verified by analyzing mode and phase analysis from
the result values on next section and multi position dynamic pressure sensing system. To
find out if the specific combustion instability characteristics of 2nd longitudinal mode (2L),
appeared in another experimental condition, it was tested in different lengths of the
mixing section, such as 550 mm and 870 mm. When the length of the mixing section was
550 mm as shown in Fig. 6.7, the flame stability map, combustion instability
characteristics were found to occur in all the mixture velocity conditions as well. As a
result, it was clear that in the mixture velocity condition related to the mixing section
length where fuel and air get mixed well with about 0.42 swirl number, combustion
instability characteristics existed as well. As result from previous section, however, it was
confirmed that the combustion instability phenomenon doesn’t appear in all the
combustion chamber length conditions, but instability characteristics became stronger as
the combustion chamber became longer in length. When the mixing section length was
870 mm as shown Fig. 6.8, this experimental study attempted to find out if the instability
frequency of 2L mode occurs in other frequency band domains, not in such similar
conditions as 470 and 550 mm in the length of the mixing section. Therefore, by changing
the mixing section length, this experiment provided a flame stability map by confirming
all the experimental variable conditions. As shown in the picture, as the higher mixture
velocity condition into the combustion chamber, heat flux energy increases as well,
leading to confirming that combustion instability characteristics also increase. Besides, it
was also found that combustion instability characteristics occurred in a specific length of
the combustion chamber through the coupling of heat release and acoustic oscillation
energy.
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Fig. 6.7 Stabillity map for all of the expperimental conditions at 30° swirl efffect and Linlett =
550 mm (caase 5, case 6)) conditions.
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Fig. 6.8 Stabillity map for all of the expperimental conditions at 30° swirl efffect and Linlett =
870 mm (caase 7, case 8)) conditions.

6..4 Main Instability
y Frequen
ncy Analy
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To analyze the combustion instability frequency, on the assume that acoustic waves
occurring inside the combustion chamber was a 1-dimentional acoustic wave and the
temperature was constant value in the combustion chamber, the resonant frequency of the
combustion chamber was predicted. The predicted frequency of longitudinal mode (n=1)
of the combustion chamber had a range of about 330 ~ 490 Hz, but in this study, it was
found that the combustion instability characteristic mostly appeared in an experimental
condition where the longitudinal mode was in the frequency band of 367 ~ 404 Hz. This
experiment also found that when the resonant frequency of the combustion chamber,
calculated by the length and temperature of a combustion chamber, accorded with a
specific frequency, a strong combustion instability phenomenon appeared. Also, there
have different of secondary instability mode around 829 Hz. This instability frequency
indicated that second half wave mode of combustor and quarter wave mode of inlet
mixing section acoustic boundary which is related to closed-closed acoustic boundary
condition of combustor and closed-opened boundary condition of plenum. And this
experimental study has been almost same combustion instability characteristics in another
inlet mixing section length conditions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6.9 Combustion
C
instability
i
freequency disttribution for all of the expperimental
coonditions; (a)) no swirl efffect and Linlett = 470 mm (case
(
1, case 2), (b) 30° sswirl effect and
a
Linlet = 470 mm
m (case 3, case
c
4), (c) 3 0° swirl effeect and Linlet = 550 mm (ccase 5, case 6)
6
and (d)
( 30° swirll effect and L inlet = 870 mm
m (case 7, case 8) condittions.
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When the inlet mixing section length changed to 470, 550, and 870 mm, the FFT
spectrum of the main frequencies of combustion instability was affected by the change of
the equivalence ratio, which is shown in Fig. 6.10. When the circumstances of the inlet
mixing section length were 470 mm with a combustor length condition of 1000 mm
without a swirl effect and the fuel-air mixture velocity was 70 m/s, the equivalence ratio
was 0.9 and 1.2 respectively, and the combustion instability appeared strongest when the
equivalence rate was 0.9. At this point, the combustion instability frequency was 375 Hz.
That is, a phenomenon was found in which the frequency of combustion instability
changed by the combustor length, and when it was outside of the specific instability
frequencies, the combustion instability phenomenon disappeared. When the equivalence
ratio was 1.2 and the length of a combustor was 950 mm, the combustion instability
phenomenon appeared at the strongest. Also, when the combustor length tuned where a
specific frequency of, 829 Hz, and the acoustic mode of a combustion chamber accorded
with each other, a strong combustion instability phenomenon appeared. Furthermore,
when the inlet mixing section length was 550 mm and the equivalence ratio was 1.0, the
combustion instability mode occurred relative to the 1st longitudinal mode (1L) of the
combustion chamber while the length of the combustion chamber was changing to 1050
mm. In the case when the equivalence ratio of 1.1 became larger, an instability mode
occurred related to the inlet mixing section length. Likewise, even when the inlet mixing
section length was 870 mm, the instability mode changed as the equivalence ratio
changed. In consequence, we discovered, the phenomenon in which the average
temperature changes as the inlet mixing section mixture velocity and the equivalence
ratio change, further changing the instability frequency, and the combustion instability
mode suddenly changes by the matching of the lengths of the combustion chamber and
the inlet mixing section.
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Fig. 6.10 Innstability freq
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decreases, and the result of the 1L mode shows the combustion instability characteristics
in conditions related to the inlet mixing section length of an injector group having swirl
effect. Also, it was found that as the equivalence ratio increases, the heating energy of the
combustion chamber increases as well, leading to thermal choking. Then, the acoustic
boundary of the combustion chamber became clearer, which made it possible to see the
size of the increase in combustion instability.
As shown in Fig. 6.11(b), where the inlet mixing section length was in a short
condition (470, 550 mm), that is, in the section where the 2L mode changed to high
frequencies, since the temperature and length of the combustion chamber accorded with
those of the fuel-air mixing section, the combustion instability of the 2L mode was
suitable for the inlet mixing section and combustor lengths in the section over 1.0 of the
equivalence ratio, and as the energy dispersion into surrounding areas became larger than
the case of the 1L mode, the size of the instability was found to be smaller by about on
half. On the contrary, in the section where the frequency of the 2L mode was in the low
instability frequency region with 870 mm in the length of the fuel-air mixing section, the
2L mode occurred when the equivalence ratio was low. It was also found that in a
condition where the equivalence ratio was high, the 1L mode occurred. This was because
in a flame condition where the combustion chamber temperature became suitable to
accord with the frequency, the relevant combustion instability phenomenon occurred as
well. A theoretical analysis likely to calculate this phenomenon is as shown in Eq. (4.1)
and (4.2). And it is assumed that the movement course of energy in a gas turbine
combustor is in the axial direction and the average temperature is constant with 1-D
standing waves theory.
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Figure 6.12 shows the combustion instability characteristics depending on the
change of the combustor length. As explained earlier, the reason why the 1L and 2L
modes have main combustion instability is not because of the conditions related to the
combustor length condition but because of the conditions related to specific combustion
chamber lengths. Especially, in an instability case where the 2L mode occurred, it was
found that instability modes appear when the acoustic boundary of the inlet mixing
section accords with the frequency corresponding to the second quarter wave mode. All
of the experimental results from this study are listed in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3 Experimental results for various combustion instability conditions.

Test case

Plenum

Combustor

temperature

temperature

[K]

[K]

Estimate

Estimate

Main

Main

value of

value of

instability

instability

plenum

combustor

frequency

magnitude

[Hz]

[Hz]

[Hz]

(p’/pmean)

(Quarter

(Half wave

wave mode)

mode)

Case 1

397

1150

378

0.1242

276

375

Case 2

398

1268

829

0.0351

829

827

Case 3

395

1126

358

0.0531

264

353

Case 4

396

1068

790

0.0189

791

785

Case 5

401

1116

361

0.0548

237

360

Case 6

403

995

735

0.0253

712

750

Case 7

385

1050

231

0.0578

144

225

Case 8

388

950

425

0.0673

432

442
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6.5 Combustion Instability Mode and Phase Analysis
For the combustion instability phenomenon to take place in a model gas turbine
combustor, acoustic waves and heat release waves, which are likely to appear due to the
form of the combustion chamber, are required to interact with each other. Basically,
therefore, combustion instability frequencies are generated by the acoustic wave from the
combustion chamber or the fuel-air mixing section connected to it. Fig. 6.13(a), 6.14(a),
6.15(a) and 6.16(a) show the results of the combustion instability of the 1L mode having
frequencies between 240 and 350 to 400 Hz occurring in specific combustion chamber
lengths, fuel-air mixture velocities, and equivalence ratio conditions and also show the
pressure oscillation magnitude and phase differences observed from 11 dynamic sensors
installed in the fuel-air mixing section and the combustor section. The lines in the graphs
show the estimated values of dynamic pressure in each location of the combustion
chamber, and the round red dots show the values of dynamic pressure measured in each
location. As shown in the graphs, most of the dynamic pressure values obtained from
each location are almost the same value as the estimated ones, but there was a slightly
different value in the dynamic pressure data from the end of the combustor because of the
lower temperature around the blockage nozzle located at the back of the combustion
chamber. In the case that the length of the inlet mixing section with no swirl effect was
470 mm, as the sensor located in the air supply device got closer to the combustion
chamber, the phase difference got smaller, further having almost the same phase and
oscillation in the combustor. This is well described with square-shaped black dots
indicating phase differences from the standard dynamic sensing point. Likewise, from
such different length conditions as 470, 550, and 870 mm along with a 30° swirl effect,
the same experimental results can be obtained. Furthermore, based on the middle location
of the combustion chamber where the pressure node is located, it was found that there
was a phase difference of about 180° in the values of dynamic sensors in the front and in
the back of the combustion chamber. This can be explained by reference to the response
characteristics of a flame, as described in a recently conducted research titled “Flame
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Transfer Function” [17, 18]. Specific frequency bands where combustion instability
appears strong are determined by the combustor length, the location of a fuel injector, and
the type of fuel-air mixing. When a combustion instability, the pressure oscillation from
the combustion chamber appears stronger than that from the air supply line, through
which the flame response function of a combustor used for the related experiment can be
obtained, thus predicting that the band of 240 Hz and between 350 and 400 Hz can be the
maximum frequency band by which the flame is affected by acoustic waves around the
1L mode, depending on the length conditions of the inlet mixing section.
Figures 6.13(b), 6.14(b), and 6.15(b) show the amplitudes and phase differences of
the pressures measured when the combustion instability phenomenon takes place mainly
in a higher equivalence ratio between 1.0 and 1.2. At this point, the acoustic wave of the
combustor was assumed to be in the half-wave mode, and for the inlet mixing section, it
was assumed to be in the quarter-wave mode. The lines in the graph show the expected
values of the longitudinal mode (n = 2) of the combustion chamber, while the dashed
lines show the expected values of the longitudinal mode (n = 2) of the fuel-air mixing
section. Each dot shows the pressure amplitude measured from the dynamic sensors in
each position. In addition, the fifth dynamic sensor is the one located after the swirler and
was found to be greatly affected by the pressure field of the combustor section. Like the
previous results, most of the dynamic pressure values tend to be almost the same as the
expected values, and in a condition in which the combustion instability phenomenon
appears, which corresponds to the longitudinal mode (n = 2), the same results can be
observed. Square-shaped black dots show the phase difference between dynamic pressure
sensors, and in a spot between 1/3 and 2/3 of the combustion chamber, the pressure node
appears, and it was found that the phase difference of dynamic pressure sensors in the
front and in the back of the spot was about 180°, through which it was possible to confirm
the combustion instability of the 2L mode connected with the combustion chamber and
the fuel-air mixing section that are assumed above. Unlike the 1st longitudinal mode (n =
1), which is describe in the previous results above, the pressure value measured from a
pressure sensor located in the inlet mixing section was a little higher than that measured
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from the combustion chamber. Therefore, when such a combustion instability
phenomenon takes place, the pressure oscillation occurring in the inlet mixing section has
large values around 10%, compared to the average static pressure, through which the
combustion instability phenomenon of the 2L mode has an effect on the acoustic pressure
field occurring in the inlet mixing section and even on the oscillation of the supplied fuelair mixture. In this experiment, when the combustion instability phenomenon takes place
in each frequency band, the fluctuation of the equivalence ratio due to the oscillation of
the supplied fuel-air mixture can be regarded as combustion instability caused by a
relatively strong pressure oscillation from the inlet mixing section, rather than being
amplified through interaction with acoustic waves. When such a phenomenon of
combustion instability appears, not only the resonant frequency of a combustion chamber
but the resonant frequency appearing in the inlet mixing section are calculated as values
similar to the frequency of combustion instability.
In a condition where there is no swirl effect as shown in Fig. 6.13(b), the frequency
of combustion instability obtained from this experiment was found to be 829Hz, and the
resonant frequency of the fuel-air mixing section, which was calculated by 1-D acoustic
wave theory, was found to be 829 Hz and the resonant frequency of the combustion
chamber was 827 Hz. This appeared equal in the various other inlet mixing section
experimental conditions, and, depending on the mean temperature conditions of the
combustion chamber and its inlet mixing section, the instability frequency became a little
lower. However, given the results of this research on the modes and phase differences of
dynamic pressure, this study verified the validity. It is the same in the condition as shown
in Fig. 6.16(b), where the equivalence ratio was formed to the contrary, and it was found
that when the combustion instability phenomenon of the 2L mode with relatively high
frequencies actually took place, the form of the fuel-air mixing section is greatly affected.
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Fig. 6.13 Dyynamic pressure amplitudde and phasee difference between
b
eachh sensor at no
o
swirl conditiion and Linlet = 470 mm; (a) 1st longittudinal instab
bility mode, L comb. = 1000
0
m
mm, Ф = 0.9, vmix = 70 m/s, case 1, (b)) 2nd longitud
dinal instability mode, Lccomb. = 950 mm,
m
Ф = 1.1, vmix = 70 m//s, case 2.
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F
Fig. 6.14 Dynnamic pressu
ure amplitudde and phase difference between eachh sensor at 30
0°
swirl conditiion and Linlet = 470 mm; (a) 1st longittudinal instab
bility mode, L comb. = 1050
0
m
mm, Ф = 1.1, vmix = 70 m/s, case 3, (b)) 2nd longitud
dinal instability mode, Lccomb. = 930 mm,
m
Ф = 1.2, vmix = 40 m//s, case 4.
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F
Fig. 6.15 Dynnamic pressu
ure amplitudde and phase difference between eachh sensor at 30
0°
swirl conditiion and Linlet = 550 mm; (a) 1st longittudinal instab
bility mode, L comb. = 1050
0
m
mm, Ф = 1.0, vmix = 70 m/s, case 5, (b)) 2nd longitud
dinal instability mode, Lccomb. = 950 mm,
m
Ф = 1.1, vmix = 40 m//s, case 6.
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(b)
Fig. 6.16 Dynnamic pressu
ure amplitudde and phase difference between eachh sensor at 30
0°
swirl conditiion and Linlet = 870 mm; (a) 1st longittudinal instab
bility mode, L comb. = 1650
0
mm, Ф = 1.11, vmix = 60 m/s,
m case 7, ((b) 2nd longittudinal instab
bility mode, L comb. = 1650
0
mm, Ф = 0 .8, vmix = 70 m/s, case 8.
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CHAPTER 7
SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS OF CANTED
INJECTION ANGLES
7.1 Background and Objectives
The liquid spray jet, which injects perpendicularly into the crossflow, is used as the
fuel, air and steam injection device for propulsion units. These units then take the air as
the oxidizer, such as the secondary injection for RQL burner, liquid ramjet engine,
running on the power obtained through the combustion of the mixture of the air and the
fuel, or the after-burner of the gas turbine engine. In addition to these propulsion and
power devices, it is also used in the flow control for the aircraft engine performance
enhancement and stability, the film-cooling of the turbine blades, and, recently, the
second fuel injectors to actively control the combustion instability of the liquid ramjet
engine or the gas turbine engine. As shown in Fig. 7.1 the injection structures of the
vertical spray jet are generally defined according to three types: the liquid column region
which is maintained in proportion to the size of the injector exit immediately after the
initial injection; the liquid clumps (ligaments) region where the droplets are bigger than
the droplets of the wake flow due to the start of the division generated by the injection
velocity of the fluid and the drag of the air-flow field and later on, the spray plume region
(droplet region) where the atomization into tiny droplets occurs as it proceeds to the wake
flow.
Also, the trajectories of the test spray jets are classified into two types: the trajectory
of the liquid column region which is the liquid column of the test fuel immediately after
the initial injection and that of the spray plume region formed by the small droplets after
the breakup point. Each of the spray jet trajectories infers the exiting distance of the
flames as being mixed with the cold air or hot one, decides the shape of the combustion
chamber depending on the design of the injector, and can decide mixing time of the fuel
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representative research on the trajectory of the vertical injection, whose fuel injection
angle with the crossflow of the air is 90°, is as follows; Schetz and Padhye et al. [1]
suggested that the maximum penetration height is the distance required to turn the
momentum flux of the liquid jet injection into the air flow direction. They stated that the
penetration height is approximately ~6.25 times the nozzle diameter and that it relates to
the liquid/gas momentum flux ratio. Wu et al. [2] derived the spray trajectory and the
breakup point of the liquid column region from the free-body diagram of the force
equilibrium [3, 4]. Nguyen and Karagozian et al. [5] predicted the trajectories under the
combustion condition and the non-reaction condition by converting the interaction
between the crossflow and the fuel injection liquid column into a numerical modeling
method. Tamaki et al. [6] performed a study on the spray injection and breakup
characteristics of the cavitation phenomena decided by the internal shape of the orifice.
Song et al. [7] found that cavitation or hydraulic flip effect has an influence on trajectory
and Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) of spray plume region. An introduction of effective jet
diameter and effective jet velocity with various spray conditions was proposed.
For the research on the spray whose injection angle is less than 90°, Fuller et al. [8]
suggested the liquid column trajectory relation at the injection jet using the same method
as Wu et al. Also, the research on the liquid column location defines the breakup regime
parameter in proportion to the aerodynamic breakup, which breaks due to rapid air-flow
depending on each injection condition and spray angle, and the non-aerodynamic breakup,
which in turn breaks due to the inertia and the turbulent forces that the jet itself has
without getting influenced much by the air, and deprives the relation to the breakup point
through the experiments. Also, Costa et al. [9] confirmed that the liquid column region
trajectory relation of the injection is influenced more by the injection velocity than the
crossing air velocity, and analyzed the phenomena using the SMD by the fuel injection
angle, through the research on the injection angle of less than 90°.
Therefore, this research suggests the relation between the liquid column trajectory
and the distance to the breakup point at various forward injections through high resolution
direct photography technique [10, 11, 12] and PLLIF (Planar Liquid Laser Induced
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Fluorescence), which is an applied measurement technique, conducts the comparison
analysis with the prior research findings and additionally aims to confirm the relation to
the reverse injection.

7.2 Experimental Methods
7.2.1 Design of angle injectors
The exit diameter of the injector (d) was fixed at 0.5 mm, and the internal structure
of the injector was formed by the orifice and the chamber. The diameter of the chamber
(D) is 12 mm and here, the type of internal flow is decided depending on the ratio of the
orifice length (L) and diameter (L/d), and it is known that hydraulic flip occurs generally
when L/d ≤ 8 [6] and in other cases, instead cavitation phenomena occur. Also, the flow
with or without cavitation is decided by the curvature of the inner chamber and orifice.
Since this research did not consider the phenomenon of the internal flow of the injector
by the cavitation or hydraulic flip, the curvature was set as R/d = 1, which indicates that
the inlet radius (R) and the orifice diameter are the same. It is known that when R ≥
0.14d, normally the vena-contracta does not form and coordinately the cavitation does not
occur either [6]. Fig. 7.2 is a picture of the injector shape used for this research. For the
study of injection characteristics according to injection angle, we were manufactured the
orifices of the various injection angles such as 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, 105°, 120°, 135°
and 150°.
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Table 7.1 Experimental conditions.
Parameters

Values

Air velocity [m/s]

60

Air temperature [K]

300

Fuel temperature [K]

318

Fuel

Water + Ethanol

(Mixture ratio)

Water : Ethanol = 4 : 1 (Ethanol 20%)

Orifice diameter [mm]

0.5

Orifice shape

Inner round edged (L/d=20)

Pressure Differential [∆P, bar]

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

x/d

40, 60, 80, 100, 120

(Normalized Transverse Distance)
Injection angle

30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°

105°, 120°, 135°, 150°

(Normalized Transverse Distance)

(Forward injection)

(Reverse injection)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.2 Anggled injectorr shape; (a) roound-edge orifice (L/D = 20), (b) anggled orifices..
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about 2~10㎛. About 2000~3000 photographs for each experimental case of the trajectory
and the breakup point of the liquid column region were taken to maintain the
experimental error range within 5% [13]. Also, the injection structure was observed using
the PLLIF technique, which is capable of measuring the intensity values of the
fluorescence signal and the scattering signal for the comparison analysis with the present
experimental results of the trajectories and the breakup length obtained by direct
photography technique.
Figure 7.3 shows the experimental devices for PLLIF and the direct photography
techniques. The mixture of water and ethyl alcohol (of volumetric ratio 4:1) was used as
working fuel, and the fluorescent (C20H12O5, Aldrich F245-6) of 30 mg was dissolved into
the simulant working fuel of 1 liter. Because of the fluorescent absorbs light in the
wavelength range from 400 to 530 nm, and the experiment fuel was heated to 318 K to
obtain the non-cavitation flow. For the specific gravity of the experiment working fuel,
the fuel similar to that of the previous research result was used, and the working fluid
similar to the fuel specific gravity at the real combustor was used. The size of the visible
area is 50 mm x 50 mm x 330 mm, air with a velocity of 60 m/s was blown in by the 20
hp blower, and the stabilized air in the settling chamber was supplied to the test section
after passing through the honeycomb for the uniform air-flow.
For the LEXEL’s, an argon-ion laser was used, and for the major beam, Dantec’s
fiber-optics were used to convert into the planer beam. The fluorescence signal and the
scattering signal obtained by PLLIF were installed into the digital camera Canon EOS
D30 with the 28-105mm standard lens, and the 2X Vivitar enlargement lens was installed
so that the image could be enlarged and taken. The high-pass filter that detects the 550
nm wavelengths and the band-pass filter that detects the 514±5 nm wavelengths were
installed into both cameras to obtain the fluorescence signal and the scattering signal. It
was possible to obtain the experimental values by scanning the picture gained by the
PLLIF scattering signal through the image processing and by considering the point where
the lights are rapidly scattered as the breakup point.
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effects, under the normal injection conditions that the fuel injection pressure differential
is 3 bar and that the momentum flux ratio is 65.
In the forward injection whose angle is less than 90° and in the reverse injection, as
the fuel velocity q increases, the jet velocity increases accordingly so that it can be
confirmed that the penetration distance of the crossflow into the air-flow field also
increases. As shown in the following Fig. 7.4, in the area with the injection angle of less
than 90°, as the injection angle decreases, the liquid column gets straighter and the
penetration distance becomes decrease than the injections with other angles. Therefore,
since the shear stress on the liquid column surface decreases, the atomization
performance degrades compared to the cases with other angles injection. And since the
velocity of the injection jet with the 30° injection angle processes is almost the same as
the value of the velocity of the blowing air compared with the other injection angle
conditions. The breaking forces due to the effects of the wavelengths caused by the free
vibrations and the power of inertia, the own turbulence effect of the liquid column
becomes bigger than the breakups caused by the air. Fuller at el. [8] mentioned that the
factors that decide the penetration distance of the vertical injection jet are the injection
angle and fuel/air momentum flux ratio (q) and also mentioned that in the low fuel/air
momentum flux ratio (q) region, the liquid column has big waves. Furthermore, they state
that due to this phenomenon, the surface of the liquid column gets distorted and breaks up
due to the kink phenomenon. Chigier and Reitz et al. [14] mentioned that this is the fibertype breakup.
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Fiig. 7.4 Sprayy patterns at variously
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anggled injection
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Fiig. 7.5 LIF im
mages by PL
LLIF measureement (ΔP = 3 bar, q = 65
5); (a) 30°, (bb) 60°, (c) 90°,
(d) 120°, (e) 150° injecctions and (f)
f) spray plum
me structure.
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7.4 Liquid Column Trajectory in Forward and Reverse Injections
Therefore, the trajectory experimental formula of the liquid column region can be
calculated depending on the injection angle that is less than 90° and on the reverse
injection. Here, x indicates the value of the axial distance of the axial (air-stream)
direction, y indicates the value of the penetration distance of the penetration direction, d is
the diameter of the orifice exit,  is the injection angle, vf is the fuel velocity and va is
the value of the air velocity.
The liquid column trajectory is decided by the drag coefficient, and Fuller et al. [8]
defined the drag coefficient value of the sections where the experimental values of this
study fit smoothly into the comparison with the theoretical value obtained by the equation
derived of the experimental results with less than 90° and the force equilibrium. By the
empirical formulas about liquid column trajectory of Fuller et al. [8], the error range was
set within about 30% across the entire experiment, and the drag coefficient (CD) was
obtained 4.4. Fig. 7.6 (a) shows the drag coefficient values through the comparison
between the experimental and the theoretical value of the liquid column trajectory whose
injection angle is less than 90° in this experiment, and this coefficient result was
compared to the previous research result. In this research, the drag coefficient value,
gained within a 3% error range across the entire experiment of 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°
injection conditions was obtained as 1.3. Wu et al. [2] computed the drag coefficient
value 1.7 based on the liquid column trajectory, obtained by taking the variables of the
fuel type, injector exit diameter, air velocity, etc.
The result of this experiment shows a good match with the experiment of Wu et al.
[2] more than the drag coefficient value that Fuller et al. [8] suggested. This can be
explained as the q condition of this experiment and the fuel type used in the experiment
involving the mixed fuel of water and ethanol are similar to Wu’s experiment, resulting in
a similar coefficient value. Also, it was detected that the drag coefficient value showed its
difference caused by the errors of each experimental environment, the injector
manufacturer, the orifice passage length, and the thickness difference of the liquid column.
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(7.1)

(b)
Fiig. 7.6 Drag coefficient
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it could be suggested that this was due to the differences in the proportion of the working
fluid according to the Eq. (7.1), the experimental conditions and the drag coefficient
which were used in the previous experiment. Fig. 7.7(c) is the graph that compares the
measured experimental values in the injector group with the 90° injection angle and the
previous research results.
Likewise, the present study shows the different drag coefficient (CD) results from the
studies by Wu et al. [2] and Fuller et al. [8]. This research derived the trajectory of the
liquid column by the each injection angle, maintaining the error range of the experimental
value and the theoretical value, through the experiment result with various injection
angles condition provided than the previous research result, within 3%. Also, the drag
coefficient for the 90° injection result has a similar value with Wu’s drag coefficient, and
its reliability was confirmed since the experimental conditions that were formerly
mentioned were similar. It was verified that the case with the forward injection angle
showed differences due to the experimental condition and due to the experimental fluid in
the prior experimental result. Fig. 7.8 shows a graph that compares the empirical formula
of the liquid column trajectory obtained from the reverse injection experiment of the 120°
and 150° injectors with the data categorized according to each angle. In the case of the
experimental equation of the reverse injection, it can be verified that the reverse injection
result matches the experimental value when the drag coefficient is 0.2. Moreover, it was
confirmed that the drag coefficient of reverse injection matched in all regions with the
results of additional experiments involving angles of 105°, 135° and others.
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(c)
Fiig. 7.7 Compparison with previous andd present corrrelated liquiid column traajectory resu
ults
at forward
f
injecction (Θ≤900°); (a) 30°, (b)
( 60° and (c) 90° injecttion.
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Fig. 7.8 Coorrelated liqu
uid column trrajectory in reverse
r
injecttion (Θ > 90°°) injection.
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this experiment. Wu et al. [2] found out the relation of axial distance with respect to the
wake flow to the breakup point (x-direction) and the penetration distance (y-direction)
through the experiment.
In the case of the 90° injection, it could be verified that most of the results of this
research match with Wu’s equation because the drag coefficient value was similar in the
trajectory result. Fig. 7.9(a) shows a graph of the axial direction breakup of the air-flow.
The cases of 60°, 75°, 105°, 120° injection, which are similar to the 90° injection, show
that the breakup points in the forward direction are similar. However, in the case of the
reverse injection where it injects in the opposite of the proceeding direction, since the
injection occurs in the opposite direction of the rapid airflow intake, it was identified that
the distance to the breakup point becomes shorter due to aerodynamic forces.
In the cases of the 30° and 150°, the axial breakup distance has the bigger value than
in the cases of the rest of the injection angles where it similarly injects into the vertical
plane of the flow field. This is considered since it indicates the tendency of it to breakup
due to the power of the liquid jet rather than breaking up due to the air. The distance to
the breakup point in the proceeding direction has somewhat larger value than the other
injector group. In the case of the 150° reverse injection, the value is than 30° since it
penetrates in the opposite direction of the air-flow direction. However, in case of 150°, in
spite of the fact that it is a reverse injection, the axial distance to the breakup point shows
similar results with the 30° injection. This is because as the q value increases, also for the
reversed injection, the penetration distance remains constant to a certain degree.
Furthermore, when it passes the maintained penetrated distance, rapid atomization is
observed. Fuller et al. [8] suggested that in case of the injection with lesser angles, the
penetration distance influences the injection velocity more than the breakup due to the air
velocity, and the larger injection angles condition has shorten the axial direction distance
to the breakup point in the experimental result performed to the range of 90°. It was
shown that in the 90° case, the result showed a similar tendency with the breakup
equation suggested by Wu et al. [2], and for the lesser angles, the contents were well
matched with the findings by Fuller et al. [8] Finally, the distance to the breakup point
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shortens as it injects closer to the vertical plane of the air-flow direction regardless of the
normal injection or of the reverse injection.
Figure 7.9 (b) shows the result related to the distance to the breakup point of the
penetration direction. Since the injectors with the angle of less than 90° in the result of
the graph have the relatively smaller penetration distance, their distances to the breakup
point of the penetration direction become shorter than those of the injectors with other
given angles. It was also verified that if the injection pressure differential increases, the
penetration distance increases generally and so the breakup point lengthens.
In the case of 30° injection, the flow velocity of the air and the velocity of the jet are
almost identical. Also, in the case of 30° injection, compared to the other angled
injections, the large scale atomization performance cannot occur. Therefore, it was
identified that the distance to the breakup point of the penetration direction remains
almost constant. In the case of 150° reverse injection, the distance to the breakup point of
the proceeding direction is similar to the case of 30°, but as the trajectory wraps upwards
by the characteristic of the reverse injection, the distance to the breakup point of the
penetration direction gains a relatively bigger value.
Also, in the cases of 60° and 120°, the distance to the breakup point of the
penetration direction remains similar regardless of whether it is the reverse injection or
the normal injection. And it was verified that in the region where the injection pressure is
low, there is no difference in the breakup lengths, but in the region where the injection
pressure differential is high, there are different breakup length scale effects. It could also
be identified that the distance to the breakup point of the penetration direction shortens in
cases of 75°, 90° and 105° injection whose direction is close to the vertical plane of the
air flow direction regardless of the normal injection or the reverse injection.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 7.9 Breaakup length characteristi cs; (a) axial distance (x-d
direction), (bb) penetration
n
distaance (y-direction).
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Figure 7.11 shows the empirical formula for the distance to the breakup point derive
as Eqs. (7.2), (7.3), (7.4) and (7.5). It was demonstrated that the relation of the proceeding
direction of the air flow and the breakup distance of the penetration direction varies
depending on the forward injection or the reverse injection.

Forward injection cases :

xb
d

yb
d

Reverse injection cases :

xb
d
yb
d


 90

o

6.34 q 0.07
sin 2 

 6.33 q 0.314 sin 2 

(7.2)

(7.3)

  90o


  90o

1.14 q 0.39
sin 2 

 4.64 q 0.317 sin 0.5 
  90

o
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(7.4)

(7.5)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7.11 Empirical forrmula of liquuid column breakup
b
lengtth; (a) axial ddistance (xdirecttion), (b) pennetration disttance (y-direcction).
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
Experimental investigations were performed on the flame structure and combustion
instability characteristics of model gas turbine combustor for low NOx combustion. Also,
secondary spray jet mechanism and the optimum combustion tuning method were
conducted on model and stationary gas turbine combustor for validation of this
experimental study. This study carried out a research on the combustion dynamic
characteristics of partially premixed flame by changing the combustor length, the
equivalence ratio, and the fuel-air mixture velocity of nozzle exit and depending on the
length of the fuel-air mixing section length. The fuel-air mixture velocity and equivalence
ratio were confirmed to be main variables for the phenomenon of combustion instability
as they changed the response characteristics of flame and the average temperature
conditions in the combustion chamber, and in such a condition as a diffusion flame
without swirl effect, there was a higher dynamic perturbation value during combustion
instability than in the condition of more premixed type flame, causing a 30° swirl effect.
In addition, it was found that larger combustion instability took place in the section where
the fuel-air mixture velocity was high.
This study also investigated the relation between the combustion instability
phenomenon and the formation of a recirculation zone through the PIV measurement
technique. Although there has been considerable research on the mechanism of flame
stabilization, the results mostly cover the closed-open boundary of combustors. This study,
however, observed the structural characteristics of swirl-stabilized flame in a limited
combustor through the PIV technique, and associated the results with thermo-acoustic
instability characteristics. This study observed that when combustion instability occurred,
flame vibrated cyclically, accompanied with the fluctuation of a recirculation zone. The
fluctuation frequency of the recirculation zone was the same as the frequency of
combustion instability, through which the fluctuation of the recirculation zone was
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generated under combustion instability. It also was found that such a fluctuation in the
recirculation zone causes fluctuations in the rate of mass flow and heat release within the
recirculation zone, further functioning to generate and reinforce combustion instability.
Experimental results of the relation between inlet velocity and combustion
instabilities in model gas turbine combustor. In our experimental conditions, two
dominant mechanisms affect the rising combustion instability. Structural change is mainly
related with mixture fluctuation and this is proven by the changing of flame angles. As a
result, the combustion instability mechanism was specified in two ways: one is swirl
number perturbation and the other is flame length fluctuation based on pressure gradient
variation.

Swirl

number

perturbation

was

experimentally

proven

by

OH

chemiluminescence results and the change in flow rate was well matched with the
pressure gradients of the combustor. These two dominant mechanisms work to amplify
heat release fluctuation and this feedback loop maintains combustion instability. It was
also found that frequency shifting occurs in conditions of low fuel-air mixture velocity
condition. Therefore, we performed mode and dynamic pressure analysis, and
consequently we estimate that at condition of low velocity, there is another reason for the
occurrence of combustion instability. This is because of phase delay of heat release and
dynamic pressure in low fuel-air mixture velocity conditions. Therefore, we calculated
Strouhal number and found a difference in those conditions. We concluded that fluid
dynamical vortex frequency has major effects on the combustion of low velocity
conditions, making it unstable.
From the results of inlet mixing section characteristics, this experiment observed two
different modes of strong combustion instability frequencies, and it was found that both
the frequency bands had a relation with the acoustic mode (Longitudinal mode, n = 1, 2)
caused by the combustor length through amplitudes and phases measured by dynamic
sensors located in the combustion chamber. Since a specific instability band frequency in
which that combustion instability actually appears existed and since either the 1L or 2L
modes were bands of acoustic mode likely to appear in case of combustion instability, it
was found that the mean temperature (or equivalence ratio) and length of a combustion
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chamber, which determine the acoustic frequency inside the combustion chamber, had an
important influence on the phenomenon of combustion instability. The combustion
instability phenomenon of the 1L mode observed in this experiment had a relation with
the longitudinal mode of the combustor, and such a phenomenon of combustion
instability is caused by the flame response characteristics while being coupled with heat
release oscillation. This is also described in the previous researches on the existing gas
turbine combustion instability. In the case of the combustion instability phenomenon
where an instability mode is transited into a higher instability frequency, this experiment
confirmed that it was a mode generated by the combination of the longitudinal mode of
the combustor and the longitudinal mode of the inlet mixing section. When both the inlet
mixing section and the combustion chamber had similar acoustic frequency domains,
which correspond to n = 2 of the acoustical longitudinal mode, the combustion instability
phenomenon was caused by the related frequency. It was also found that this phenomenon
was more affected by the pressure oscillation from the fuel-air mixing section than from
the combustion chamber.
The findings as follows were achieved through experimental research on the spray
injection characteristics depending on the injection angle (forward, reverse) within the
jets in a subsonic crossflow field of RQL combustor for reducing the NOx emissions.
Through the experimental studies on canted injection, it was identified that the trajectory
and the distance to the breakup point of the liquid column region are the function of the
fuel/air momentum flux ratio (q), injection angle (  ), axial distance, penetration distance
and the drag coefficient (CD). The empirical formula of the trajectory and breakup length
in the liquid column region by the injection angle was derived, and there generated the
differences at constant value, the drag coefficient between the experimental equation of
the liquid column trajectory on the forward injection which has a matching direction with
the normal air-flow direction and that of the reverse injection.
These experimental results make it possible to infer that when an actual gas turbine
is optimum designed. The combustion values such as vmix, Φ, fuel and air mass flow rate
are very important factor for study of combustion instability mechanism. Also, the swirl
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APPENDIX A
GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6 GAS TURBINE COMBUSTOR
A.1 Introduction of DLN-2.6 Combustor
The new utility gas turbine (GT) that often require compliance with NOx emissions
as low as 2.5 ppm (5 mg/Nm3) based on a combination of 9-ppm (18 mg/Nm3) DLN
technology coupled with 75% reduction Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) [1, 2, 3]. To
suppress NOx levels to 9 ppm DLN combustors of many modern GTs must operate in
lean premix mode near the lean blowout (LBO) limit, where the quantity of fuel in the
air/fuel mix at the burner is barely sufficient to sustain combustion at low flame
temperatures. The safe and reliable operation of modern combustors near the LBO
requires a number of vital elements: (1) an in-depth understanding of the mechanisms that
promote combustion stability at these extremely low fuel equivalence ratios, (2) precise
manufacturing of key components with narrow design tolerances, (3) a reliable
monitoring system to detect onset of instabilities in individual combustors and (4)
protective passive or active control hardware and systems that can implement corrective
actions such as changes in fuel splits or, in case of emergencies, Protective Load
Shedding (PLS) or turbine trip. Obviously, PLS and turbine trips are not desirable events.
Thus, operators often need to remain proactive in preventing onset of excessive pressure
oscillations and combustion-induced vibrations and flame instabilities. The phenomenon
of combustion instability has afflicted a wide range of ultra-low-NOx machines for a
variety

of reasons, including GE 7F, ABB 13E2 and GT24 and GT26,

Siemens/Westinghouse 501F, and Siemens V64.3 and V84.3. Today, combustion
instability is viewed as the major challenge facing the gas turbine industry.
The GE 7FA+e is a high-performance gas turbine for a power generation that has
been developed by General Electric and has the generating capacity (Pout) of 180 MW.
This gas turbine engine is composed of an Inlet Guide Vane (IGV) to control air flow rate,
a 15-stage compressor, a 14 can-type combustor, and a 3-stage turbine. For a combined-
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cycle thermal power generation, the GE 7FA+e gas turbine engine operates in connection
with a starting motor, heat exchanger (heat-recovery steam generator or HRSG), and
steam turbine. A Seo-Incheon power plant is located in the west side of Incheon city,
South Korea. This electric power plant is a subsidiary company of WP (Korea Western
Power Company) and operates 8ea GE 7FA+e gas turbines for a combine-cycle power
generation. To reduce maintenance costs, the company is attempting to reduce NOx
emission levels (involving a yellow plume; NO2 flue gas) during the start-up mode and
combustion vibration during the loading mode for the GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6 gas turbine
combustor.

A.2 Operating Combustion Conditions of a DLN-2.6 Combustor
The GE 7FA+e gas turbine is controlled by a microprocessor-based MARK-Ⅵ as an
operating system. For power generation, the gas turbine mode changes during a mode
transfer operation from the starting mode (Mode 1) to the base mode (Mode 6AQ) at the
speed of up to 3600 rpm of a turbine shaft rotation. However, the combustor has a critical
operating section with high NOx levels and a high degree of combustion oscillation. At
the beginning of operation at Pout = 20 ~ 45 MW (Mode 3), the NOx level increases,
while at Pout = 40 ~ 45 MW (Mode 6B), the combustion vibration increased with the
increase of output power. Both problems are minimized by optimizing the mode transfer.
The main idea of GT tuning is to control the amount of fuel and air mass flow rate
entering the combustors. Fuel to the DLN-2.6 combustor is staged to operate the machine
over the entire load range. Burners are brought on in stages, starting at Full Speed No
Load (FSNL) with the center burner only and turning on additional burners as load is
increased. The staging is accomplished by using four fuel systems. Each fuel system
consists of a different number of nozzles coupled together via a common manifold. These
systems are used alone or in combination with one another to maintain fuel / air ratio
within a desirable range in the reaction zone. The mode names reflect the number of
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burners that are being fueled in that mode. The suffix Q in mode 6Q reflects the fact that
quaternary fuel may be in use. Mode 6Q spans the load range for 9/9 ppm NOx / CO
operation. The machine lights on the PM2 and PM1 circuits. Following ignition, the PM1
nozzles are turned off and the PM2 nozzles support combustion while the unit ramps to
95 percent speed. At 95 percent speed, the unit transfers from mode 2 to mode 1 for
continued acceleration to full speed no load (FSNL) and leading to synchronization. At
approximately 10 percent load, the PM2 manifold is turned back on (3 nozzles = mode 3)
and continues until 25 percent load. At this transfer point, the PM2 manifold is switched
off, with the PM3 manifold turned on for operation in mode 4 to 50 percent load. All
nozzles are turned on to enter mode 6 or 6Q with quaternary. Originally, the system also
used modes 5 or 5Q with the five outer nozzles in operation. However, this mode was
eliminated to simplify the staging and controls strategies [4]. Fig. A.1 shows the strategy
of fuel staging and the process of mode transfer from Mode 3 to Mode 6AQ in a GE
7FA+e gas turbine. Fig. A.2 shows the DLN2.6 fuel nozzle end cover downstream face
with partial fairings. The nozzle has a plane orifice-type hole in a swirl vane and on the
top of the nozzle. The choke orifice hole acts as an injector and acoustic barrier that
prevents both the flow-oscillation effect on fuel injection and distribution in delivery lines
and external disturbances from a reaction zone. The compressed air was supplied to a
nozzle mount, and become partially premixed with fuel after delivery along the swirl
vanes before combustion.
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Fiig. A.1 Fuel staging methhods in GE 7FA+e
7
DLN-2.6 combusttor.
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emission (NOx) levels while changing their outputs by 5∼10 MW unit within the range
of 20∼60 MW. The total amount of fuel in the mode transfer varies linearly for outputs
and the fuel quantity in each nozzle is known to be changed mainly by PM1 in Mode3,
PM3 in Mode 6B, PM2 and 3 in Mode 6AQ. It is thought that such fuel quantities as PM1
in Mode3, PM3 in Mode 6B, and PM2/3 in Mode 6AQ will work as main elements to fit
the optimum dynamic pressure and exhaust emission levels when tuning the burner.

A.4 Combustion Instability and NOx Emission Characteristics
EINOx (Emission Index of NOx) depends on the fuel-mass flow rate and the
residence time for exposure to hot flow of more than 1800K, as exposure time is
proportional to the flame volume and length [6]. To understand the optimum tuning of gas
turbine, the exhaust emissions and frequency spectrum of dynamic pressure measured
along with fluctuations in value of control constants per output. First, we identified
characteristic growth of the quantity of thermal NOx formed by higher temperatures at
the combustion chamber in Mode 3 than in other Modes. The dynamic pressure had a
higher level in Mode 6B (30∼45 MW) than in other Modes, and the characteristic
frequency was close to 140Hz, outputs being kept at a 35∼45MW range, with the
magnitude of dynamic pressure reaching approximately 0.6 psi. This feature comes up as
the fuel quantity in PM3 fuel nozzle shows a rapid change, and given that almost no
change in characteristic frequency according to turbine exit temperature is made, dynamic
pressure is regarded to have the reflection of the cold flow prior to combustion and the
characteristics of the chamber geometry near the nozzle, instead of the impact of the
combustion field. This constant frequency is evidence that the flow is not affected by
combustion. In addition, the fuel mass flow rate for nozzle PM3 is significantly changed
in Mode 6B (Pout = 40 ~ 45 MW). Therefore, the pressure fluctuation may be caused by
cold flow, and occur in the plenum chamber between the compressor outlet and the
combustor inlet. The peak frequency of 140 Hz is therefore thought to be revealed as a
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resonance frequency for the plenum chamber of nozzle PM3.
The equation for bulk or Helmholtz mode is as follows;

fH 

c

2

A
Ln  V p

 where, c 

 RT



(A.1)

Where, A is the nozzle neck area, Ln is the nozzle neck length, and Vp is the plenum
chamber volume [7]. Hubbard and Dowling [8] used a numerical calculation to study the
acoustic resonances effect on an industrial gas turbine combustion system. These
researchers reported that the resonance in a plenum chamber or in the delivery lines
affects the local mixture of fuel and air around nozzles. The oscillation of the local
mixture fraction influences the turbulent burning velocity and becomes one cause of
combustion instability [9]. The plenum resonance frequency can be reduced by a
Helmholtz resonator attached to a plenum chamber; this is a significant factor to keep in
mind when designing a combustion system.
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APPENDIX B
DEVELOPMENT OF DYNAMIC PRESSURE
TOOLKIT
The main purpose of a stationary gas turbine is to generate power, and diagnostics
will only be implemented when they are absolutely necessary for reliable power
production. That is why optical access is only available as a safeguard to check for the
presence of the flame, and not for detailed study. However, monitoring of the combustion
process and related phenomena in large gas turbines though still limited is increasingly
being recognized as a necessary part for safely operating ultra-low-NOx power turbines.
Because of cost and other maintenance needs, combustion dynamic sensors are
typically mounted on modern GE, Alstom, and S/W gas turbines only when required for
intermittent measurement and burner tuning. GE performs tuning in the commission stage
and after a major overhaul. For these intermittent tuning requirements, a permanent
monitoring system may not be required. However, GE also offers remote monitoring,
diagnostic and tuning of modern DLN 2.6 combustors with the permanent installation of
a monitoring system. In most large Siemens and Alstom gas turbines, on-line dynamic
pressure transducers are employed to generate an alarm if acoustic amplitudes exceed a
preset limit, thus preventing damage to structural components. For purpose of
completeness, this subsection presents technically available options to monitor
combustion instabilities, although the industry relies almost exclusively on piezo-electric
pressure transducers, which can pick up pressure pulsations over a wide range of
frequencies pertinent to GT combustors. Sensors available to monitor flame stability
under extreme lean combustion conditions can be divided into three main groups.
Pressure sensors that monitor the frequency and amplitude of pressure pulsations caused
by unstable combustion in enclosed chambers. These are Piezo-resistive transducers,
piezo-electrical transducers and accelerometers [10].
Figure B.1 shows the dynamic pressure sensor module for GE stationary gas turbine
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Appendix C
OPTIMUM COMBUSTION TUNING
It is helpful for a more fundamental understanding of combustion conditions to
check out the equivalence ratio in each nozzle (PM 1, PM 2, PM 3, Quaternary) along
with the trends in the dynamic pressure distribution per output and exhaust emissions in
DLN-2.6. If the Φ is 1, complete combustion takes place as it gets close to the theoretical
air-fuel ratio. And if below 1, lean combustion takes place as the fuel gets a smaller
portion in the fuel-air mixture, and conversely, rich combustion occurs as the fuel gets a
higher portion. Table C.1 represents the variation in the control constant of a fuel nozzle
changed in each mode as the combustion temperature shows an increase. This way, the
fluctuations in flow rate of a fuel nozzle in each mode were able to be identified and a
flame structure could be predicted. Table C.1 could identify that in Mode 3 the Φ was
relatively high near the PM1 fuel nozzle, enough to impose impacts on the characteristics
of exhaust emissions. In Mode 6B the equivalence ratio near the PM3 fuel nozzle
noticeably dropped to induce heat release fluctuations by lean burn and caused
combustion instability to occur in the combustion chamber. In general, the reactant attains
complete combusting at a stoichiometric conditions (Φ = 1). However, from the point of
view NOx emissions, the thermal NOx production is maximized due to the combustion
temperature approaching adiabatic temperature [13]. In Φ < 1, the flame utilizing lean
premixed fuel has the advantage of low NOx production, and the disadvantage of
conferring a potential risk for combustion instability. At Φ > 1, the rich premixed-flame is
available for flame stabilization, while it is disadvantageous to NOx reduction. So, The
fuel rate of PM1 nozzle decrease as the NOx emissions level was decrease around 25 ppm
in GE combustor. Hence, in Mode3 with a problem of exhaust emissions when tuning the
burner, the fuel nozzle constant dropped by 25∼30 ppm, and in Mode 6B the pressure
amplitude was reduced by about 52% compared to the existing one as the PM 2 constant
value shows an increase, which leads to experiencing the optimal combustion control.
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Table C.1 Tuning the equivalence ratio of each fuel nozzle.
Combustion
mode

Nozzle

PM1

PM2

PM3

Quat.

Total

Negative (5)

0.487

0.359

0

0

0.196

20 MW

0.509

0.345

0

0

0.195

Positive (5)

0.538

0.329

0

0

0.195

Negative (5)

0.621

0.370

0

0

0.222

30 MW

0.643

0.352

0

0

0.220

Positive (5)

0.700

0.337

0

0

0.223

Negative (5)

0.378

0.399

0.102

0

0.247

40 MW

0.380

0.386

0.119

0

0.252

Positive (5)

0.379

0.383

0.123

0

0.252

Negative (5)

0.373

0.416

0.120

0

0.261

45 MW

0.372

0.389

0.148

0

0.266

Positive (5)

0.375

0.360

0.155

0

0.260

Negative (5)

0.373

0.115

0.346

0.016

0.273

50 MW

0.375

0.119

0.347

0.013

0.276

Positive (5)

0.376

0.124

0.347

0.016

0.277

Negative (5)

0.385

0.176

0.338

0.019

0.292

60 MW

0.386

0.174

0.340

0.017

0.292

Positive (5)

0.383

0.170

0.338

0.013

0.290

Power

Mode 3

Mode 6B

Mode 6AQ
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mic
prressure variattion in measurement moddule for dyn
namic/static pressure.
p
(Seee Fig. C.1) [14]
[
Thhe empirical equation for
f combusttion control constants was
w obtaineed through the
t
coonnection wiith the constaant value off fuel nozzless for optimal combustionn control usiing
thhe combustioon property values
v
acquiired from th
he tuning ex
xperiment (abbout 50 times)
wiith several gas
g turbine burners. Thiis program presents the user frienddly combustiion
ennvironments where the co
ombustor cann operate und
der optimal conditions,
c
bby conducting
ga
sw
wift analysis into the equivalence ratiio, exhaust em
missions, dy
ynamic pressuure and conttrol
coonstants in thhe troubled mode.
m
This prrogram also enables prov
viding types of fuel nozzles
to control in eaach mode an
nd optimal coonstant valuees. Furthermo
ore, it can alsso present ho
ow
m
th
the combustiion
thhe gas turbinne combustorr is operatinng in each siituation by monitoring
coonditions acrross the modee area.

Fig. C.1
C Optimum combustion
c
coontrol program
m in GE gas turbine comb
mbustor.
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초 록

본 연구는 친환경 저 NOx 가스터빈 연소기의 최적설계 인자 도출에 대한
연구이며 항공용 및 발전용 가스터빈에서 사용되는 예혼합 연소기에서의 연소
동특성에 대한 실험적 결과를 제시한다. 가스터빈 연소기의 설계 인자인 연료
-공기 혼합기 속도, 당량비, 연료노즐 전의 연료-공기 혼합부의 공간 (plenum)
및 연소실의 길이 등의 변화에 따른 화염안정화 지도를 작성하였고, PIV
(Particle Image Velocimetry), OH 자발광, He-Ne 레이저 광산란 기법 등을 동압과
위상동기화 하여 안정 및 불안정한 화염의 구조를 분석하였으며, 자체 개발한
다체널 동압측정 시스템을 이용하여 전체 연소기에서 구간별 동압을 실시간으
로 측정하여 연소실에서 발생하는 불안정 특성의 원인을 파악하였다. 열방출
의 섭동과 11개의 동압센서에서 측정되는 동압의 모드와 위상차 분석을 통하
여 연소불안정의 원인을 정확히 파악할 수 있었고, 연료-공기 혼합기의 내제
적 불안정에 의해 발생되는 화염의 와동구조 불안정과 연료-공기의 혼합부의
길이가 연소불안정에 크게 영향을 미치는 것을 확인하였다. 이를 통해서 친환
경 가스터빈 연소기 제작을 위한 설계 인자를 명확히 확인하였다. 또한 RQL
연소기에서 사용되는 2차 산화제의 빠른 혼합을 유도하는 분무의 분사각도별
액주의 궤적과 분열거리를 측정하여 실험으로 인한 경험식을 도출하였다.
부분 예혼합 연소기와 30도 각도의 스월러를 가진 천연가스 연료분사기에
서 발생한 화염구조와 재순환 영역의 형성이 연소불안정에 미치는 영향에 대
하여 실험적으로 연구한 부분에서는 PIV 계측기법으로 연소장에서의 화염의
안정화 그리고 불안정한 영역에서 유동장을 확인해 보았다. 스월러에 의한 재
순환 영역은 화염의 안정화 및 난류의 강도뿐만 아니라 재순환 영역의 크기에
따른 화염 재점화에도 영향을 주었고, 연소불안정으로 인한 연소기 내부의 압
력구배에 의하여 중앙 재순환 영역에서 유입되는 연소가스의 질량유량의 변동
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이 화염의 각도와 모양을 변경시키고 이것이 열방출 섭동을 발생시켜 연소불
안정 발생의 주요 원인이 되고 있음을 확인하였다.
연료-공기 혼합기 속도에 의한 연소불안정과 화염구조와의 상관관계에 대
한 연구에서는 당량비 1.2 조건에서 연료-공기 혼합기 속도를 30 ~ 70 m/s까지
다양한 실험조건에서 수행하였다. 이를 통하여 연소불안정 현상이 낮은 혼합
기 속도조건과 높은 혼합기 속도조건에서 발생하는 것을 확인할 수 있었고,
낮은 혼합기 속도조건의 불안정에서는 화염의 끝단의 와동구조가 연소불안정
현상에 영향을 끼친다는 것을 확인할 수 있었다.
모형 가스터빈의 연소실과 연료-공기 혼합부의 공진모드의 관계가 연소불
안정에 어떤 영향을 미치고 있는지에 대하여 실험적으로 확인한 연구에서는
다체널 동압측정을 통하여 각각 위치에서 동압의 모드와 각 센서들간의 phase
를 분석하여 연소불안정의 원인을 규명하였다. 연소실의 길이 (800 ~ 1800 mm)
와 혼합부의 길이 (470, 550, 870 mm)를 음향학적 경계로 일치시켜 연소불안정
특성을 확인해 보았을 때 두가지 서로 다른 연소불안정 모드를 확인할 수 있
었는데 저주파 연소불안정 특성은 화염의 열방출 섭동과 연소실의 공진모드에
기인하며, 고주파 영역대의 연소불안정 현상은 혼합부의 길이를 변경하였을
때 발생하는 또 다른 불안정 현상임을 실험적으로 확인할 수 있었다.
친환경 연소기 설계에 있어서 이차분무 연구의 일환으로 분사각도에 따른
산화제 분무특성에 대한 실험적 연구를 수행하였다. 여기서 액주영역의 궤적
과 분열지점까지의 거리는 연료분사 속도, 공기의 속도에 의한 연료/공기 모멘
텀 플럭스와 분사각도, 항력계수의 함수임을 확인하였다. 분사각도에 의한 액
주영역의 궤적 및 분열길이에 대한 실험식을 도출하였으며, 일반적인 공기유
동 방향과 일치하는 정방향 분사와 반대방향으로 분사되는 대향분사 액주궤적
실험식과는 항력계수의 차이가 발생하는 것을 확인하였다.
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마지막으로 첨부자료에서는 앞에서 소개된 연소불안정 현상에 영향을 미
치는 인자들을 고려하여 실제 서인천 복합화력 발전소에서 운용중인 발전용
GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6 연소기에 적용하여 연소최적 튜닝에 대한 결과와 실시간으
로 최적제어가 가능하며, 튜닝 대상의 연료노즐과 상수를 제시하고 연소상태
를 모니터링 할 수 있는 프로그램을 개발한 내용을 소개하였다.

중심어: 가스터빈 연소기, 연소불안정, 와류화염구조, 중앙재순환영역, 연료-공
기 혼합부, 다체널 동압측정 시스템, 분사각도, 액주분무궤적, 분열길
이, 최적연소튜닝
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ABSTRACT

Experimental Study on Flame Structure and
Combustion Dynamic Characteristics in a
Low NOx Model Gas Turbine Combustor
Min-Ki Kim
School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
The Graduate School
Seoul National University
There has been increased demand in recent years for low NOx gas turbines to meet
stringent emissions goals by operating in a lean, premixed combustion and an advanced
combustion system for aero gas turbine engine such as the Rich-Burn, Quick-Mix, LeanBurn (RQL) combustor. Unfortunately, detrimental combustion instabilities are often
excited within the combustor when it operates under lean and rich equvalence ratio
conditions, degrading performance and reducing combustor life. To eliminate the onset
of these combustion instabilities and develop effective approaches for their control, the
mechanisms responsible for their combustion oscillation chartacteristics and jet spray
mechanism of secondary quick mix zone must be understood. The main objective of this
study was conducted to identify the secondary spray jet mechanism for the turbulent
quick mixing zone and combustion instability characteristics in a swirl-stabilized and
partially premixed model gas turbine combustor, with the attention focused on the effect
of the various fuel-air mixing section geometries, fuel-air mixture velocities and effect of
the formation of recirculation zones and vortex interaction on the combustion instability
characteristics. Lastly, for the confirmed the this experimental study and analyzed
mechanisms, we investigated an optimized operating strategy and developed a
i

combustion tuning methodology for the GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6 (DLN : Dry Low NOx)
ground state gas turbine engine used for power generation operated by Korea Western
Power Co. Ltd. at Seo-Incheon power plant, Incheon, Republic of Korea.
The flame recirculation zone is very important, as it can modulate the fuel flow rate
and may be the source of instability, plus its flame structure has a major impact on heat
release rate oscillation and flame stabilization. This study addresses structural
characteristics of natural gas flames in a lean premixed swirl-stabilized combustor with
attention focused on the effect of the formation of recirculation zones and vortex
interaction on the combustion instability. To improve our understanding of the role of the
recirculation zone and vortex combustion instability, the flame structure was investigated
for various mixture velocities, equivalence ratios and swirl numbers. The optically
accessible combustor allowed for the laser diagnostics of Particle Image Velocimetry
(PIV) measurement, while OH chemiluminescence was used to characterize the flow
structure under both cold flow conditions and hot flow combustion conditions. and heat
release oscillation rate with the use of a high-speed ICCD camera under both stable and
unstable flame conditions. Multi-channel dynamic pressures were also measured at the
same time to investigate characteristics of the combustion phenomenon. We also
observed fundamental longitudinal type of combustion instability characteristics related
to the instability of thermo-acoustics. The result suggests that the formation of the
recirculation zone is strongly related to the occurrence of combustion instabilities.
The effect of fuel-air mixture velocity on combustion instability characteristics have
been investigated by measuring the flame structure, dynamic pressure mode and phase.
The swirling CH4 - air flame was investigated with an overall equivalence ratio of 1.2 to
lean blowout limit and dump plane velocity of 30 ~ 70 m/s. Phase locking analysis was
performed to identify structural changes at each phase of the reference dynamic pressure
sensor under conditions of instability. At an unstable condition, flame root size varies a
lot compared to stable condition which is because of air and fuel mixture flow rate
changes due to combustor pressure modulation. After this structural change, local
extinction and re-ignition occur and it can generate a feedback loop for combustion
instability. This analysis suggests that pressure fluctuation of combustion causes
ii

deformation of flame structure and variation of flame has a strong effect on combustion
instability. In this section, we observed two types of combustion instability
characteristics related to the instability of both the thermo-acoustics and flame vortex
interaction mode.
To investigate the instability characteristics of combustor geometry. The combustor
and inlet mixing section length was varied in order to have different acoustic resonance
characteristics from 800 to 1680 mm of the combustor and 470, 550 and 870 mm of the
inlet mixing section. In this study, we observed two dominant instability frequencies.
Lower instability frequencies were obtained around 240 ~ 380 Hz, which were associated
with a fundamental longitudinal mode of combustor length. Higher frequencies were
observed around 410 ~ 830 Hz. These were related to the secondary longitudinal mode in
the combustion chamber and the secondary quarter wave mode in the inlet mixing section.
These second mode instability frequency characteristics are coupled with the conditions
of the combustor and inlet mixing section acoustic geometry. Also, these higher
combustion instability characteristics include dynamic pressure oscillation of the inlet
mixing section part, which was larger than the combustor section. As a result,
combustion instability was strongly affected by the acoustically coupling characteristics
of the combustor and inlet mixing section geometry, which is called the plenum.
The effects of variable angled injection characteristics for quick mixing zone such
as liquid column trajectory and breakup length has been experimentally studied in liquid
jets injected into subsonic crossflow. With water as fuel injection velocity and injection
angle were varied to provide of jet operation conditions. The pulsed shadowgraph
photography with highly resolution and PLLIF (Planar Liquid Laser Induced
Fluorescence) measurements were used for determined the liquid column trajectory and
breakup length of angles spray. As the result, this research has been shown that liquid
column trajectories and liquid column breakup length were spatially dependent on airstream velocity, fuel injection velocity, various injection angle, and normalized injector
exit diameter. Furthermore, the empirical formula of liquid column trajectories and
breakup length has been some different of drag coefficient results between forward
injection and reverse angle injection in subsonic crossflow.
iii

In the Appendix section, the optimum combustion control of real gas turbine
combustor was introduced. On the basis of a MARK-Ⅵ system, the optimized tuning for
operation of a DLN-2.6 combustor was studied for the maintenance of a GE 7FA+e gas
turbine at a Seo-Incheon combined cycle power plant. Also, the optimum combustion
control system was created by all of measuring the inlet and outlet combustion data of the
GE 7FA+e gas turbine.

Keywords: Gas Turbine Combustor, Combustion Instability, Flame Vortex Structure,
Central Recirculation Zone (CRZ), Inlet Mixing Section, Multi-Position
Dynamic Pressure Sensing, Canted Injection, Liquid Column Trajectory,
Breakup Length, Optimum Combustion Tuning
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
As a high-efficiency and low-pollution engine, a gas turbine is utilized for various
different uses, ranging from the aviation industry to the electric power generation industry.
Examples include domestic and industrial burners, steam and gas turbines, waste
generators, and jet and ramjet engines. Continuous combustion processes exhibit a wide
range of dynamics. Of these, conditions which promote coupling with the acoustic field
and result in sustained, large amplitude oscillations remain as most challenging in the
effort to develop ultra-low emission, lean premixed combustion to its full potential.
Paradoxically, near stoichiometric burning in high-speed propulsion systems exhibits
similar dynamics. In earlier days, for the purpose of promoting mechanical stability, such
an engine was driven by a diffusion flame type combustor, but around the 1980s, when
exhaust emissions like such as NOx were made an issue due to combustion in the existing
stoichiometric ratio, the concept of a lean premixed flame [1, 2] and RQL (Rich burn
Quick mix and Lean burn) type combustion [3, 4] quickly became important. As a result,
the emission of NOx could be sharply decreased, but another problem arose in this
context, which was that the flame became unstable in extreme reaction to the external
disturbance. In a typical continuous combustion process, a highly flammable fuel-air
mixture is ignited, and the hot gases generated due to the chemical transformation of the
mixture are used to perform certain functions. In its simplest form, the combustion
process can be considered as a reacting mixture flowing in a constant area duct with a
flame anchored at a specific location in the duct. The latter ignites the reactants, releasing
their chemical energy in the form of heat, thus raising their temperatures and reducing
their density. Combustion chambers can be viewed as organ pipes in which acoustic
pressure and velocity oscillations can be sustained. Flames, which are essentially surfaces

1

across which reactants are converted into products, not only possess their own inherent
instabilities, but are also known to respond readily to impose fluctuations. The potential
coupling between the unsteady components of pressure and heat release rate can lead to
their resonant coupling, thus growth, is referred to as thermo-acoustic instability.
The combustion instability indicates that the local change of unsteady heat release
waves and acoustic waves from the combustion chamber interact with each other, further
generating a fluctuation of specific instability frequency. The fluctuation of unstable
dynamic pressure generates a perturbation of fuel-air mixture flow, and then this
fluctuation generates a perturbation of heat release waves, thus developing into the
phenomenon of combustion instability. When the combustion instability characteristic
takes place, it is able to satisfy the Rayleigh criterion theory [5], as formulated here:.
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 ( x , t ) dVdt

(1.1)

The combustion instability mode is attributed to various other factors, such as heat
release oscillation [6] by the flame vortex and acoustic pressure boundary formation with
other space except the combustor, as well as the internal configuration of the combustor
[7, 8, 9, 10]. For instance, the Seo-Incheon power plant of Korea Western Power
Company, there is one of the latest engines made by the General Electric (GE) Company,
called the 7FA+e DLN-2.6, and the fuel staging technique is used to stabilize the
combustion as shown in Fig. 1.1. In the initial stage of combustion, a high level of NOx is
generated in the section called Mode 3 (10~20 MW), that is, a yellow plume is generated
by NO2 in the chimney and lasts four hours at most., In the section of Mode 6B (20~45
MW), which leads to the maximum output, this has a feature that the engine combustion
oscillation (the average pressure inside the combustion chamber is as follows: 15.1 bar,
pressure fluctuation: 0.3 bar, about 2% oscillation of the average combustion chamber
pressure) is caused by the conversion into the premixed mode. At this moment, through
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thhe frequency of combustiion instability
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t output in
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i the instabiility frequency,
annd it is sustaiined as 120 ~ 140 Hz [11] Since the instability frequency
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ass the tempeerature of th
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t
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Ox) ground state gas turbin
ine engine ussed
ffor power generation opeerated by Korrea Western Power Co. Ltd.
L at Seo-Inncheon poweer
plant, Incheeon, Republiic of Korea.
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airrcraft, repressented by thee High Speedd Civil Transport, which
h is being dessigned to fly
y at
strratospheric altitudes.
a
In
n the stratospphere, NOx emissions could contriibute to ozo
one
deepletion [14]]. To achievee this reductiion in NOx emissions, engine
e
designners have beeen
chhallenged to evaluate varrious combusstor configurrations. One promising cconfiguration
n is
thhe three-stagee RQL combustor as show
wn in Fig. 1.2.

Fig. 1.22 Schematic of RQL (Ricch burn - Quick mix - Lean burn) Com
mbustor
( : E
Equivalence Ratio )

QL (Rich bu
urn - Quick m
mix - Lean burn)
b
combu
ustor, air is m
mixed with the
t
In the RQ
fuuel in two sttages. In thee primary zoone of the co
ombustor, a fraction of the total airr is
reeacted with the fuel to form a fuell rich comb
bustion mixture. By opeerating rich of
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stooichiometeryy, the flame temperaturee is reduced and an active pool of hhydrocarbon
prroduced whicch can reducce NO formeed. Downstrream, the rem
maining air iis added to the
t
fuuel rich prodduct mixture via dilutionn jets to form
m a fuel lean
n mixture inn the secondaary
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zone. Operating lean of stoichiometric keeps the combustion temperature low and also
eliminates carbon monoxide (CO) and unburnt hydrocarbons (UHC). To date, the
reduction of NOx from staged RQL type combustors operating at atmospheric, low
temperature inlet conditions has been well documented. Staged combustion has been
demonstrated successful at reducing thermal and fuel NO at atmospheric conditions with
no air preheat [15, 16], and at atmospheric conditions with air preheat up to 600 K [17].
However, little information exists for the RQL's low NOx potential when operating at
temperatures and pressures that correspond to actual gas turbine engines. A full evaluation
of the RQL, for use in stationary and aero applications, requires a systematic study of the
effects of current, as well as futuristic, operating conditions on the emissions of NOx and
combustion efficiency.

1.2 Historical Overview of Combustion Instability
Historically, the first observation of combustion oscillation was the “singing flame”
which was discovered by Higgins in 1777 [18]. This phenomenon caught the interest of
several researchers [19, 20] and they described that high levels of sound can be produced
by placing a flame, anchored on a small diameter fuel supply tube in a larger diameter
tube. The flame was found to excite the fundamental mode or one of the harmonics of the
larger tube. The “dancing flame” was discovered later by Le Conte [21] where a flame
pulses in sync with the audible beats of music. “It was exceedingly interesting to observe
how perfectly even the trills 1 of the musical instrument were reflected on the sheet of the
flame. A deaf man might have seen the harmony!”, he quoted. Concomitantly, Rijke [22]
showed that sound can be generated in a vertical tube open at both ends by placing a
heated metal gauze inside the tube. The sound was heard only when the heating element
was placed in the lower half of the tube, specifically at a distance of a quarter the tube
length from the bottom. Rayleigh [23] was the first to hypothesize the onset of the
instability, and define a criterion for positive coupling based on a phenomenological,

5

heuristic, description of the instability, his explanation was as follows: “If heat be
periodically communicated to, and abstracted from, a mass of air vibrating in a cylinder
bounded by a piston, the effect produced will depend upon the phase of the vibration at
which the transfer of heat takes place. If heat be given to the air at the moment of greatest
condensation or to be taken from it at the moment of greatest rarefaction, the vibration is
encouraged. On the other hand, if heat be given at the moment of greatest rarefaction, or
abstracted at the moment of greatest condensation, the vibration is discouraged”. This

can also be compared to a thermodynamic cycle (e.g. the Carnot engine). In a continuous
combustion. Fig. 1.3 shows an historical overview of combustion instabilities in devices
for propulsion and power generation [24]. Combustion instability was observed in solid
rockets in the 1930s, and was a major issue in the development of liquid rocket engines as
well as solid rocket motors. A notable instability in liquid-fueled rockets was encountered
during the development of the F-1 engine for the Saturn rockets. The F-1 experienced
strong instability with oscillation amplitudes up to 100% of the mean pressure (more than
2000 psi) in the combustion chamber at the frequency range of 200 ~ 500 Hz [25, 26]. In
developing solid-propellant rockets, combustion instability was observed in the Space
Shuttle rocket boosters, Minuteman ICBM, and the decent motors of the Mars Pathfinder
[26, 27]. Combustion instabilities in ramjets have been also problematic as they cause
strong fluctuations in thrust and/or shock-system oscillations in the inlet diffuser [26, 28].
Similar problems have been experienced in afterburners, where transverse modes as well
as axial mode instabilities have damaged engine components such as flame holders and
liner sections. In land-based gas turbines, vibrations induced by oscillating pressure and
entropy waves in the combustion chambers have given rise to fatigue in combustor liners
and turbine blades, which can reduce system lifetimes significantly.
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coombustion prrocess occurrs in a free field, the generated
g
sou
und simply radiates away.
Hoowever, if sound is geenerated in a confined region it can
c be refleected from the
t
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booundaries, alllowing the reflected
r
wav
aves to interaact with the combustion process. Sin
nce
thhe combustioon process is sensitive tto these flow
w field variations, a feeedback loop is
crreated and coombustion instability can result [29].
Fig. 1.4 shows
s
the feeedback proceesses responssible and driv
ving souses aare involved
d in
coombustion innstability [30]: a driving pprocess and a coupling prrocess. The ddriving proceess
is the process that leads to the acousticc pressure osscillations du
ue to the rate of heat releaase
w
the cou
upling processs is the onee that is respo
onsible for th
the heat releaase
fluuctuations, while
fluuctuation cauused by the acoustic osccillations. When
W
the two
o processes interact with
ha
ceertain phase relationship
ps, they cann initiate and
d amplify combustion iinstability in
n a
syystem.

Fig. 1.4 Illuustration of feedback
f
loopp and generic combustion
n instability mechanism.
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1.4 Objectives and Outline
Optimum designing an advanced low NOx gas turbine combustor requires,
essentially, the capability of predicting stability characteristics as a function of combustor
operating conditions and geometry. This requires a substantial understanding of the
physical processes which generate fluctuations of the rate of heat release and/or acoustic
oscillations in lean and rich premixed combustors. Unfortunately, neither the driving nor
coupling mechanisms of combustion instability are well enough understood, particularly
under realistic combustor, inlet mixing section geometries and operating conditions.
For this purpose, experimental study is conducted to characterize the effects of
flame-vortex interactions, fuel air mixture velocities and inlet mixing section geometry on
unstable combustion in a swirl-stabilized, laboratory-scale gas turbine combustor. In
chapter 2, the acoustic theory for each of the combustion instability mechanisms is
presented to lay a theoretical foundation for the experiments. Chapter 3 then presents the
experimental facility, including the model gas turbine combustor configuration and
measurement techniques. The observed overall instability characteristics for swirl
stabilized flame structure and recirculation zone are shown in Chapter 4. Based on the
observations in Chapter 4, the combustion instability mechanisms due to flame-vortex
interactions of various fuel-air mixture velocities and effect of mixing section geometry
discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. Chapter 7 presents the secondary spray jet
mechanism and characteristics of canted injection angles in secondary quick mixing zone
for reducing the NOx level. The optimized tuning experience of a GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6
gas turbine combustor is shown in Appendix section. Lastly Chapter 8 presents the
conclusions of this study.
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C
CHAPTE
ER 2
E
EXPERIM
MENTA
AL BACK
KGROU
UND
2..1 Acoustiic Mode and
a Phasee Analysiss of Reson
nance Freequency
The combbustion instaability characcteristics hav
ve very com
mplicate mechhanism such as
flaame-vortex and
a flame-accoustic interraction. Thiss chapter is introduced tto fundamen
ntal
annalytic theoryy for undersstand the com
mbustion in
nstability mecchanism. Figg. 2.1 showss a
m
model gas turrbine with a blockage noozzle for turrbine section
n where a flaame sits in the
t
m
main combusttor. We can model
m
either ccases as a tu
ube hosting a localized heeat release zo
one
(thhe flame), ass seen in Fig.. 2.2.

Fig. 2.1 Baasic dimensioons of modell gas turbine combustor.
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic
S
off one dimens ional reactin
ng fluid flow with flame aat x  x f .

2.1.1

Acoustic wave eq
quation

The basicc assumption
ns used to deerive the con
nservation eq
quations for tthe flow in the
t
coombustor aree: 1) One-dim
mensional fllow, in the lo
ongitudinal direction
d
of tthe combusttor.
(T
This is a validd assumption
n when the aacoustic frequ
uencies considered are loow with respect
off the cut-off frequency
f
off the combusstor, and hen
nce waves considered aree planar, and all
m
modes are lonngitudinal), 2)
2 Inviscid floow, i.e. the duct
d has neglligible dissippation effect on
thhe acoustic waves,
w
3) Neg
gligible therm
mal conductiivity to the surroundings,, 4) Perfect gas
g
annd 5) Stationary flow.
ustic pressuree and velocitty are obtain
ned
In this Seection, equattions governning the acou
inn the presencce of unstead
dy heat addittion within the
t field. Th
hese are mannipulated to get
g
thhe forced acooustic wave equation
e
whiich is then reeduced to the case whenn the mean heat
reelease is neglligible, i.e., approximateely homogen
neous field, and
a when thee mean flow
w is
also negligiblee.
Taking into
i
consideeration the three first assumptionss above, thhe reactive-g
gas
d
using the conseervation equ
uations as:
dyynamics are described
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(u)

0
t
t

(2.1)

u
u
p
 u

0
t
x
x

(2.2)

Mass continuity :
Momentum : 
Energy : 

e
e
u
 u
p
q
t
x
x

(2.3)

Where, t and x are time and space, respectively,  , u , p , and e are the density,
velocity, pressure, and specific internal energy respectively, and q is the heat release rate
per unit volume. We assume that the gases on both sides of the combustion zone behave
as perfect gases, recall the perfect gas state equation Where, R is the gas constant, and

T is the absolute temperature.
p   RT

Combining Eq. (2.1), Eq. (2.3) (note,  e   C vT  C v

(2.4)

p
p
Cv

R   1 , where

and  are the constant-volume specific heat and the specific heat ratio, respectively)
and Eq. (2.4), we get

p
p
p
u
p
 (  1) q
t
x
x

(2.5)

Since we are only interested in the small perturbation behavior at the onset of the
instability, we use the perturbation method to linearize the system. We separate the system
variables into their mean (function of space only) and small perturbation (function of
space and time) components as follow, where () and () are the mean and the
perturbation of a variable, respectively.
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p ( x , t )  p ( x )  p ( x , t ) , u ( x , t )  u ( x )  u ( x , t )
 ( x , t )   ( x )   ( x , t ) , and q ( x , t )  q ( x )  q ( x , t )

(2.6)

Substituting the flow variable decompositions in Eq. (2.6) in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5) and
neglecting second order terms of the fluctuating components, we obtain the governing
linear equations for the perturbations as:

du
du
u 
u 
p 
 u
  u
  u

0
dx
dx
t
x
x



dp
du
p 
p 
u 
u
 u
p
  p
 (  1) q 
dx
dx
x
x
x

(2.7)
(2.8)

We also assume that the flame zone is spatially localized at x f (see Fig. 2.2), i.e.,

q ( x , t )  q f (t ) ( x  x f )

(2.9)

Where, q f denotes the heat release rate per unit area and  () denotes the Dirac
delta function. This implies that the mean variables are essentially constant over the
length of the combustor except for a step change at x f . For low Mach number flows, the
effect of the step change in the pressure is negligible compared to the change in the mean
velocity or mean density, and the spatial gradient of the mean pressure as well as the
mean velocity can be considered small (see Ref. [1] for more details).
If the mean flow Mach number is negligibly small, Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) can be
obviously simplified as
2
q f
  2 p
2  p 
 (x  x f )
 (  1)
 2 c
2 
x 
t
 t
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(2.10)

p 
u 
p
 (  1) q f  ( x  x f )
t
x

(2.11)

Equations (2.10) and (2.11) capture the dominant characteristics of the
thermoacoustic instability dynamics of the combustor. It should be noted also that the
homogeneous form of Eq. (2.10) (i.e., when the RHS equals to zero) becomes the
“classical acoustic wave equation”. The general solution of the homogeneous wave
equation can be represented as [2, 3, 4]:

p ( x , t )  p ( x ) (t )

(2.12)

 ( x )  sin( kx  0 )

(2.13)

 (t )  sin( kcx   0 )

(2.14)

Where,  ( x ) is called the basis function and describes the spatial component of
the solution of the wave equation, and  (t ) represents the temporal component. k is
the wave number,  0 is a given phase, and both are determined by the boundary
conditions in the field. For example, in a tube open at both sides, the boundary conditions
can be described as: p (0, t )  p ( L , t )  0 . Solving Eq. (2.13) with these boundary
conditions, we get

0  0,  , 2 ...
k 

n
, n  1, 2, 3,...
L

(2.15)
(2.16)

We see that there exists an infinite set of discrete values of k , for which p  has
non-trivial solutions (eigenvalues). Hence,  ( x ) will represent the modes along the tube
( n -modes). In Fig. 2.3, the first three modes for an open-open tube are shown, the points
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whhere   0 are called no
odes, and thee crests are called
c
anti-no
odes [1, 4, 5]].

Fig. 2.3 Accoustic longittudinal modees for the opeen-open endeed combustoor geometry.

2.1.2 Theory of the Raylleigh criteriion
In this section, we will carry out aan energy balance of the combustor. W
We should no
ote
thhat the acousttic field (hosted by the coombustor) is the primary energy storaage mechanism
inn the combusttor. Increasin
ng or decreassing the storaage (or intern
nal) energy oof this field can
c
bee achieved by
b exerting work or heeating the fiield. Since, in our casee, the flame is
coonsidered a localized
l
heaat source, onnly a small control volu
ume in the accoustic field
d is
heeated, the sm
mall volume expands
e
and in turn exertts work on th
he field.
The acouustic energy density,
d
mensional accoustic field can be deriv
ved
e  , in a one-dim
froom the unforrced conserv
vation equatioons as (see [2
2] for more details)
d

e 

 u 2
2
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p 2
2 c

2

(2.1
17)

Where, the first term in the RHS is the kinetic acoustic energy and the second is the
potential acoustic energy. It is clear that any system that would sustain waves (also, as in
many vibration processes) should have these two components of energy, and the periodic
conversion from one form to the other sustains the oscillatory behavior.
The temporary, over the period of oscillation,  , and spatially, over the length of
the combustor, L , we get

L

  edx 
0

(  1)

c

2



 
0

L

0

L

p ( x, t ) q ( x , t ) dxdt   L  E dt 
0



 
0

L

0

 ( x, t ) dxdt
(2.18)

Where,  and  L are the changes over time and length, respectively. The LHS of
Eq. (2.18) represents the change in the acoustic energy per cross-sectional area of the
combustor. The first term in the RHS is the Rayleigh integral (similar to Eq. (1.1)), the
second term represents the acoustic energy flux across the control surface of the field and
is defined as E    u  , and the last term quantifies the dissipation in the acoustic field.
We can clearly see from the energy balance in Eq. (2.26) that when the Rayleigh criterion
is satisfied, i.e. p  and q  become in phase, and the gain of the first term in the RHS is
large enough to overcome both the dissipation and the energy flux terms (which are
typically small), there will be an increase in the acoustic energy in the combustor, i.e.
thermo-acoustic instability will be dominant [6].
The latter can happen when perturbations in the acoustic field affect the inlet
conditions of one of the reactants (fuel or air), prior to mixing, and thus causes
perturbations in the equivalence ratio which translate into perturbations in the unsteady
heat release. This case could happen if the inlet conditions of one of the reactants to the
combustor are not choked [7]. In both cases, if these perturbations are such that the phase
between p  and q  is  90 o , instability will occur.
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2.1.3 Standing wave in combustor and inlet mixing section
For definition of the acoustic standing wave and phase analysis, we measured the
multi-position dynamic pressure in combustor and inlet mixing section using the 11ea.
dynamic pressure sensors. And the combustion instability characteristics in combustor
and inlet mixing section are represented by below fundamental equations of acoustic
standing wave. At the combustor section ( 0  x  Lcomb . ) can be written as:

First of half wave equation

∗ cos

Second of half wave equation

∗ cos

First of quater equation

∗ cos

Second of quater equation

2

∗ cos

(2.19)
At the inlet mixing section ( Linlet  x  0 ) can be written as:
A

First of half wave equation

cos

Second of half wave equation
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∗ cos

∗ cos

∗ sin

First of quater equation

Second of quater equation

2

∗ sin

(2.20)

2.2 Flow Dynamics of Swirl Injector
The swirling flows have been widely used in practical combustion systems such as
industrial burners, furnaces, and gas turbine combustors because they enable high energy
conversion in a small volume. Swirl flames exhibit good ignition and stabilization
behavior over a wide operating range by promoting rapid mixing, improving flammability
limits, shortening flame size, and reducing pollutant emissions [8]. The vast majority of
gas turbine systems employ swirl injectors that provide a lot of advantages. Fuel injection
and mixing efficiency is a very important factor for combustion emissions and gas turbine
efficiency. Nowadays, most gas turbines use swirl injectors. Using this kind of injector
affects flame stabilization and mixing quality. A swirl injector is composed of a central
recirculation zone and an outer recirculation zone. This central recirculation zone recirculates combusted hot gas to the nozzle part and it works as a heat source of the
combustion and central recirculation zone, making a shear layer of the mixture and recirculated flow, which will help the mixing efficiency [9].
As mentioned above, a recirculation zone is important for the stabilization of flames,
and this is generated by swirl flow. The pressure gradient and distribution inside the
combustor is the most important factor in forming a recirculation zone. As the flow passes
through the swirl vane, tangential-direction velocity components are generated in the flow,
further generating centrifugal force toward the outside of the combustor. A radialdirection pressure gradient is then formed in order to sustain equilibrium with the
centrifugal force, which is called simple radial equilibrium flow. The pressure gradient
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generated at this time can be calculated through a radial-direction momentum equation
[10, 11]. First of all, an assumption can be established for the simple radial equilibrium
flow as follows: Both the axial-direction and tangential velocity cannot exist in a steady
state condition. Therefore, axial and radial velocities are related to radius functions, axial
symmetry and radial-direction velocity. Under this assumption, the axial and tangential
direction momentum equations become trivial solutions. The radial-direction momentum
equation can be regarded as a governing equation that shows the pressure gradient of
swirl flow.

vr
v
1
1 p
2 v
 (V   ) vr  v 2  
 g r  v ( 2 vr  r2  2  )
t
 r
r
r
r 

(2.21)

Reduces to

v2
p
 
r
r

(2.22)

Figure 2.4 and Equation (2.22) show that the centrifugal force and the pressure
gradient have equilibrium with each other. With this equation simply integrated, it was
found that the closer it gets to the combustion chamber, that is, the smaller the radius
becomes, the lower the stagnation pressure becomes. Since the tangential velocity
component gets damped while moving closer toward the axial direction, the radial
pressure gradient disappears in the back of the combustion chamber when it has a
sufficient distance toward the axial direction, which indicates an achievement of pressure
equilibrium. Therefore, around the combustion chamber wall, whose radius is large, a
negative pressure gradient is formed, through which the pressure decreases gradually;
meanwhile, in the central part of the combustion chamber, a positive pressure gradient is
formed, through which the pressure gradually increases. Due to such a pressure
distribution, outside flow comes rolling up the central part of the combustion chamber,
enhancing the funnel-shaped recirculation zone existing in the central axis.
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Fig. 2.4 Form
mation of reccirculation zoones for simp
ple radial equilibrium floow condition
n.

2..3 Liquid Jet Colum
mn Trajeectory
The theoretical expreession of thee liquid colum
mn trajectory shows thee trajectory and
a
thhe breakup pooint of the liq
quid columnn prior to the breakup, un
nder the assum
mption that the
t
hoorizontal accceleration is identical to the aerodyn
namic force acting on thhe front of the
t
liqquid columnn, as the relaation of the m
momentum flux
f
ratio ( q ) and the innjected fuel jet
veelocity, the drag
d
coefficiient ( C D ) an
and normalizzed axial (airr-stream) disstance ( x / d ),
annd showed the
t empiricaal formula bby the injecction angle (  ) as the liquid colum
mn
traajectory equaation. Also, using the breeakup regim
me parameter of the time value from the
t
seecondary breeakup of the spherical drroplet, the horizontal
h
an
nd vertical brreakup lengtths
weere predictedd and its reliiability was cconfirmed by
y the empirical results inn various casses
[12, 13].
Under thhe 90° injecttion angle(Fiig. 2.5(a)), trajectories
t
of
o a liquid j et transverseely
inj
njected into crossflows have been sstudied by numerous
n
reesearchers. FFrom previo
ous
reesearch, it is known that the orifice ddiameter and liquid/air momentum
m
fluux ratio are the
t
m
most importannt parameterrs for the traj
ajectories. Scchetz et al. [14]
[
obtainedd the complete
foormula incluuding the influence of q , the aspeect ratio
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df
ds

of the
he injector and
a

injection angle  as follows:

d 
h
 1.32 q 0.5 C d  eq 
d 
dj
 f 

0.5

df 


 ds 

0.46


x 
2 
ln 1  6   sin   
d j 
3 


(2.23)

Assuming that liquid acceleration was balanced with aerodynamic drag forces and
that the liquid column could be modeled as a cylindrical fluid element of the diameter of
the nozzle exit. Wu et al. [15] calculated the correlation of the liquid column trajectory
before the fracture point as follows:

x
q 
d 

y
 1.37
d

(2.24)

And the below 90° injection angle condition (Fig. 2.5(b)), By introducing an average
drag coefficient, C D , the axial momentum equation can be written as follows:



1
 co  g  u g  u f    u g  u f
f d 

4
2
dt
2

du f

  v
2

g

 vf



1

2

 2 ld


(2.25)

To render the above equation more tractable, the following considerations were
made. For the present investigation,
than

u

g

uf



2

v

g

 vf



2

was estimated to be considerably less

in most cases and was therefore neglected. In addition, the variation in

u f was, in most cases, very small as compared to u g , so that the approximation
u g  u f  u g  u j could be made. Finally,  g and u g were presumed constant at their
respective free stream values, and  f and u f were presumed constant at their
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respective jet exit values,  j and u j .

uf 

With u f 

2
2C D  
u  u j 

d  j

(2.26)

dx
, a second integration with respect to time yields the following
dt

equation.

x

2
CD 
u  u j  t 2  u j t

d  j

(2.27)

Because the transverse velocity of the liquid column was presumed constant and
equal to the transverse component of the jet exit velocity,

u f  dy

dt  v j

, so y  v j t

and the trajectory equation could be written as follows:

x CD 

d
 j

u

 u j   y 2 u j  y 
  
 
v2 j
 d  vj  d 
2



(2.28)

With the momentum flux ratio q and the injection angle  , the following equation
was derived.

x
1 CD

dq  sin 2 

 v f cos    y  cos   y 
1 
 
 


va

  dq  sin   dq 
2

2

(2.29)

Therefore, the trajectory experimental formula of the liquid column region can be
calculated depending on the injection angle that is less than 90° and on the reverse
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inj
njection. Herre, x indicattes the valuue of the ax
xial distancee of the axiial (air-streaam)
diirection, y inndicates the value of thee penetration distance of the penetratiion direction
n, d
a
is the diameteer of the oriffice exit,  iis the injectiion angle, v f is the fueel velocity and
v
va is the valuue of the air velocity.

(a)

(b)
Fiig. 2.5 Force diagram at the
t transversse liquid spraay jet in crosssflow; (a) 900° injection, (b)
(
below
w the 90° injeection.
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C
CHAPTE
ER 3
E
EXPERIM
MENTA
AL FACIILITY AND
A
TEC
CHNIQU
UES
3..1 Model Gas Turb
bine Comb
bustor
The combbustor used for
f this studyy is a model gas
g turbine combustor
c
sim
mulating in the
t
1//3 scale dow
wned of a GE 7FA+e DL
LN-2.6 gas turbine com
mbustor, charracterized with
w
paartially premixed and swiirl stabilized flame, and the
t form is ass shown in FFig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1 Moodel dump sh
haped combuustor simulatting in the 1//3 scale downned of a GE
7
7FA+e
DLN--2.6 gas turbbine combusttor and relateed componennt.

It is com
mposed of air heatingg device, aiir supply liines, fuel nnozzles, flam
me
viisualization quartz comb
bustor and sspike-typed plug nozzlee of the exhhaust duct for
0 KW class eelectric heatiing
accoustic boundary. The airr heating devvice consistss of three 40
eleement, funcctioning to heat
h
the suppplied air up
p to 873K. As
A shown in Fig 3.2, the
t
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tem
mperature of air supplied during thee experimentt is controlleed within ±1%
%. And the air
tem
mperature iss calibrated by K-type thermocoup
ple at all off air velocityy experimen
ntal
coonditions.

Fig. 3.2 Heated
H
air callibration resu
ult of air heatter control.

main variablees for this ex
xperimental sstudy, the fu
uelAs shownn in Fig 3.3, one of the m
airr mixing seection was located
l
betw
ween the com
mbustor dum
mp-side andd the chockiing
orrifice at the back
b
of the air
a heating deevice, and there were threee kinds in leengths, such
h as
4770 mm, 550 mm and 870
0 mm, althouugh they were all 40 mm
m inner diam
meter. The sw
wirl
inj
njector used for
f this devicce is an axiall-typed injector, and the angle
a
of swirrl vanes are 0°,
300° and 45°, and
a the num
mber of vaness is 10. On the
t spot of 20
2 mm in froont of the sw
wirl
vaane, fuel is injected from
m 10ea nozzlles with a 1..2 mm-sized hole, and thhrough the 112
1
m
mm-sized mixxing length in
n the back off the swirl vaanes, fuel and
d air get parttially premix
xed.
Thhe swirl effect can be exp
pressed in thhe swirl num
mber, which is the ratio off the tangenttial
m
momentum annd the axial momentum,
m
and it can be approximaately calculatted through the
t
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foollowing equaation [1].

S 

2
2  1  (d h / d )3 
tan   tan  ( d h  d )

2 
3
3 1  ( d h / d ) 

(3.1)

Accordinng to the abov
ve equation, the swirl nu
umber of the swirl injectoor used for th
his
reesearch was about
a
0.42(30°) and 0.722(45°). A circular stainless steel (@ C
Chapter 6, caase
1, 2) and a quartz
q
tube (@
( Chapter 6, case 3 ~ 8) for thee flame visuualization weere
mbustor was 120 mm. Thhe plug nozzle
altternately useed, and the diameter insside the com
pllaced at the exhaust
e
ductt was suppossed to functio
on to changee the resonannt frequency of
thhe combustorr by making an
a acoustic bboundary thaat blocks 91%
% of the com
mbustor exhau
ust
duuct, which was
w designed
d to regulate the length of
o the combu
ustor by 0.1 mm from 800
8
m
mm to 1680 mm
m through
h the stepperr motor locaated in the exhaust
e
partt of model gas
g
tuurbine combuustor.

3 Schematiics of model gas turbine combustor and swirl injeectors.
Fig. 3.3
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Figure 3.44 shows the calibration ddata and com
mposition of air
a supply syystem. Workiing
airr was presssurized up to 8.5 bar bby air comp
pressor. The ACS100TA
A2 (Kyungw
won
coompressor) was
w used forr compressinng air and itt can blow out
o the air too 12.1 m3/m
min.
M
Many instrum
ments, which are some chhocked orificces, pressuree differentiall gage and ball
b
vaalves, were loocated in air supply line.. Pressurized
d air was stab
bilized througgh the chock
ked
orrifice and theen passed thrrough the preessure differential gage. The air masss flow rate was
w
coontrolled by ball valve using meassured pressu
ure differenttial gage. Inn addition, we
w
m
measured air supply
s
pressu
ures and air ttemperaturess, and these were
w used too control the air
m
mass flow ratee.

Fig. 3.4 The air calibration
c
ddata and composition of air
a supply sysstem.

mposition of fuel supply system. In th
his
Figure 3.5 shows the calibration ddata and com
exxperiments, Natural
N
gas (89.4%
(
CH4, 8.6% C2H6, 1.39% C3H8, 0.25% i-C
C4H10, 0.32% nC4H10, 0.04% N2) was useed as the fueel. And it waas serviced by
b Seoul cityy gas Co., Ltd.
L
(S
SCG). The fuuel chocked orifice
o
was uused for preccise control of
o equivalencce ratio. In th
his
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exxperimental study,
s
fuel mass
m flow ratee required ab
bout 0.9 ~ 3.5
5 g/s. So fuell orifice sizee (1
m
mm, 2.5 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm) were sselected by each
e
test condition for apppropriate maass
floow rate. Annd each orifi
fice was caliibrated by mass
m
flow meter.
m
The fu
fuel mass flo
ow
suupplied to thhe model dum
mp combusttor experimeental device was measure
red with an MM
15500SLPM-D Mass Flow
w Meter, madde by Alicatt Scientific Company.
C
Thhe fuel and air
m
mass flow ratee calculated through the flow meter and
a the diffeerential presssure gauge was
w
finnally confirm
med through
h Model 63332D, which
h is a Hot-w
wire velocim
meter made by
KA
ANOMAX, and it was found that thhe errors off the values calculated
c
annd the mixtu
ure
veelocity measuured at the co
ombustor exxit were withiin the range of ±3%.

Fig. 3.5
3 The fuel calibration
c
ddata and comp
position of fuel
fu supply syystem.

v
geneerator, tungstten
Figure 3.6 shows thee ignition sysstem consistted of high voltage
wiire and ceraamic tube. About
A
18,0000 volt was in
nduced by high voltage generator. The
T
tuungsten wire was placed inside a ceraamic tube fo
or insulation. And the cerramic tube was
w
innserted in a dump
d
surfacce. Spark waas induced by
b the gap between
b
dum
mp surface and
a
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tungsten wire. The location of pyrotechnic initiator was selected to consider the vortex
shedding zone. And the exhaust nozzle, dump surface and combustor were cooled down
by water and the outer surface of combustor was cooled down by air.

Fig. 3.6 The ignition system consisted of high voltage generator and spark plug.

3.2. Combustion Data Acquisition System
To measure the flow rate of fuel and air, combustion static pressure, exhaust
emission and combustion dynamic characteristics of the model dump combustor, this
experimental study used various kinds of sensors and a flow-meter to regulate the flow
rate. First of all, to control the change of static pressure and the air flow rate before and
after the combustion experiment, a total of six static pressure sensors made by Valcom
Company were used. A K-type thermo couple was used to measure the temperatures of
eight channels in total consisting of the air-supply (3 each), the combustor (4 each), and
the exhaust emission sensor location (1 each), as well as the temperature around the
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diifferential preessure gaugee for the reguulation of the fuel and aiir flow rate. To observe the
t
g the combusstion experim
ment, we ussed
osscillation of dynamic prressure occurrring during
fivve 102A05-ttype dynamiic pressure ssensors, man
nufactured by
b PCB Com
mpany, for the
t
innlet mixing seection and siix for the com
mbustor, as well as infin
nity probes, w
which suppreess
thhe reflected wave
w
of dynaamic pressuree [2, 3]. In ad
ddition, the sampling
s
ratee was observ
ved
byy receiving 10,000 data per secondd, and throug
gh Fast Fou
urier Transfoormation (FF
FT)
tecchniques, it was
w possiblee to analyze tthem up to 5,000
5
Hz. Th
he location off each dynam
mic
prressure sensoor is shown in Fig. 3.3. M
Moreover, OH*
O
chemilu
uminescence was measurred
froom the flam
me around th
he dump sidde. By using a high-speeed ICCD cam
amera made by
Phhotron Comppany, we pho
otographed fflames at thee speed of 1/6000 fps, annd were ablee to
obbtain the preessure oscillaation and heeat release values
v
from the time axxis in the sam
me
exxperimental conditions
c
by
y phase lockking the dynaamic pressurre sensor. Figg. 3.7 indicatted
thhat phase lockking system in this experrimental stud
dy.

Fig. 3.7 LabView based phasee locking systtem for heat release oscilllation.
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Data colllection of the sensors waas conducted
d with such devices as tthe C-RIO and
a
DA
AQ made byy National In
nstrument C
Company. Th
he processing
g of the senssor data for the
t
fuuel and air mass
m
flow raate control w
were perform
med with thee use of a L
LabView-bassed
prrogram as shown in Fig. 3.8. Andd the heat release oscilllation is bassic data to be
m
measured in order to understand causees of combusstion instabiliity. Thus, thiis study carriied
ouut a chemiluuminescence signal meassurement ressearch and sttarted photoographing spots
whhere – channges to + by
y observing dynamic prressure inforrmation throough Nl cRIIO.
Beesides, this study
s
acquireed signals thhat drive high
h-speed ICC
CD, signals oof photos beiing
takken and dynnamic pressu
ure signals byy using DAQ
Q and analyzzed the flam
me visualizatiion
innformation annd acoustic field
f
oscillattion informattion at the same time, esspecially abo
out
thhe combustioon instability
y phenomenoon, through the
t process of
o measuringg the results of
dyynamic presssure and heatt release wavves in the sam
me time dom
main.

F
Fig. 3.8 LabV
View based combustion
c
ddata collectin
ng system an
nd user interfface program
m.
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3..3 Multi-P
Position Dynamic
D
P
Pressure Sensing System
S
To observve the oscilllation of dynnamic pressu
ure and stan
nding wave fform occurriing
duuring the com
mbustion ex
xperiment, thhis study useed 5ea 102A
A05-type dynnamic pressu
ure
seensors, manuufactured by
y PCB Com
mpany, for the
t inlet miixing sectionn, 6ea for the
t
coombustor, annd the infinitty probes thaat suppress th
he reflected wave of dynnamic pressu
ure
[44]. In additioon, the samp
pling rate w
was observed
d by receivin
ng 10,000 ddata points per
p
seecond. Throuugh FFT, it was
w possiblee to analyze up to 5,000
0 Hz. The loocation of eaach
dyynamic presssure sensor iss shown in F
Fig. 3.9. As aforemention
a
ned it, the datta collection
n of
thhe sensors was
w conducted with such devices as a C-RIO an
nd DAQ madde by Nation
nal
Innstrument Coompany. Thee sensor dataa processing the fuel and
d air mass floow rate conttrol
weere performeed through a LabView-baased program
m.

ors and locatiion in modell gas turbine
Fig. 3.9 Coomposition off dynamic prressure senso
combustor.
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3.4 Chemiluminescence and Flame Structure Analysis
Chemiluminescence from hydrocarbon flames arises from specific molecules that are
lifted to an excited state by exothermic chemical reactions and then subsequently decay
back to equilibrium energy levels by emitting a photon. Chemiluminescence emission
occurs in specific wavelength bands that are characteristic of the emitting molecules.
Because the molecules responsible for the chemiluminescence change for different
combustion regimes and types, chemiluminescent emissions can provide information
about the nature of the reactions and the fuel/airmixture [5].
Most naturally emitted ultraviolet and visible radiation of flames, called
chemiluminescence, is caused by short lived electronically excited intermediate species
such as OH*, CH* or C2* formed during chemical reactions [6, 7]. An example is
depicted in Fig. 3.10 (left panel) from a Bunsen burner, operated with a stoichiometric
mixture of methane and air. If the radiation emitted by this flame is dispersed in a
spectrometer into its wavelength components, spectra can be observed like those shown
in Fig. 3.10 (right panel). On recognizes characteristic emission bands originating from
the above mentioned species in their respective electronically excited (A) states of OH*
(310 nm), CH* (388, 431 nm) und C2* (473 nm), respectively. It is therefore of interest to
investigate if the intensities or spectral shapes of these band systems can provide
quantitative information on, e.g., local fuel/air ratios, heat release rate (HRR) or chemical
processes of the combustion system investigated. If so, this would be of great importance
for technical combustion systems, since detecting chemiluminescence radiation is a cheap
and non-intrusive method for monitoring the combustion event in environments such as
power plants, waste incinerators or combustion engines [8].
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Fig. 3.10 Spectrum off the chemiluuminescence radiation em
mitted from a premixed
methane/air
m
fl
flame in Bunssen burner [8
8].

on tomography and integgral transforrm,
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coomputation speed;
s
thereefore, it wass used for detecting
d
thee rising edgge of dynam
mic
prressure data and triggering at the ddata changin
ng point, wh
hich occurs w
when the data
chhanges from
m positive to
o negative. To quantify
y the flame structure, th
the concept of
m
maximum inteensity locatio
on of the flam
me was used
d to calculatee the flame ceenter as show
wn
inn Fig. 3.11. The
T flame an
ngle is compuuted from th
he intensity center
c
and thhe center of the
t
duump plane. Inn other word
ds, the anglee between thee intensity ceenter and thee middle of the
t
duump plane iss regarded as the flame angle. Flam
me angle can demonstratee the axial and
a
raadial momenntum ratio; a similar conncept about flame
f
center is used in tthe research of
Kiim et al [19,, 20]. There, flame anglee is a factor that
t
can reprresent the floow structure of
thhe flame. Thiis calculation
n for the flaame center iss performed in all phasees of the Ab
belinnverted imagee and shows the flame anngle change at
a each phasee.

um intensity location.
Fig. 3.11 Definition of flame anggle and lengtth of maximu

3..5 PIV (Particle Im
mage Velo cimetry)
Particle Image
I
Veloccimetry (PIV
V) is a quaantitative method
m
for m
measuring 2-D
2
veelocity fieldss instantaneously, using cconsecutive images
i
of paarticles illum
minated by lig
ght
shheets. The exxperimental setup
s
of a PIIV system ty
ypically consists of seveeral subsystem
ms
[221]. Tracer particles
p
hav
ve to be addded to the flow, and these
t
particlles have to be
illluminated inn a plane of the flow at least twice within a sho
ort time inteerval. The lig
ght
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sccattered by thhe particles has
h to be reccorded eitherr on a single frame or onn a sequence of
fraames. The displacemen
d
t of the parrticle images between the
t light pullses has to be
deetermined thhrough evalu
uation of thee PIV record
dings. For evaluation,
e
th
the digital PIV
P
reecording is divided in
n small subbareas calleed “interrog
gation areass”. The local
rst and seco
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diisplacement vector for the images of the traccer particless of the firs
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h
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T projection
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the planee of the lightt sheet (2-com
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ures of PIV m
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Procedures off PIV measurement.
Fig. 3.12 Typical P
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The correlation function is expressed as follows:

h  sx , s y  





0

0

 

f  x , y  h  x  s x , y  s y  dxdy

(3.2)

A correlation method is classified into auto-correlation and cross-correlation
according

to

the

number

of

functions.

Auto-correlation

is

for

the

case

f  x , y   g  x , y  in Eq. (3.2) and the cross-correlation is the f  x , y   g  x , y 
case. Auto-correlation is used when the first image and the second image are recorded in
one frame (single frame / double exposure) and cross-correlation is used when the two
images are recorded in separate frames (double frame / single exposure). Compared to
auto-correlation method, cross-correlation method has some merits: 1) The problem of
directional ambiguity is eliminated, 2) The algorithm is simple because there is only one
peak as a result of correlation and 3) Dynamic range is relatively large.

3.6 PLLIF (Planar Liquid Laser Induced Fluorescence)
To measure the trajectory and breakup length of the liquid column spray jet, we used
the PLLIF (Planar Liquid Laser Induced Fluorescence) technique. Another approach to
the patternation of fuel sprays is the use of PLLIF (Planar Liquid Laser Induced
Fluorescence). The PLLIF technique is based on the fact that the fluorescence signal
intensity of a spray drop is proportional to the concentration of fluorescent molecules (i.e.
the volume of the drop) under the condition that the laser light absorption is low enough
for the molecules to be uniformly illuminated [22]. The grey level of the i-th and j-th
pixel of the CCD array by the fluorescence signal can be expressed as follows [23]:

G  i , j   CI 0  nk d k3
k
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(3.3)

Where, C is a constant and I0, the incident laser beam intensity at the (i, j) pixel, is
assumed to be constant within the pixel. Since the drop number density of the kth size
class dk(nk) is the time-averaged value, the grey level in Eq. (3.3) indicates the total
volume of drops which do not pass the unit volume but exist inside the volume during the
camera exposure time, i.e. spatial volume (or mass) concentration of the liquid drops.
Furthermore, the constant C in Eq. (3.3) is difficult to obtain, so that only the relative
distribution of the spray mass concentration can be obtained directly from the PLLIF
measurements.
A laser sheet is formed by some combination of cylindrical and spherical optic. A
digital camera is used for imaging the energy of interest. Depending upon the information
desired, either continuous or pulsed lasers can be employed. If a suitable light source is
selected in conjunction with a suitable test fluid, fluorescence can be induced.
Fluorescence is dependent upon the concentration of the fluorescing molecules. If a
molecule which can be made to fluoresce is present within the test fluid in a
homogeneous fashion, then the fluorescence can be related to the volume of material.
Some materials may fluoresce naturally (e.g. ringed hydrocarbons), while others may not
(e.g. octanes, alchohols, water). In this case, suitable dye can be added to the fluid (e.g.
rhodamine, fluorescein). If a dye is added, it can be selected such that is absorption
spectra conveniently overlaps with common laser wavelengths.
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CHAPTER 4
SWIRL STABILIZED FLAME STRUCTURE AND
RECIRCULATION ZONE
4.1 Background and Objectives
At the turn of 21st century, problems related with energy depletion and
environmental pollution has become an important issue [1]. Under these circumstances,
emission regulations have become more stringent. Many researchers have tried to develop
a new type of combustor which burns fuel more efficiently and produces lower emissions
[2, 3]. In the context of such efforts, a lean premixed combustor has been introduced and
used for power generation all over the world. A lean premixed combustor produces less
NOx than conventional gas turbines by burning the fuel at a low temperature.
Conventional gas turbines that burning the fuel near stoichiometric condition have some
advantages in terms of stability of combustion, but these produce locally high temperature
regions which induce large amounts of NOx and soot production. On the other hand, lean
premixed combustors can decrease combustion temperature significantly by burning the
fuel near lean equivalence ratio conditions [4, 5, 6]. However, combustion instabilities
occur under the lean burning conditions where they are designed to operate. To eliminate
these instabilities and develop effective approaches for their control, the mechanisms
responsible for their occurrence must be understood. The necessary condition for
combustion instability was first determined by Lord Rayleigh [7] and can be summarized
in the following mathematical expression called the Rayleigh Criterion.
It means that combustion is unstable when the net rate of energy added to the
acoustic field exceeds the net rate of damping provided by inherent dissipative processes
such as heat and acoustic energy loss. It also shows that combustion instability can occur
when the phase between pressure oscillations and heat release oscillations is less than 90°.
During the last decade, the underlying mechanisms of combustion instabilities in lean,
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premixed gas turbine combustors have been investigated. These involved mechanisms of
the combustion instability and the physics of acoustic interactions in premixed gas
turbines [8, 9, 10], the flame transfer function measurements and the coupling of
combustion instability mechanisms [11, 12, 13, 14], and the dynamics and stability of
lean premixed swirl-stabilized combustion [ 15, 16, 17].
Other groups have investigated flow structures and flame behaviors in lean premixed
gas turbine combustors via laser diagnostics. Observations included: flame behavior in a
laboratory-scale premixed natural gas turbine combustor from Planar Laser Induced
Fluorescence (PLIF) images of OH*, Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA), and Coherent
Anti-stokes Raman Spectroscopy measurements [18, 19], the investigation of flow field,
structures, temperature and species distributions of swirl flames in a gas turbine model
combustor [20, 21, 22]. Those two research parts have been performed somewhat
separately, and studies on flow structures and flame behaviors are not well documented
for confined laboratory gas turbine combustors in comparison with studies for unconfined
combustors. This chapter has been performed to investigate the flow structure in cold
flow and mechanism of the combustion instability in terms of flow structural
characteristics. PIV measurements and dynamic pressure measurements were conducted
simultaneously to examine the effects of structural characteristics on the combustion
instability. The result strongly suggests that the formation of a recirculation zone and its
structural characteristics contribute to the occurrence and development of combustion
instability.

4.2 Experimental Method and Conditions
The combustor used for this study is a model gas turbine combustor simulating in
1/3 scale a GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6 gas turbine combustor [23], characterized with partially
premix and swirl stabilized flame. The form is as shown in Fig. 3.3. It consists of five
main parts: an air heater, a fuel-air mixing section, a swirl injector, an optically accessible
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quartz combustor section, and a plug nozzle. Regulated inlet air enters the electric air
heater and is heated to 673 K. The air heater consists of three heating elements. Each of
the elements uses 40 KW power and can be controlled individually. The air heater can
maintain the desired temperature throughout the experiments. The heated air enters the
mixing section through a chocking plate which is installed at the entrance of the mixing
section to prevent mass flow rate oscillations and to provide a well-defined acoustic
boundary condition. The mixing section is 550 mm long and has an annular cross section
whose diameter is 40 mm. An axial-entry type swirl injector with 30° swirl vane angle
was mounted in the mixing section 53 mm upstream of the dump plane. The swirl effect
can be expressed by the swirl number, which is the ratio of the tangential momentum and
the axial momentum.
As for the working fuel in the model gas turbine combustor, this study used CNG
(compressed natural gas) that has 89.4% methane. The fuel is issued from 10 holes
located 20 mm upstream of the swirl vanes, and mixed with heated air by passing through
the swirl vanes. The combustor consists of a stainless steel dump plane, an optically
accessible quartz combustor section with an inner diameter 120 mm, and a length of 200
mm, and a stainless steel variable-length section, which is blocked by a water-cooled plug
nozzle. The length of the combustor, which is defined as the distance from the dump
plane to the plug, can be continuously varied between 825 mm to 1125 mm by moving
the plug nozzle along the axial direction of the combustor. The nozzle not only changes
the length of the combustor but also defines the acoustic boundary condition for
measurements of self-excited instabilities. The blockage ratio of the plug nozzle is 91%,
which is large enough to set a proper acoustic boundary condition. All of the experimental
conditions from this study are listed in Table 4.1.
To measure the flow rate of fuel and air, combustion static pressure, exhaust
emission and combustion dynamic characteristics of the model dump combustor, this
experimental study used various kinds of sensors and a flow-meter to regulate the flow
rate. First of all, to control the change of static pressure and air flow rate before and after
the combustion experiment, a total of 6 static pressure sensors made by Valcom Company
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were used. One was placed in the front and one in the back of the orifice, and two were in
the front and back of the swirl injector, and two were in the combustor. A K-type thermocouple was used to measure the temperature. In all, the temperatures of 8 channels were
measured, including air-supply (3ea), combustor (4ea), exhaust emission sensor location
(1ea) temperature, and the temperature around the differential pressure gauge for the
regulation of fuel and air flow rate.
Table 4.1 Experimental conditions and parameters.
Parameters
Fuel type

Values
Natural gas
[ CH4(89.4%) + C2H6(8.6%) + C3H8(1.39%) ]

Inlet air temperature [K]

673

Fuel temperature [K]

318

Swirl vane angle

30°, 45° swirler (swirl number = 0.42, 0.72)

Fuel-Air mixture velocity [m/sec]

40, 50, 60, 70

Equivalence ratio (Φ)

Blowout limit ~ 1.2

Inlet mixing section length [mm]

550

Combustor length [mm]

850 ~ 1082

Blockage nozzle [mm]

128 (Blockage ratio : 91%)

In this chapter, flame structures were obtained using Particle Image Velocimety (PIV)
and OH* chemiluminescence. PIV is an attractive and useful technique for capturing
instantaneous flow fields [24]. PIV is the simultaneous measurement of fluid or
particulate velocity vectors at many (e.g. thousands) points, using optical imaging
techniques. The measurements are usually made in planar “slices” of the flow field. It is a
qualitative visualization method that can instantaneously capture 2-dimensional velocity
fields, along with additional information such as turbulent intensity, strain rate, and
vorticity. Several processes are required to get useful information, such as adding tracing
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paarticles to thhe flow, lasser illuminattion with peeriodic timee delay, recoording of Mie
M
sccattering im
mages, and post-processsing of reccorded imag
ges. Fig. 44.1 shows the
t
coonfiguration of a PIV meaasurement syystem in a model
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gas turb
bine combusstor.

F
Fig. 4.1 Conffiguration off a PIV measuurement systtem in a mod
del gas turbinne combustor.
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P
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measurements in gas turbine combustors. However, 2-dimensional images of the
instantaneous flow field provide new insights into the dynamics of turbulent swirlstabilized flames, which are very important for the understanding of combustion
instabilities. Moreover, to measure the heat release oscillation of flame under stable and
unstable combustion conditions, OH chemiluminescence was measured from the flame
around the dump side. By using the high speed ICCD camera made by Photron Company,
this study photographed flames at a speed of 6000 fps. This study was able to obtain the
pressure oscillation and heat release values from the time axis in the same experimental
conditions by linking with the dynamic pressure sensor, while locking the phase.

4.3 Results of Recirculation Zones
Previous researchers have used the size of the recirculation zone to examine the
intensity of the recirculation zone which is based on how well recirculation zones move
hot gases to the middle of the combustor and down into the ignition zone. Therefore, the
intensity of the recirculation zone can be examined in terms of the size and the mass flow
rate of hot burnt gases that the recirculation zone provides to the middle of the combustor.
The examination of the zero axial velocity and the zero radial velocity helps define
recirculation regions. The sizes of the recirculation zones are directly related to the height
and width of the zero velocity contours.[26] Based on the size of the recirculation zone
and the mass flow rate of hot burnt gases in the recirculation zone, the effect of each
operating condition on the formation of recirculation zone was experimented.

4.3.1 Effect of various combustion parameters in cold flow
For the study of recirculation zones in cold flow, numerous experiments were
conducted under the various operating conditions: fuel-air mixture velocities, equivalence
ratios, and swirl numbers. Fig. 4.2 shows the averaged PIV images at different fuel-air
mixture velocity conditions. The recirculation size can be defined by the contours of the
zero axial and radial velocity. It is observed that the size of the recirculation zone
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increases as the fuel-air mixture velocity increases form 40 m/s (Fig. 4.2 (a)) to 60 m/s
(Fig. 4.2 (b)). The position of the vortex core was rarely changed and the magnitude of
negative velocity vectors has increased as increase of the fuel-air mixture velocity. The
formation of recirculation zones is the pressure gradient in the combustor so the trend
with respect to the change of mixture velocities can be explained about the pressure
gradient. The magnitude of the tangential velocity component is proportional to that of
the axial velocity component determined by the fuel-air mixture velocity. According to Eq.
(2.30), the magnitude of the pressure gradient is proportional to that of the square of the
tangential velocity component, so the pressure gradient becomes larger as the mixture
velocity increases. The pressure gradient disappears gradually along the axial direction
because the tangential velocity component decays with axial distance. However, the more
time and distance are necessary for the decay of the tangential velocity component under
higher mixture velocity conditions, that is, the pressure gradient that is essential to drive
the formation of the recirculation zone exist in the further downstream region under
higher mixture velocity conditions.
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(a)

(b)

Fiig. 4.2 Averaaged PIV images and meean flow strucctures in a no
on-reacting fflow at Lcombb. =
10550 mm, Φ = 0.8
0 and 30° sswirl; (a) vmix = 40 m/s, (b) vmix = 60 m
m/s.
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As shownn in Fig. 4.3,, the equivaleence ratio do
oesn’t have any
a effects onn the formatiion
off recirculatioon zones in a non-reactingg flow. Actu
ually, the equ
uivalence ratiio is one of the
t
m
most importannt parameterrs that underrstand and drriving issue the combusttion dynamiics.
Hoowever, that does not hav
ve any influeence on the flow
f
structuree without thee combustion
n.

(a)
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(b)

Fiig. 4.3 Averaaged PIV images and meean flow strucctures in a no
on-reacting fflow at Lcombb. =
1050 mm, vmiix = 40 m/s annd 30° swirl; (a) Φ = 0.8, (b) Φ = 0.665.
4 shows the effect of tthe swirl num
mber on the flow structuure result. The
T
Figure. 4.4
sw
wirl number was changed
d from 0.42 (30°) and 0.72 (45°) by
y using differrent swirl vaane
anngles. An inccrease in thee magnitude of the swirl number direectly means tthe increase of
tanngential veloocity compo
onents in thee flow. Accorrding to the governing eequation of the
t
sw
wirl flow Eqq. (2.30), the pressure grradient becom
mes strongerr as the tanggential veloccity
inncreases. Connsequently, the
t pressure gradient thaat drives the formation oof recirculatiion
zoones can exisst over a wid
der region off the combusttor, so the sizze of the reccirculation zo
one
inncrease. The increase of the swirl nuumber has th
he same effect with the iincrease of the
t
m
mixture velociity on the sizze of recircullation zones.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.4 Averaaged PIV im
mages and floow structures in a non-reaacting flow at Lcomb. = 105
50
mm, vmix = 60 m/s and Φ = 0.8; (a) 30° swirl, (b
b) 45° swirl.
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4.3.2 Effect of combustion and instability characteristics
Figures 4.5 (a) and (b) show values obtained through PIV measurement in a
combustion field. After measuring 600 pairs of instant fields, this study calculated their
average, which shows that a recirculation zone is formed in actual combustion conditions.
To compare recirculation zone size, many researchers used the height or width of a
recirculation zone, with the size of such a recirculation zone defined with borderlines
connecting points whose axial-direction velocity and radial-direction velocity are 0 [18].
Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the characteristics of a recirculation zone formed under stable
combustion conditions, while Fig. 4.5 (b) shows a recirculation zone formed in unstable
combustion conditions. In this section, when combustion instability took place, it was
observed that the size of a recirculation zone became remarkably enlarged. This finding
indicates that the occurrence of combustion instability has an effect on the formation of a
recirculation zone. Fig. 4.6 shows a calculating process used to simply compare the size
of volume flux in a recirculation zone. Through this process, this study compared
quantitative volume flux in a recirculation zone every moment in the random-phase PIV
images in both flame stable and unstable conditions.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.5 Aveeraged PIV im
mages in com
mbustion con
ndition at Lcoomb. = 1050 m
mm, vmix = 40
0
m/s and 30°° swirl; (a) sttable, Φ = 0.6
65, (b) unstable, Φ = 0.8..
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w rate of swiirling flame zone
z
at 30 m
mm detached
Fig. 4.6 Caalculation forr volume flow
measuurement pointt from the duump plane in
n stable and unstable
u
condditions.
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To find out the relation betweeen the forrmation of a recirculattion zone and
a
coombustion instability,
i
this
t
study adopted th
he PIV measurement ttechnique. As
coombustion innstability is a kind of a ddynamic phen
nomenon, itss characteristtics are hard
d to
innvestigate thhrough mean
n-field imagges only. In
n this sectiion, therefoore, this stu
udy
innvestigated thhe characterristics of a rrecirculation
n zone by using instantaaneous imag
ges
unnder the conddition of com
mbustion insstability. Fig. 4.7 (a) shows the 4 cyccles of rando
om
phhase unstable flame imaages obtaineed through PIV
P under combustion iinstability. The
T
phhase of each image is not clear, owinng to the phaase locking method,
m
but iits cycle shows
thhat the recircuulation zone vibrates witth a main insstability freq
quency. In coontrast, Fig. 4.7
4
(bb) shows cyccles compossed of instanntaneous images in stab
ble combustiion conditions,
thhrough whichh it was observed that thhe size of a recirculation
n zone hardlly changed but
b
waas sustained almost throu
ughout.

(a)
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(b)

Fiig. 4.7 Instanntaneous PIV
V images in ccombustion condition
c
at Lcomb. = 10500 mm, vmix = 40
m/s and 30° swirl; (a) s table, Φ = 0..6, (b) unstab
ble, Φ = 0.8.
Also, thiis experimen
ntal investigaation is con
nfirmed by Fig.
F 4.8 (a) and (b). Th
hat
xial velocity profile resullt of the each
h instantaneoous PIV imag
ges
figgures indicatte that the ax
at 20 mm deetached meassurement pooint from th
he dump plaane in stablee and unstab
ble
d earlier, thee recirculatio
on zone con
ntributes to tthe stability of
coonditions. Ass mentioned
coombustion by
b moving high-temperrature comb
bustion gas to the centtral part off a
coombustion chhamber and near
n
the fuell-air injected
d nozzle wheere ignition ta
takes place. So,
S
thhe most impoortant assumeed item is thhe volume flu
ux of re-circculated combbustion gas and
a
whhich has alm
most the sam
me value off flame zonee air density. The volum
me flux can be
caalculated through the area of a reciirculation zo
one and the size of neggative-directiion
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veelocity compponents. Theerefore, the size of a constantly-ch
c
hanging reciirculation zo
one
m
means that thee volume flu
ux of recycleed high-temp
perature gas changes as well, which
h is
esssential for the
t stabilization of com
mbustion. Such change of
o volume fl
flux causes the
t
fluuctuation off reaction rate and heaat release rate
r
oscillation, ultimateely leading to
coombustion innstability.
Unlike a case where stable
s
combuustion takes place as usu
ual, it was obbserved that the
t
sizze of a recirrculation zone constantlly changes in
i a conditio
on of unstabble combustiion
coondition. Mooreover, when
n this study eexamined the sizes of reccirculation zoones in the last
piicture in Figgs. 4.7 (a) and
a (b), it w
was found th
hat the form
mation was soo weak thatt it
coontributed noothing to thee stabilizationn of combusstion, furtherr causing flaame quenchin
ng.
Allso, the flucttuation of a recirculation
r
n zone seemss to have an effect on thee occurrence of
coombustion innstability. Forr the validatiion of this ex
xperimental study,
s
we fouund the volum
me
floow rate of a recirculation
r
n zone in com
mbustion con
ndition.

(a)
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(b)

F
Fig. 4.8 Veloocity profile result
r
of insttantaneous PIV images att Lcomb. = 10550 mm, vmix =
40 m/ss and 30° sw
wirl vane anglle; (a) stable, Φ = 0.6, (b) unstable, Φ = 0.8.
4 (a) and (b) indicate the result of
o volume fllow rate chaanging in eaach
Figures 4.9
raandom phasee conditions through stabble and unsttable flame conditions. A
As shown th
his
figgure, there have larger volume floow rate regiion in the recirculation
r
n zone and its
fluuctuation at unstable
u
com
mbustion regiion than the stable combu
ustion condittions.
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(a)

(b)

Fiig. 4.9 Resullt of volume flow rate in each random
m phase cond
ditions at Lcommb. = 1050 mm,
m
vmixx = 40 m/s an
nd 30° swirl; (a) stable, Φ = 0.6, (b) unstable,
u
Φ = 0.8.
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4.4 Analysis of combustion instability frequency
To investigate whether a recirculation zone vibrates cyclically and what that
frequency of the vibration means When it occurs, this study measured the OH*
chemiluminescence with a high-speed ICCD camera. At each moment, the camera frame
speed was set at 2048 Hz. Figs. 4.10(a) and (b) are the results arranged in each phase,
which shows that flame vibrates cyclically in conditions of combustion instability (Fig.
4.10(b)). In stable combustion conditions as shown in Fig. 4.10(a), it was observed that
there was almost no change in the intensity of chemiluminescence signals, which shows
that the form and size of flame were constant.
This study converted the values of intensity of chemiluminescence images obtained
in instability conditions to analyze the frequency. Through the sum of them, this study
examined the change of intensity by time and performed FFT. As a result, it was found
that it vibrated with its natural frequency, 315Hz of combustor longitudinal mode. As a
result of FFT with dynamic pressure information obtained during the process of this
experiment, the frequency was found to be 313Hz. Furthermore, when theoretical
instability modes were calculated with the length of a combustion chamber (1.05 m), and
temperature (868 K, the average obtained from 3 points on the combustion chamber) in
the closed-closed boundary condition, this study found the natural frequency of
combustor at 322 Hz. Since the average temperature of the entire combustion chamber
was actually lower than the temperature measured, this study found that the fluctuation of
flame, the fluctuation frequency of instability phenomenon, and the theoreticallycalculated unstable mode all have very similar values. This result supports the assumption
that there is a direct relation between combustion instability and the fluctuation of a
recirculation zone.
A theoretical analysis to calculate this phenomenon is shown in Eq. (4.1) and Eq.
(4.2). It is assumed that the movement course of energy in a gas turbine combustor is
axial direction and the average temperature is constant with 1-D standing waves theory.
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Quarter wave mode : f 0 
Half wave mode : f 0 

(2n  1)c
4L

(4.1)

nc
2L

(4.2)

 where, n  1, 2,3..., c   RT 


Combustion instability has an essential relation with the fluctuation of a recirculation
zone, and it can be explained through procedures shown in Fig. 4.11. When combustion
instability takes place, high pressure fluctuation occurs inside the combustion chamber.
As mentioned above, the most important factor in forming a recirculation zone is the very
formation of a pressure gradient inside the combustion chamber. However, when
combustion instability takes place, a pressure gradient is not smoothly formed due to the
pressure fluctuation inside the combustion chamber, which is needed for the formation of
a recirculation zone. Consequently, the recirculation zone proceeds to vibrate under the
influence of instability-caused pressure fluctuation. The vibration of a recirculation zone
further causes mass flow rate fluctuation of high-temperature recycled gas needed for
stable combustion. It is at this moment that, mass flow late fluctuation in recirculation
zone leads to the fluctuation of heat release as one of the factors sustaining and
developing combustion instability.
In summary, the fluctuation in a recirculation zone functions as one of several
factors causing and developing combustion instability. It can be regarded as an essential
accompanying phenomenon when combustion instability takes place.
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(a)

(b)

Fiig. 4.10 OH cchemilumineescence and aabel-inverted
d images at Lcomb. = 10500 mm, vmix = 40
m/s and 30° swirl; (a) s table, Φ = 0..6, (b) unstab
ble, Φ = 0.8.
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F
Fig. 4.11 Relation betweeen the recircuulation zone oscillation and combustiion instability
y.
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CHAPTER 5
EFFECT OF FUEL-AIR MIXTURE VELOCITY
5.1 Background and Objectives
Combustion instabilities occur when different combustion processes combine in
such a way that inherent disturbances in the system are self-excited via interactions with
the combustion process. These are caused by complex, feedback-type interactions
between periodic flow and combustion processes that produce a periodic heat addition,
exciting large-amplitude acoustic oscillations in the combustor [1].
In addition, a recent study by Meier et al. [2, 3, 4] has shown the relation between
ignition delay time and combustion instability occurrence by CFD and experimental
studies using the PIV and PLIF measurements in a model gas turbine combustor. Candel
et al. [5, 6] investigated the flame response by measuring the unsteady heat release
induced by an imposed velocity perturbation and flame dynamic, which is documented by
the calculating the phase averages. As concerns the flame vortex interaction research field,
Kim et al. [7] investigated the effects of acoustic forcing on flame length and NOx
emission in turbulent hydrogen non-premixed jet flames with coaxial air, which was
acoustically forced at the resonance frequency of the combustor. Also, in order to
examine mixing and dynamic behaviors during flame-vortex interaction, the local
properties on the flame surface were characterized quantitatively. The behavior of the
precessing vortex core (PVC) is also significantly altered by combustion heat release and
by the system parameters (e.g. swirl number, axial velocity and geometry). Previous
studies [8, 9] suggest that the type of combustion (i.e., premixed or non-premixed) can
affect the PVC frequency and its intensity.
However, there is no other research about the interaction of vortex structure and
combustion instability phenomenon. The flame recirculation zone (flow patterns in
combustion region) is very important, as it can modulate the air flow rate at instability
condition and may be the source of instability by modulation local equivalence ratio. In
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this chapter, we conducted experiments under various fuel-air mixture velocity and
operating conditions with a model gas turbine combustor to examine the relation of
combustion instability and flame structure using the OH chemiluminescence and multichannel dynamic pressure sensing system.

5.2 Experimental Method and Conditions
Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of a partially premixed, variable length, model gas
turbine combustor (same as facility of Fig. 3.3). It consists of an air heater, an inlet
mixing section, which is called the plenum, a swirl injector, an optically accessible quartz
combustor section, a steel combustor section, and an exhaust duct. An air heater provides
heated air (673K) to a combustor through an air inlet section. There is a choking orifice at
the entrance of the air inlet section to provide a well-defined acoustic boundary condition
and to protect the fluctuation of inlet air. In the inlet mixing section, the mixing process
between the fuel and heated air is done by a swirl injector, which provides a spatially and
temporally homogeneous reactant mixture to the combustor. The length of the steel
combustor can be varied continuously from 850 mm to 1100 mm by moving a watercooled plug nozzle along the axial direction of the combustor. The temperature of plug
nozzle varies from 350 to 490K, which is based on inlet velocity conditions. PCB
102A05 piezoelectric transducers are used to measure unsteady pressure perturbations in
the inlet mixing section and combustor section. Five pressure transducers are installed in
the mixing section, and six pressure transducers are installed in the combustor,
respectively. Five static pressure sensors made by Valcom inc. are used to measure the
combustion static pressure and control the mass flow rate of inlet air and five K-type
thermocouples are also used.
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Fiig. 5.1 Schem
matics of model gas turbiine combusto
or for variablle fuel-air miixture velociity.
Figure 5..2 shows thee stability m
map of our dump combustor. Changees occur in the
t
coombustion innstability pheenomenon treend, based on
o inlet mixtu
ure velocity, and vary fro
om
300 to 70 m/ss. In the low
w and high fuel-air mixture velociity regions, high-levels of
innstability occur and the middle
m
of the velocity con
nditions has a low-level uunstable effeect.
Thherefore, inlet mixture velocity
v
was selected as the main vaariable and oother variablles,
suuch as combuustor length, equivalencce ratio, and plenum leng
gth were fixxed of 470 mm
m
duuring this sttudy and th
hen flame vvisualization and dynam
mic pressuree analysis was
w
peerformed at these condittions as show
me phenomen
non
wn in Tablee 5.1. Since almost same
occcurs at bothh slightly leaan and rich cconditions, and
a rich con
ndition was m
much easier to
m
maintaining innstability con
nditions, sligghtly rich co
ondition whicch means equ
quivalence raatio
1.2 was selectted in this study.
s
Througgh this proccess, various mixture vellocities for the
t
mbustion in
nstability annd its main
ntenance pro
ocess were performed to
caause of com
unnderstand thee relevant prrocesses in thhis study. Th
he velocity variable
v
can be treated as a
coondition of thhe burner ou
utput and then
en low velociity condition
ns when low fuel flow raates
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coondition. In this experim
ment, somew
what high in
nstability occurs at low
w inlet veloccity
coonditions. Thhe mechanism
m of these rresults was the
t subject of
o the investtigation of th
his
stuudy.

F
Fig. 5.2 Stability map forr all experim
mental conditiions; (a) unsttable, vmix = 330 m/s, 370 ~
able, vmix = 70
7 m/s, 340 ~ 360 Hz.
390 Hz, (b) stable, vmix
m = 50 m/s and (c) unsta
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Table 5.1 Experimental conditions.
Parameters
Fuel type

Values
Natural gas
[ CH4(89.4%) + C2H6(8.6%) + C3H8(1.39%) ]

Combustor Length [mm]

1000

Inlet Temperature [K]

637

Equivalence Ratio (Φ)

1.2

Swirl Injector

30° swirler (swirl number = 0.42)
30, 35, 40, 45,

Mixture Velocity [m/s]

50, 55, 60, 65, 70

5.3 Flame and Abel-inverted Images
To investigate of flame structure and high-frequency phenomena, high-speed ICCD
camera was used in this study. The recorded frame rate was 6000 frame/sec and image
size was 512 by 512 pixels. The dynamic pressure sensor and high speed ICCD triggering
signal were recorded to measure heat release rate oscillation and dynamic pressure at the
same time. These data were also used for phase-locking of the chemiluminescence
imaging. The phase-locking process is performed based on 6th dynamic pressure, which
was located at the detached section of the existing flame zone. The peak amplitude of 6th
dynamic pressure was selected as 0 degree and the OH chemiluminescence image is
collected by 12 phases, which means that 30-degree gaps per phase and Abel-inversion
was carried out for each averaged picture. Abel-inversion is the process by which 2D
images can be reconstructed from an accumulated 3D image [10, 11]. So, that is indicated
the analysis of flame structures.
Figure 5.3 shows the three mixture velocity conditions for investigation of flame
structure in stable and unstable condition. At 30 and 70 m/s fuel-air mixture velocity
conditions, combustion instability took place and the stable condition is 50 m/s. First, a
low velocity condition as some flame intensity changes according to phase changes,
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hoowever, theree have few axial
a
length vvariations an
nd flame stru
uctural changges at the ed
dge
off the flame, which
w
indicated vortex-fllame interacttion zone. Seecond, the staable conditio
ons
(550 m/s) produuce no chang
ges in flamee length and intensity at each
e
phase oof the averag
ged
im
mage. Lastly,, high mixtu
ure velocity cconditions, which
w
meanss that condittion of 70 m/s,
m
shhows a drasttic change of flame strucctures, whicch means len
ngth variatioon, heat releaase
inntensity oscillation, and outer recirrculation sizze is changeeable, whichh helps flam
me
staabilization.

(a)

(b)

(c)
verted imagees (bottom) aat Lcomb. = 1000
Fiig. 5.3 OH chhemiluminesscence (top) and Abel-inv
m
mm, Φ = 1.22 conditions; (a) unstable , vmix = 30 m/s,
m 370 ~ 390 Hz, (b) staable, vmix = 50
m/s an
nd (c) unstablle, vmix = 70 m/s, 340 ~ 360
3 Hz.
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5.4 Main Instability Frequency and Strouhal Number
Figure 5.4 shows the experimental results of combustor temperature and instability
frequency relation. There have separated into the three parts of low fuel-air mixture
velocity instability region, stable region, and high fuel-air mixture velocity instability
regions. The instability frequency and mean temperature of the combustion chamber have
a linear correlation because the mean temperature of combustor affects the speed of sound
about main combustion fluid and the instability frequency varies the increasing or
decreasing temperature conditions. This analytic theory is well matched with the high
fuel-air mixture velocity instability conditions from around 55 to 70 m/s. In contrast, at
condition of low velocity instability condition about 30 and 35 m/s, combustion zone has
much lower temperature zone via a high mixture velocity instability case and have a
higher instability frequency. This phenomenon is not a general tendency of acoustic
theory. This chapter main investigation is the relation between inlet fuel-air mixture
velocity and combustion instability. Also, distinguish the difference between low and high
levels of instability. To investigate such a relation, the flame structures during condition
of instability will be discussed.
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Fig. 5.4 Coombustion instability freqquency shiftin
ng results at various fuell-air mixture
velocity connditions; (a) unstable,
u
vmixx = 30 m/s, 370 ~ 390 Hzz, (b) stable, v mix = 50 m/s
and (c) unstable,, vmix = 70 m/s,
m 340 ~ 360
0 Hz.
ure and instab
bility characteristics, wee calculated the
t
So, to exxamine the fllame structur
Sttrouhal numbber for each
h combustionn instabilities condition. A Strouhal number is the
t
m
most famouss of dimen
nsionless nuumber descrribing oscillating flow
w mechanism
ms.
Innstability freqquency and inlet mixturee velocity were
w
used and
d characterisstic length was
w
reeplaced as flame
f
length
h, which waas measured by using the
t flame ceenter with the
t
avveraged imagge. Table 5.2 shows thee low mixturre velocity (30,
(
35 m/s)) conditions of
unnstable flam
me region haas a higher Strouhal nu
umber than the high miixture veloccity
innstability casses. Further, there is no acoustic bo
oundary builld up causedd by influen
nce
heeating flux value
v
on thee lower mixxture velocitty condition
n. So, very low instabillity
am
mplitude exissts, and the in
nstability moode does not matched witth others onee.
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T
Table 5.2 Strrouhal numb
ber calculatioon for conditions of each fuel-air mixt
xture velocity
y.
State

Flame shape
s

Length
(mm)

Velocity
(m/s)

Frequencyy
(Hz)

Strouhal
numberr

50.72

30

370

0.626

54.64

35

393

0.614

48.52

40

-

-

47.42

50

-

-

66.13

65

356

0.362

66.53

70

365

0.347

Unstable
(@ low
velocity)

Stable

Unstable
(@ high
velocity)

hal
C. Kulshheimer et al.[12] and M.. Escudier[13] are suggeest that wheen the Strouh
nuumber is high, the criticaal pressure fo
for making a vortex shedding structurre is less wh
hen
thhe Strouhal number
n
is low
wer conditioon. Applying
g that result in this chapt
pter for the lo
ow
m
mixture velocity instability case, whicch shows a high
h
Strouhaal number, caan more eassily
geenerate the vortex
v
structu
ure and, thereefore the inteeraction of th
his vortex strructure with an
accoustic wavve will bee the causse of unstable comb
bustion. Whhen the OH
O
chhemiluminescence imagee has not bbeen averageed, the low velocity coondition shows
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shharper vortexx structures, and these iimages can help
h
confirm
m the hypothhesis about the
t
orrigin of frequuency shifting at low-spe ed instability
y.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

F
Fig. 5.5 Highh speed cameera instantanneous image and
a heat releease wave FFFT analysis in
vortex instability regiion; (a) vmix = 70 m/s, (b)) vmix = 30 m/s,
m (c) FFT aanalysis of
iinstability inttensity fluctu
uation in coldd flow and (d
d) FFT analy
ysis of instabbility intensitty
fluctuation iin combustio
on condition..
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Figure 5.5 shows the FFT results, which means the local vortex frequencies in cold
and hot flow condition. At cold condition, frequency was detected even though there was
no acoustic forcing. This vortex instability frequency which was measured at vortex
structure is same as the heat release rate instability frequency of the total flame oscillation
(Fig. 5.5 (b), (d)).

5.5 Combustion Instability Mode and Phase Analysis
To analyze the frequency shifting characteristics, we performed a mode and phase
analysis using the multi position dynamic sensing system in the flame at conditions of
low and high fuel-air mixture velocity instability. First, the dynamic mode analysis was
conducted with dynamic pressure sensors (#5) to confirm the instability mode at 30, 70
m/s mixture velocity conditions. We assumed that both the combustor and the inlet
mixing section have closed-closed acoustic boundary conditions which one-dimensional
acoustic wave condition and constant temperature condition in each combustor and inlet
mixing sections. Fig. 5.6(a) and 5.7(a) show the result of dynamic pressure mode analysis.
Dots indicate experimental data obtained by dynamic pressure sensor and the mean
pressure amplitudes at each position. Black dotted lines indicate the acoustic boundary of
the inlet section and combustor. Solid lines indicate ideal standing waves of ideal acoustic
boundary. The result of mode and phase analysis represents the longitudinal mode of the
inlet mixing section and combustion chamber. Experimental data follow the ideal
standing wave and are quite well matched which means that the mode of instability is the
first half wave longitudinal mode of the combustor for all of fuel-air mixture velocity
conditions. This means that no change in instability mode occurs during inlet velocity
variation. In other words, frequency jumping is not the result of a change in instability
mode. Second, we investigated the heat release and dynamic pressure sensor data which
are located near the combustion section to use phase locking each other. At conditions of
high mixture velocity instability as shown Fig. 5.6(b), there is an in-phase of heat release
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and dynamic pressure sensor #5. There are combustion instabilities caused by the
coupling between pressure oscillations and heat release oscillations and the necessary
condition for sustaining the combustion unstable is explained by Rayleigh’s Criterion.
But, at a low velocity instability condition as shown Fig. 5.7(b), heat release and pressure
wave phase are delayed at around 130 degrees, in other words, the out-of-phase
phenomenon occurs. This means that at conditions of low velocity instability there is
another reason for the occurrence of combustion instability, except for the coupling of
heat release and pressure perturbation waves. Conclusively, we found the frequencyshifting phenomenon during a variety of inlet mixture velocity conditions. Based on mode
analysis and heat release, as well as dynamic pressure data, there is no reason for the 30
m/s mixture velocity case leading to the arising of combustion instability except the
Rayleigh Criteria. From the Strouhal number result and direct images of the conditions of
instability, it seems that fluid dynamic instability and vortex structure interactions are the
main causes of frequency shifting during low fuel-air mixture velocity instability.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.6 Dynnamic pressu
ure results at fuel-air mixtture velocity of 70 m/s coonditions; (aa)
acou
ustic standingg mode, (b) phase
p
differeence.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.7 Dynnamic pressu
ure results at fuel-air mixtture velocity of 30 m/s coonditions; (aa)
acou
ustic standingg mode, (b) phase
p
differeence.
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5.6 Dynamic Pressure Gradient Variation
An analysis was conducted on the basis of a phase-averaged, Abel inversion
transform image as identified above, and the structural change in flame according to the
unstable phenomenon was largely analyzed into two types – changes in flame angle and
flame length. A study was carried out on the pressure gradient that is formed inside of the
combustion chamber and change in the flame structure based on dynamic pressure
fluctuations inside the combustion chamber. For the pressure gradient, the information
concerning the dynamic pressure on no.5 sensor at the front of the combustion chamber
(fuel-air nozzle exit) and on no.6 sensor closest to the combustion chamber from the
exhaust exit was used.
It was confirmed through measuring that the unstable flame under high fuel-air
mixture velocity conditions showed a higher value in the constant pressure at the front
end of the combustion chamber than the exhaust duct. Looking into the phase 120° ~ 270°
zone showing an increase in the dynamic pressure at the front end, as shown in Fig. 5.8(a),
the pressure at the front of the combustion chamber increase as much as dynamic pressure,
with the exhaust duct also showing an increase, but the growth rate is expected to be
relatively small. That is, the mass flow rate is expected to increase by the pressure
gradient relatively getting greater and this phenomenon can be confirmed through a
substantial change in length and brightness of the flame. On the contrary, checking the
area where the pressure at the front of the combustion chamber decreases more than the
exhaust duct pressure brings an expectation that the dynamic pressure at the front of the
combustion chamber is relatively reduced more than the dynamic pressure at the back,
which would lead to a relative decline in pressure gradient formed inside the combustion
chamber. That is, the overall flow is expected to be less and this phenomenon can be
confirmed through the phase-averaged OH chemiluminescence images. The unstable
flame under fuel-air mixture velocity conditions, shown in Fig. 5.8(b), is confirmed to
have a different behavior from the flame under high fuel-air mixture velocity conditions.
When the constant pressure was first measured, the pressure difference between front and
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rear of the combustion chamber was almost constant. Therefore, it is expected that the
flame will be retarded in an area where the dynamic pressure at the front of the
combustion chamber relatively gets smaller than the rear, that is, in an area where the
pressure gradient relatively gets lowered. Unlike the fact that the brightness of flame
under high fuel-air mixture velocity conditions is reduced, it is possible to check that the
brightness of flame becomes brighter than the flame of low mass flow rate on average.
Besides, it was possible that the vortex structure developed at the flame edge and the
vortex structure developed this way was pushed backward while gradually losing the
flame brightness by the rise in mass flow rate in an area where the pressure at the front of
the combustion chamber increases. In other words, an explanation can be presented as to
changes in flame length through the pressure gradient formed of combustor inside.
Especially the flame under low fuel-air mixture velocity conditions was confirmed to
reveal characteristics different from the flame under high fuel-air mixture velocity
conditions such as forming the vortex structure at the flame edge.
We conducted an analysis on the basis of variation in flame angle, illustrating a
graph through the flame angle for each phase and the OH chemiluminescence intensity.
Fig. 5.9 could check out change in flame angle and heat emissions, and that the behavior
of the 5th dynamic pressure sensor closest to the combustion chamber displays a small
phase difference and issues a sequential vibration. That is, it can be confirmed that this
does meet the Rayleigh’s criterion that causes combustion thermo-acoustic instability. On
top of this, it is possible to confirm that the fluctuations caused by heat release rate
oscillation through the phase difference in each data are propagated to the upper class and
that such a fluctuation in pressure waves causes a change in flame angle. The paper of
Candel et al. [14, 15] once reportedly says the pressure fluctuations change the swirl
number of a swirler to bring change to the flame structure. This means that the flame
structures are influenced by mixture perturbation and this oscillation changes the flame
angles.
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Equation (5.1) shows that velocity fluctuation results in swirl number perturbation
and dynamic pressure oscillation. Therefore during at instability conditions when pressure
oscillation occurs, it results in swirl number perturbation and this phenomenon has an
effect on flame stability and fluctuation of heat release. As identified in Fig. 5.10, a
difference is created if the identical analysis is performed in instability under low fuel-air
mixture velocity conditions. The order of generating heat release rate oscillation wave
and pressure fluctuations and change in flame angle is consistent, but its phase difference
can be confirmed to be over 90° or close to 90°.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.8 Dynaamic pressurre gradient vaariation and flame structu
ure results att various fuelairr mixture velocity conditiions; (a) vmix = 70 m/s, (b
b) vmix = 30 m
m/s.
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Fig. 5.9 Heat release, dynaamic pressurre, and flamee angle chang
ge results at 7 0 m/s fuel-aair
mixturee velocity con
nditions.
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Fig. 5.10 Heaat release, dy
ynamic presssure, and flam
me angle chaange results a t 30 m/s fueelure velocity conditions.
c
air mixtur
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CHAPTER 6
EFFECT OF FUEL-AIR MIXING SECTION
6.1 Background and Objectives
This chapter is focused on studies of combustion instability characteristics relate
with the model combustor length and inlet mixing section geometry. Previous studies
were conducted to observe the phenomenon of combustion instability and flame structure
[1, 2] in the combustor having a simple fuel nozzle with the swirl effect and to investigate
a method of analyzing the cause and mode of combustion instability [3, 4]. Based on the
results of the previous studies, however, this chapter observed the phenomenon of
combustion instability by changing the combustor length and its fuel-air mixture velocity
to discover the characteristics of the combustion instability mode and their kinds in a
combustor simulating an actual gas turbine for power generation. At this point, this study
of fuel-air mixing section geometry confirmed the conditions of heat release oscillation
by changing the fuel-air mixture velocity and equivalence ratio and verified the exact
causes of combustion instability by analyzing the instability modes and phases appearing
during the combustion instability by multi-channel dynamic pressure sensing
measurement [5] in both the combustor and the inlet mixing section.

6.2 Experimental Method and Conditions
The combustor used for this study is a 1/3 scale model gas turbine combustor
simulating the GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6 gas turbine combustor, which is characterized with
premix and a swirl-stabilized flame as shown in Fig. 6.1. The model is composed of an
air-heating device, air supply lines, fuel nozzles, a flame visualization quartz combustor
and a spike-typed plug nozzle for the exhaust duct as an acoustic boundary. As one of the
main variables for this experimental study (as shown in Table 6.1.), the fuel-air mixing
section was located between the combustor dump-side and the choking orifice at the back
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of the air-heating device, which came in three lengths, 470 mm, 550 mm, and 870 mm,
although all inlet mixing section had an inner diameter of 40 mm as shown in Fig. 6.2.
Table 6.2 shows the experimental conditions of this chapter. A swirl injector used for this
device is an axial-typed injector, which has 10 swirl vanes set at the angles of 0° and 30°.
Fuel is injected at 20 mm detached spot from the swirl vane, 10 nozzles, each of which
has a 1.2 mm-sized hole, and is pre-mixed with air through the 140 mm-sized mixing
length. The swirl number of the swirl injector used for this research was about 0.42. A
circular stainless steel (@ case 1, 2) and a quartz tube (@ case 3 ~ 8) for the flame
visualization were alternately used, and the diameter inside the combustor was 120 mm.
The plug nozzle placed at the exhaust duct was supposed to function to change the
resonant frequency of the combustor by making an acoustic boundary that blocks 91% of
the combustor exhaust duct, which was designed to regulate the length of the combustor
by 0.1 mm from 800 mm to 1680 mm through the stepper motor located in the exhaust
part of model gas turbine combustor.
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Fig. 6.1 Schem
matics of a model
m
dump shaped gas turbine
t
comb
bustor simulaating in the 1/3
s
scale
downed
d of a GE 7F
FA+e DLN-2
2.6 gas turbin
ne combustorr.
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Table 6.1 Experimental cases for various combustion instability conditions.

Test case

Injector
type

Combustion

Inlet length

Combustor

Mixture

Equivalence

instability

[mm]

length

velocity

ratio

mode

(Plenum)

[mm]

[m/sec]

(Φ)

Case 1

No swirl

1L

470

1000

70

0.9

Case 2

No swirl

2L

470

950

70

1.1

Case 3

30° swirl

1L

470

1000

70

1.1

Case 4

30° swirl

2L

470

950

40

1.2

Case 5

30° swirl

1L

550

1050

70

1.0

Case 6

30° swirl

2L

550

950

40

1.1

Case 7

30° swirl

1L

870

1650

60

1.1

Case 8

30° swirl

2L

870

1650

70

0.8
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Table 6.2 Experimental conditions.

Parameters

Values
Natural gas

Fuel type

[ CH4(89.4%) + C2H6(8.6%) + C3H8(1.39%) ]

Inlet air temperature [K]

673

Fuel temperature [K]

318

Swirl vane angle

No swirl, 30° swirl (swirl number = 0.42)

Mixture velocity [m/sec]

30, 40, 50, 60, 70

Equivalence ratio (Φ)

Blowout limit ~ 1.2

Inlet mixing section length [mm]

470, 550, 870

Combustor length [mm]

800 ~ 1680

Blockage nozzle [mm]

128 (Blockage ratio : 91%)

To observe the oscillation of dynamic pressure occurring during the combustion
experiment, we used five 102A05-type dynamic pressure sensors, manufactured by PCB
Company, for the inlet mixing section and six for the combustor, as well as infinity
probes, which suppress the reflected wave of dynamic pressure [6, 7]. In addition, the
sampling rate was observed by receiving 10,000 data per second, and through Fast
Fourier Transformation (FFT) techniques, it was possible to analyze them up to 5,000 Hz.
Moreover, OH* chemiluminescence was measured from the flame around the dump side.
By using a high-speed ICCD camera made by Photron Company, we photographed
flames at the speed of 1/6000 fps, and were able to obtain the pressure oscillation and
heat release values from the time axis in the same experimental conditions by phase
locking the dynamic pressure sensor.
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(a)
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(b)
Fig. 6.3 OH
H chemilumin
nescence (topp) and abel-iinverted (bottom) imagess at 30° swirll
effect; (a) 1st longitud
dinal instabil ity mode, (b) 2nd longitud
dinal instabillity mode.
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6.3 Stability Map
By conducting a combustion experiment in different experimental conditions with a
model gas turbine combustor, this study conducted an experiment to confirm the flame
stability map. Fig. 6.4 is a graph showing the dynamic pressure values observed in all the
experimental conditions when the angle of swirl was 0° and the length of the fuel-air
mixing section was 470 mm. At this point, the 4th dynamic sensor detached from the
dump plane was used as the standard dynamic pressure point. As shown in the graph, as
the mixture velocity increased, the combustion tended to be unstable, and especially the
combustion generally appeared unstable when the fuel-air mixture velocity was 70 m/s. In
conditions where the fuel-air mixture was higher in the velocity region, the modes of
combustion instability were divided into two kinds, depending on the combustor length
and the equivalence ratio. Also, in the sections where the fuel-air mixture was lower in
the velocity region, an insufficient supply of heat energy led to unclear acoustic
boundaries, as well as failing to cause the phenomenon of thermo-acoustic instability.
Also, it was found that instability did not occur under all of the conditions of the
combustor length but in specific conditions of the combustor length, between 950 to 1050
mm. In other words, in the condition of combustor resonant frequencies calculated on the
assumption that the combustor is a closed boundary condition, combustion instability
took place by coupling with heat release oscillation, through which the combustion length
was verified as an important variable causing combustion instability [8, 9, 10].
Figure 6.5 is a graph showing the dynamic pressure values observed in all the
experimental conditions when the fuel-air mixing section length was 470 mm with
conditions of the 30° swirl effect. At this point, 6th dynamic sensor detached from the
dump plane was used as the standard point. In the graph with a 470 mm inlet mixing
section with a length condition of 30 m/s in the mixture velocity, another kind of
combustion instability phenomenon occurred. This is caused by the flame vortex, which
in turn result from a low mixture velocity according to the geometric condition of a
provided dump combustor. This, in turn is, not a phenomenon of thermo-acoustic
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Fig. 6.5 Stabillity map for all of the expperimental conditions at 30° swirl efffect and Linlett =
470 mm (caase 3, case 4)) conditions.
w found th
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Fiig. 6.6 Combbustion instab
bility results for various combustor
c
leength conditiions at no sw
wirl
effect an
nd Linlet = 4700 mm (case 1, case 2) conditions.
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Figures 6.7 and 6.8 is a graph showing the dynamic pressure values observed in all
the experimental conditions when the angle of swirl was 30° and the length of the fuel-air
mixing section was 550 and 870 mm. Thus, this study found that the length of the fuel-air
mixing section in the driving part of the combustor is important variable causing
combustion instability, which will be verified by analyzing mode and phase analysis from
the result values on next section and multi position dynamic pressure sensing system. To
find out if the specific combustion instability characteristics of 2nd longitudinal mode (2L),
appeared in another experimental condition, it was tested in different lengths of the
mixing section, such as 550 mm and 870 mm. When the length of the mixing section was
550 mm as shown in Fig. 6.7, the flame stability map, combustion instability
characteristics were found to occur in all the mixture velocity conditions as well. As a
result, it was clear that in the mixture velocity condition related to the mixing section
length where fuel and air get mixed well with about 0.42 swirl number, combustion
instability characteristics existed as well. As result from previous section, however, it was
confirmed that the combustion instability phenomenon doesn’t appear in all the
combustion chamber length conditions, but instability characteristics became stronger as
the combustion chamber became longer in length. When the mixing section length was
870 mm as shown Fig. 6.8, this experimental study attempted to find out if the instability
frequency of 2L mode occurs in other frequency band domains, not in such similar
conditions as 470 and 550 mm in the length of the mixing section. Therefore, by changing
the mixing section length, this experiment provided a flame stability map by confirming
all the experimental variable conditions. As shown in the picture, as the higher mixture
velocity condition into the combustion chamber, heat flux energy increases as well,
leading to confirming that combustion instability characteristics also increase. Besides, it
was also found that combustion instability characteristics occurred in a specific length of
the combustion chamber through the coupling of heat release and acoustic oscillation
energy.
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Fig. 6.7 Stabillity map for all of the expperimental conditions at 30° swirl efffect and Linlett =
550 mm (caase 5, case 6)) conditions.
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Fig. 6.8 Stabillity map for all of the expperimental conditions at 30° swirl efffect and Linlett =
870 mm (caase 7, case 8)) conditions.
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To analyze the combustion instability frequency, on the assume that acoustic waves
occurring inside the combustion chamber was a 1-dimentional acoustic wave and the
temperature was constant value in the combustion chamber, the resonant frequency of the
combustion chamber was predicted. The predicted frequency of longitudinal mode (n=1)
of the combustion chamber had a range of about 330 ~ 490 Hz, but in this study, it was
found that the combustion instability characteristic mostly appeared in an experimental
condition where the longitudinal mode was in the frequency band of 367 ~ 404 Hz. This
experiment also found that when the resonant frequency of the combustion chamber,
calculated by the length and temperature of a combustion chamber, accorded with a
specific frequency, a strong combustion instability phenomenon appeared. Also, there
have different of secondary instability mode around 829 Hz. This instability frequency
indicated that second half wave mode of combustor and quarter wave mode of inlet
mixing section acoustic boundary which is related to closed-closed acoustic boundary
condition of combustor and closed-opened boundary condition of plenum. And this
experimental study has been almost same combustion instability characteristics in another
inlet mixing section length conditions.
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(b)
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Fig. 6.9 Combustion
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instability
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freequency disttribution for all of the expperimental
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(
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6
and (d)
( 30° swirll effect and L inlet = 870 mm
m (case 7, case 8) condittions.
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When the inlet mixing section length changed to 470, 550, and 870 mm, the FFT
spectrum of the main frequencies of combustion instability was affected by the change of
the equivalence ratio, which is shown in Fig. 6.10. When the circumstances of the inlet
mixing section length were 470 mm with a combustor length condition of 1000 mm
without a swirl effect and the fuel-air mixture velocity was 70 m/s, the equivalence ratio
was 0.9 and 1.2 respectively, and the combustion instability appeared strongest when the
equivalence rate was 0.9. At this point, the combustion instability frequency was 375 Hz.
That is, a phenomenon was found in which the frequency of combustion instability
changed by the combustor length, and when it was outside of the specific instability
frequencies, the combustion instability phenomenon disappeared. When the equivalence
ratio was 1.2 and the length of a combustor was 950 mm, the combustion instability
phenomenon appeared at the strongest. Also, when the combustor length tuned where a
specific frequency of, 829 Hz, and the acoustic mode of a combustion chamber accorded
with each other, a strong combustion instability phenomenon appeared. Furthermore,
when the inlet mixing section length was 550 mm and the equivalence ratio was 1.0, the
combustion instability mode occurred relative to the 1st longitudinal mode (1L) of the
combustion chamber while the length of the combustion chamber was changing to 1050
mm. In the case when the equivalence ratio of 1.1 became larger, an instability mode
occurred related to the inlet mixing section length. Likewise, even when the inlet mixing
section length was 870 mm, the instability mode changed as the equivalence ratio
changed. In consequence, we discovered, the phenomenon in which the average
temperature changes as the inlet mixing section mixture velocity and the equivalence
ratio change, further changing the instability frequency, and the combustion instability
mode suddenly changes by the matching of the lengths of the combustion chamber and
the inlet mixing section.
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decreases, and the result of the 1L mode shows the combustion instability characteristics
in conditions related to the inlet mixing section length of an injector group having swirl
effect. Also, it was found that as the equivalence ratio increases, the heating energy of the
combustion chamber increases as well, leading to thermal choking. Then, the acoustic
boundary of the combustion chamber became clearer, which made it possible to see the
size of the increase in combustion instability.
As shown in Fig. 6.11(b), where the inlet mixing section length was in a short
condition (470, 550 mm), that is, in the section where the 2L mode changed to high
frequencies, since the temperature and length of the combustion chamber accorded with
those of the fuel-air mixing section, the combustion instability of the 2L mode was
suitable for the inlet mixing section and combustor lengths in the section over 1.0 of the
equivalence ratio, and as the energy dispersion into surrounding areas became larger than
the case of the 1L mode, the size of the instability was found to be smaller by about on
half. On the contrary, in the section where the frequency of the 2L mode was in the low
instability frequency region with 870 mm in the length of the fuel-air mixing section, the
2L mode occurred when the equivalence ratio was low. It was also found that in a
condition where the equivalence ratio was high, the 1L mode occurred. This was because
in a flame condition where the combustion chamber temperature became suitable to
accord with the frequency, the relevant combustion instability phenomenon occurred as
well. A theoretical analysis likely to calculate this phenomenon is as shown in Eq. (4.1)
and (4.2). And it is assumed that the movement course of energy in a gas turbine
combustor is in the axial direction and the average temperature is constant with 1-D
standing waves theory.
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Fig. 6.11 Com
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Figure 6.12 shows the combustion instability characteristics depending on the
change of the combustor length. As explained earlier, the reason why the 1L and 2L
modes have main combustion instability is not because of the conditions related to the
combustor length condition but because of the conditions related to specific combustion
chamber lengths. Especially, in an instability case where the 2L mode occurred, it was
found that instability modes appear when the acoustic boundary of the inlet mixing
section accords with the frequency corresponding to the second quarter wave mode. All
of the experimental results from this study are listed in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3 Experimental results for various combustion instability conditions.

Test case

Plenum

Combustor

temperature

temperature

[K]

[K]

Estimate

Estimate

Main

Main

value of

value of

instability

instability

plenum

combustor

frequency

magnitude

[Hz]

[Hz]

[Hz]

(p’/pmean)

(Quarter

(Half wave

wave mode)

mode)

Case 1

397

1150

378

0.1242

276

375

Case 2

398

1268

829

0.0351

829

827

Case 3

395

1126

358

0.0531

264

353

Case 4

396

1068

790

0.0189

791

785

Case 5

401

1116

361

0.0548

237

360

Case 6

403

995

735

0.0253

712

750

Case 7

385

1050

231

0.0578

144

225

Case 8

388

950

425

0.0673

432

442
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(b)
Fig. 6.12 Com
mbustion insttability charaacteristics for various com
mbustor lenggth condition
ns;
(a) 1stt longitudinal instability m
mode, (b) 2nd longitudinaal instability mode.
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6.5 Combustion Instability Mode and Phase Analysis
For the combustion instability phenomenon to take place in a model gas turbine
combustor, acoustic waves and heat release waves, which are likely to appear due to the
form of the combustion chamber, are required to interact with each other. Basically,
therefore, combustion instability frequencies are generated by the acoustic wave from the
combustion chamber or the fuel-air mixing section connected to it. Fig. 6.13(a), 6.14(a),
6.15(a) and 6.16(a) show the results of the combustion instability of the 1L mode having
frequencies between 240 and 350 to 400 Hz occurring in specific combustion chamber
lengths, fuel-air mixture velocities, and equivalence ratio conditions and also show the
pressure oscillation magnitude and phase differences observed from 11 dynamic sensors
installed in the fuel-air mixing section and the combustor section. The lines in the graphs
show the estimated values of dynamic pressure in each location of the combustion
chamber, and the round red dots show the values of dynamic pressure measured in each
location. As shown in the graphs, most of the dynamic pressure values obtained from
each location are almost the same value as the estimated ones, but there was a slightly
different value in the dynamic pressure data from the end of the combustor because of the
lower temperature around the blockage nozzle located at the back of the combustion
chamber. In the case that the length of the inlet mixing section with no swirl effect was
470 mm, as the sensor located in the air supply device got closer to the combustion
chamber, the phase difference got smaller, further having almost the same phase and
oscillation in the combustor. This is well described with square-shaped black dots
indicating phase differences from the standard dynamic sensing point. Likewise, from
such different length conditions as 470, 550, and 870 mm along with a 30° swirl effect,
the same experimental results can be obtained. Furthermore, based on the middle location
of the combustion chamber where the pressure node is located, it was found that there
was a phase difference of about 180° in the values of dynamic sensors in the front and in
the back of the combustion chamber. This can be explained by reference to the response
characteristics of a flame, as described in a recently conducted research titled “Flame
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Transfer Function” [17, 18]. Specific frequency bands where combustion instability
appears strong are determined by the combustor length, the location of a fuel injector, and
the type of fuel-air mixing. When a combustion instability, the pressure oscillation from
the combustion chamber appears stronger than that from the air supply line, through
which the flame response function of a combustor used for the related experiment can be
obtained, thus predicting that the band of 240 Hz and between 350 and 400 Hz can be the
maximum frequency band by which the flame is affected by acoustic waves around the
1L mode, depending on the length conditions of the inlet mixing section.
Figures 6.13(b), 6.14(b), and 6.15(b) show the amplitudes and phase differences of
the pressures measured when the combustion instability phenomenon takes place mainly
in a higher equivalence ratio between 1.0 and 1.2. At this point, the acoustic wave of the
combustor was assumed to be in the half-wave mode, and for the inlet mixing section, it
was assumed to be in the quarter-wave mode. The lines in the graph show the expected
values of the longitudinal mode (n = 2) of the combustion chamber, while the dashed
lines show the expected values of the longitudinal mode (n = 2) of the fuel-air mixing
section. Each dot shows the pressure amplitude measured from the dynamic sensors in
each position. In addition, the fifth dynamic sensor is the one located after the swirler and
was found to be greatly affected by the pressure field of the combustor section. Like the
previous results, most of the dynamic pressure values tend to be almost the same as the
expected values, and in a condition in which the combustion instability phenomenon
appears, which corresponds to the longitudinal mode (n = 2), the same results can be
observed. Square-shaped black dots show the phase difference between dynamic pressure
sensors, and in a spot between 1/3 and 2/3 of the combustion chamber, the pressure node
appears, and it was found that the phase difference of dynamic pressure sensors in the
front and in the back of the spot was about 180°, through which it was possible to confirm
the combustion instability of the 2L mode connected with the combustion chamber and
the fuel-air mixing section that are assumed above. Unlike the 1st longitudinal mode (n =
1), which is describe in the previous results above, the pressure value measured from a
pressure sensor located in the inlet mixing section was a little higher than that measured
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from the combustion chamber. Therefore, when such a combustion instability
phenomenon takes place, the pressure oscillation occurring in the inlet mixing section has
large values around 10%, compared to the average static pressure, through which the
combustion instability phenomenon of the 2L mode has an effect on the acoustic pressure
field occurring in the inlet mixing section and even on the oscillation of the supplied fuelair mixture. In this experiment, when the combustion instability phenomenon takes place
in each frequency band, the fluctuation of the equivalence ratio due to the oscillation of
the supplied fuel-air mixture can be regarded as combustion instability caused by a
relatively strong pressure oscillation from the inlet mixing section, rather than being
amplified through interaction with acoustic waves. When such a phenomenon of
combustion instability appears, not only the resonant frequency of a combustion chamber
but the resonant frequency appearing in the inlet mixing section are calculated as values
similar to the frequency of combustion instability.
In a condition where there is no swirl effect as shown in Fig. 6.13(b), the frequency
of combustion instability obtained from this experiment was found to be 829Hz, and the
resonant frequency of the fuel-air mixing section, which was calculated by 1-D acoustic
wave theory, was found to be 829 Hz and the resonant frequency of the combustion
chamber was 827 Hz. This appeared equal in the various other inlet mixing section
experimental conditions, and, depending on the mean temperature conditions of the
combustion chamber and its inlet mixing section, the instability frequency became a little
lower. However, given the results of this research on the modes and phase differences of
dynamic pressure, this study verified the validity. It is the same in the condition as shown
in Fig. 6.16(b), where the equivalence ratio was formed to the contrary, and it was found
that when the combustion instability phenomenon of the 2L mode with relatively high
frequencies actually took place, the form of the fuel-air mixing section is greatly affected.
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Fig. 6.13 Dyynamic pressure amplitudde and phasee difference between
b
eachh sensor at no
o
swirl conditiion and Linlet = 470 mm; (a) 1st longittudinal instab
bility mode, L comb. = 1000
0
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mm, Ф = 0.9, vmix = 70 m/s, case 1, (b)) 2nd longitud
dinal instability mode, Lccomb. = 950 mm,
m
Ф = 1.1, vmix = 70 m//s, case 2.
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bility mode, L comb. = 1050
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dinal instability mode, Lccomb. = 930 mm,
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Ф = 1.2, vmix = 40 m//s, case 4.
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Fig. 6.15 Dynnamic pressu
ure amplitudde and phase difference between eachh sensor at 30
0°
swirl conditiion and Linlet = 550 mm; (a) 1st longittudinal instab
bility mode, L comb. = 1050
0
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mm, Ф = 1.0, vmix = 70 m/s, case 5, (b)) 2nd longitud
dinal instability mode, Lccomb. = 950 mm,
m
Ф = 1.1, vmix = 40 m//s, case 6.
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Fig. 6.16 Dynnamic pressu
ure amplitudde and phase difference between eachh sensor at 30
0°
swirl conditiion and Linlet = 870 mm; (a) 1st longittudinal instab
bility mode, L comb. = 1650
0
mm, Ф = 1.11, vmix = 60 m/s,
m case 7, ((b) 2nd longittudinal instab
bility mode, L comb. = 1650
0
mm, Ф = 0 .8, vmix = 70 m/s, case 8.
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CHAPTER 7
SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS OF CANTED
INJECTION ANGLES
7.1 Background and Objectives
The liquid spray jet, which injects perpendicularly into the crossflow, is used as the
fuel, air and steam injection device for propulsion units. These units then take the air as
the oxidizer, such as the secondary injection for RQL burner, liquid ramjet engine,
running on the power obtained through the combustion of the mixture of the air and the
fuel, or the after-burner of the gas turbine engine. In addition to these propulsion and
power devices, it is also used in the flow control for the aircraft engine performance
enhancement and stability, the film-cooling of the turbine blades, and, recently, the
second fuel injectors to actively control the combustion instability of the liquid ramjet
engine or the gas turbine engine. As shown in Fig. 7.1 the injection structures of the
vertical spray jet are generally defined according to three types: the liquid column region
which is maintained in proportion to the size of the injector exit immediately after the
initial injection; the liquid clumps (ligaments) region where the droplets are bigger than
the droplets of the wake flow due to the start of the division generated by the injection
velocity of the fluid and the drag of the air-flow field and later on, the spray plume region
(droplet region) where the atomization into tiny droplets occurs as it proceeds to the wake
flow.
Also, the trajectories of the test spray jets are classified into two types: the trajectory
of the liquid column region which is the liquid column of the test fuel immediately after
the initial injection and that of the spray plume region formed by the small droplets after
the breakup point. Each of the spray jet trajectories infers the exiting distance of the
flames as being mixed with the cold air or hot one, decides the shape of the combustion
chamber depending on the design of the injector, and can decide mixing time of the fuel
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representative research on the trajectory of the vertical injection, whose fuel injection
angle with the crossflow of the air is 90°, is as follows; Schetz and Padhye et al. [1]
suggested that the maximum penetration height is the distance required to turn the
momentum flux of the liquid jet injection into the air flow direction. They stated that the
penetration height is approximately ~6.25 times the nozzle diameter and that it relates to
the liquid/gas momentum flux ratio. Wu et al. [2] derived the spray trajectory and the
breakup point of the liquid column region from the free-body diagram of the force
equilibrium [3, 4]. Nguyen and Karagozian et al. [5] predicted the trajectories under the
combustion condition and the non-reaction condition by converting the interaction
between the crossflow and the fuel injection liquid column into a numerical modeling
method. Tamaki et al. [6] performed a study on the spray injection and breakup
characteristics of the cavitation phenomena decided by the internal shape of the orifice.
Song et al. [7] found that cavitation or hydraulic flip effect has an influence on trajectory
and Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD) of spray plume region. An introduction of effective jet
diameter and effective jet velocity with various spray conditions was proposed.
For the research on the spray whose injection angle is less than 90°, Fuller et al. [8]
suggested the liquid column trajectory relation at the injection jet using the same method
as Wu et al. Also, the research on the liquid column location defines the breakup regime
parameter in proportion to the aerodynamic breakup, which breaks due to rapid air-flow
depending on each injection condition and spray angle, and the non-aerodynamic breakup,
which in turn breaks due to the inertia and the turbulent forces that the jet itself has
without getting influenced much by the air, and deprives the relation to the breakup point
through the experiments. Also, Costa et al. [9] confirmed that the liquid column region
trajectory relation of the injection is influenced more by the injection velocity than the
crossing air velocity, and analyzed the phenomena using the SMD by the fuel injection
angle, through the research on the injection angle of less than 90°.
Therefore, this research suggests the relation between the liquid column trajectory
and the distance to the breakup point at various forward injections through high resolution
direct photography technique [10, 11, 12] and PLLIF (Planar Liquid Laser Induced
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Fluorescence), which is an applied measurement technique, conducts the comparison
analysis with the prior research findings and additionally aims to confirm the relation to
the reverse injection.

7.2 Experimental Methods
7.2.1 Design of angle injectors
The exit diameter of the injector (d) was fixed at 0.5 mm, and the internal structure
of the injector was formed by the orifice and the chamber. The diameter of the chamber
(D) is 12 mm and here, the type of internal flow is decided depending on the ratio of the
orifice length (L) and diameter (L/d), and it is known that hydraulic flip occurs generally
when L/d ≤ 8 [6] and in other cases, instead cavitation phenomena occur. Also, the flow
with or without cavitation is decided by the curvature of the inner chamber and orifice.
Since this research did not consider the phenomenon of the internal flow of the injector
by the cavitation or hydraulic flip, the curvature was set as R/d = 1, which indicates that
the inlet radius (R) and the orifice diameter are the same. It is known that when R ≥
0.14d, normally the vena-contracta does not form and coordinately the cavitation does not
occur either [6]. Fig. 7.2 is a picture of the injector shape used for this research. For the
study of injection characteristics according to injection angle, we were manufactured the
orifices of the various injection angles such as 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, 105°, 120°, 135°
and 150°.
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Table 7.1 Experimental conditions.
Parameters

Values

Air velocity [m/s]

60

Air temperature [K]

300

Fuel temperature [K]

318

Fuel

Water + Ethanol

(Mixture ratio)

Water : Ethanol = 4 : 1 (Ethanol 20%)

Orifice diameter [mm]

0.5

Orifice shape

Inner round edged (L/d=20)

Pressure Differential [∆P, bar]

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

x/d

40, 60, 80, 100, 120

(Normalized Transverse Distance)
Injection angle

30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°

105°, 120°, 135°, 150°

(Normalized Transverse Distance)

(Forward injection)

(Reverse injection)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.2 Anggled injectorr shape; (a) roound-edge orifice (L/D = 20), (b) anggled orifices..
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about 2~10㎛. About 2000~3000 photographs for each experimental case of the trajectory
and the breakup point of the liquid column region were taken to maintain the
experimental error range within 5% [13]. Also, the injection structure was observed using
the PLLIF technique, which is capable of measuring the intensity values of the
fluorescence signal and the scattering signal for the comparison analysis with the present
experimental results of the trajectories and the breakup length obtained by direct
photography technique.
Figure 7.3 shows the experimental devices for PLLIF and the direct photography
techniques. The mixture of water and ethyl alcohol (of volumetric ratio 4:1) was used as
working fuel, and the fluorescent (C20H12O5, Aldrich F245-6) of 30 mg was dissolved into
the simulant working fuel of 1 liter. Because of the fluorescent absorbs light in the
wavelength range from 400 to 530 nm, and the experiment fuel was heated to 318 K to
obtain the non-cavitation flow. For the specific gravity of the experiment working fuel,
the fuel similar to that of the previous research result was used, and the working fluid
similar to the fuel specific gravity at the real combustor was used. The size of the visible
area is 50 mm x 50 mm x 330 mm, air with a velocity of 60 m/s was blown in by the 20
hp blower, and the stabilized air in the settling chamber was supplied to the test section
after passing through the honeycomb for the uniform air-flow.
For the LEXEL’s, an argon-ion laser was used, and for the major beam, Dantec’s
fiber-optics were used to convert into the planer beam. The fluorescence signal and the
scattering signal obtained by PLLIF were installed into the digital camera Canon EOS
D30 with the 28-105mm standard lens, and the 2X Vivitar enlargement lens was installed
so that the image could be enlarged and taken. The high-pass filter that detects the 550
nm wavelengths and the band-pass filter that detects the 514±5 nm wavelengths were
installed into both cameras to obtain the fluorescence signal and the scattering signal. It
was possible to obtain the experimental values by scanning the picture gained by the
PLLIF scattering signal through the image processing and by considering the point where
the lights are rapidly scattered as the breakup point.
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Fig. 7.33 Experimenttal setup for direct photog
graphy and PLLIF
P
measuurement.
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effects, under the normal injection conditions that the fuel injection pressure differential
is 3 bar and that the momentum flux ratio is 65.
In the forward injection whose angle is less than 90° and in the reverse injection, as
the fuel velocity q increases, the jet velocity increases accordingly so that it can be
confirmed that the penetration distance of the crossflow into the air-flow field also
increases. As shown in the following Fig. 7.4, in the area with the injection angle of less
than 90°, as the injection angle decreases, the liquid column gets straighter and the
penetration distance becomes decrease than the injections with other angles. Therefore,
since the shear stress on the liquid column surface decreases, the atomization
performance degrades compared to the cases with other angles injection. And since the
velocity of the injection jet with the 30° injection angle processes is almost the same as
the value of the velocity of the blowing air compared with the other injection angle
conditions. The breaking forces due to the effects of the wavelengths caused by the free
vibrations and the power of inertia, the own turbulence effect of the liquid column
becomes bigger than the breakups caused by the air. Fuller at el. [8] mentioned that the
factors that decide the penetration distance of the vertical injection jet are the injection
angle and fuel/air momentum flux ratio (q) and also mentioned that in the low fuel/air
momentum flux ratio (q) region, the liquid column has big waves. Furthermore, they state
that due to this phenomenon, the surface of the liquid column gets distorted and breaks up
due to the kink phenomenon. Chigier and Reitz et al. [14] mentioned that this is the fibertype breakup.
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Fiig. 7.4 Sprayy patterns at variously
v
anggled injection
ns (ΔP = 3 bar, q = 65); ((a) 30°, (b) 60°,
6
(c) 90°, (d) 1220°, (e) 135°° and (f) 150°.
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Fiig. 7.5 LIF im
mages by PL
LLIF measureement (ΔP = 3 bar, q = 65
5); (a) 30°, (bb) 60°, (c) 90°,
(d) 120°, (e) 150° injecctions and (f)
f) spray plum
me structure.
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7.4 Liquid Column Trajectory in Forward and Reverse Injections
Therefore, the trajectory experimental formula of the liquid column region can be
calculated depending on the injection angle that is less than 90° and on the reverse
injection. Here, x indicates the value of the axial distance of the axial (air-stream)
direction, y indicates the value of the penetration distance of the penetration direction, d is
the diameter of the orifice exit,  is the injection angle, vf is the fuel velocity and va is
the value of the air velocity.
The liquid column trajectory is decided by the drag coefficient, and Fuller et al. [8]
defined the drag coefficient value of the sections where the experimental values of this
study fit smoothly into the comparison with the theoretical value obtained by the equation
derived of the experimental results with less than 90° and the force equilibrium. By the
empirical formulas about liquid column trajectory of Fuller et al. [8], the error range was
set within about 30% across the entire experiment, and the drag coefficient (CD) was
obtained 4.4. Fig. 7.6 (a) shows the drag coefficient values through the comparison
between the experimental and the theoretical value of the liquid column trajectory whose
injection angle is less than 90° in this experiment, and this coefficient result was
compared to the previous research result. In this research, the drag coefficient value,
gained within a 3% error range across the entire experiment of 30°, 45°, 60°, 75° and 90°
injection conditions was obtained as 1.3. Wu et al. [2] computed the drag coefficient
value 1.7 based on the liquid column trajectory, obtained by taking the variables of the
fuel type, injector exit diameter, air velocity, etc.
The result of this experiment shows a good match with the experiment of Wu et al.
[2] more than the drag coefficient value that Fuller et al. [8] suggested. This can be
explained as the q condition of this experiment and the fuel type used in the experiment
involving the mixed fuel of water and ethanol are similar to Wu’s experiment, resulting in
a similar coefficient value. Also, it was detected that the drag coefficient value showed its
difference caused by the errors of each experimental environment, the injector
manufacturer, the orifice passage length, and the thickness difference of the liquid column.
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(7.1)

(b)
Fiig. 7.6 Drag coefficient
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it could be suggested that this was due to the differences in the proportion of the working
fluid according to the Eq. (7.1), the experimental conditions and the drag coefficient
which were used in the previous experiment. Fig. 7.7(c) is the graph that compares the
measured experimental values in the injector group with the 90° injection angle and the
previous research results.
Likewise, the present study shows the different drag coefficient (CD) results from the
studies by Wu et al. [2] and Fuller et al. [8]. This research derived the trajectory of the
liquid column by the each injection angle, maintaining the error range of the experimental
value and the theoretical value, through the experiment result with various injection
angles condition provided than the previous research result, within 3%. Also, the drag
coefficient for the 90° injection result has a similar value with Wu’s drag coefficient, and
its reliability was confirmed since the experimental conditions that were formerly
mentioned were similar. It was verified that the case with the forward injection angle
showed differences due to the experimental condition and due to the experimental fluid in
the prior experimental result. Fig. 7.8 shows a graph that compares the empirical formula
of the liquid column trajectory obtained from the reverse injection experiment of the 120°
and 150° injectors with the data categorized according to each angle. In the case of the
experimental equation of the reverse injection, it can be verified that the reverse injection
result matches the experimental value when the drag coefficient is 0.2. Moreover, it was
confirmed that the drag coefficient of reverse injection matched in all regions with the
results of additional experiments involving angles of 105°, 135° and others.
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(c)
Fiig. 7.7 Compparison with previous andd present corrrelated liquiid column traajectory resu
ults
at forward
f
injecction (Θ≤900°); (a) 30°, (b)
( 60° and (c) 90° injecttion.
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Fig. 7.8 Coorrelated liqu
uid column trrajectory in reverse
r
injecttion (Θ > 90°°) injection.
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this experiment. Wu et al. [2] found out the relation of axial distance with respect to the
wake flow to the breakup point (x-direction) and the penetration distance (y-direction)
through the experiment.
In the case of the 90° injection, it could be verified that most of the results of this
research match with Wu’s equation because the drag coefficient value was similar in the
trajectory result. Fig. 7.9(a) shows a graph of the axial direction breakup of the air-flow.
The cases of 60°, 75°, 105°, 120° injection, which are similar to the 90° injection, show
that the breakup points in the forward direction are similar. However, in the case of the
reverse injection where it injects in the opposite of the proceeding direction, since the
injection occurs in the opposite direction of the rapid airflow intake, it was identified that
the distance to the breakup point becomes shorter due to aerodynamic forces.
In the cases of the 30° and 150°, the axial breakup distance has the bigger value than
in the cases of the rest of the injection angles where it similarly injects into the vertical
plane of the flow field. This is considered since it indicates the tendency of it to breakup
due to the power of the liquid jet rather than breaking up due to the air. The distance to
the breakup point in the proceeding direction has somewhat larger value than the other
injector group. In the case of the 150° reverse injection, the value is than 30° since it
penetrates in the opposite direction of the air-flow direction. However, in case of 150°, in
spite of the fact that it is a reverse injection, the axial distance to the breakup point shows
similar results with the 30° injection. This is because as the q value increases, also for the
reversed injection, the penetration distance remains constant to a certain degree.
Furthermore, when it passes the maintained penetrated distance, rapid atomization is
observed. Fuller et al. [8] suggested that in case of the injection with lesser angles, the
penetration distance influences the injection velocity more than the breakup due to the air
velocity, and the larger injection angles condition has shorten the axial direction distance
to the breakup point in the experimental result performed to the range of 90°. It was
shown that in the 90° case, the result showed a similar tendency with the breakup
equation suggested by Wu et al. [2], and for the lesser angles, the contents were well
matched with the findings by Fuller et al. [8] Finally, the distance to the breakup point
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shortens as it injects closer to the vertical plane of the air-flow direction regardless of the
normal injection or of the reverse injection.
Figure 7.9 (b) shows the result related to the distance to the breakup point of the
penetration direction. Since the injectors with the angle of less than 90° in the result of
the graph have the relatively smaller penetration distance, their distances to the breakup
point of the penetration direction become shorter than those of the injectors with other
given angles. It was also verified that if the injection pressure differential increases, the
penetration distance increases generally and so the breakup point lengthens.
In the case of 30° injection, the flow velocity of the air and the velocity of the jet are
almost identical. Also, in the case of 30° injection, compared to the other angled
injections, the large scale atomization performance cannot occur. Therefore, it was
identified that the distance to the breakup point of the penetration direction remains
almost constant. In the case of 150° reverse injection, the distance to the breakup point of
the proceeding direction is similar to the case of 30°, but as the trajectory wraps upwards
by the characteristic of the reverse injection, the distance to the breakup point of the
penetration direction gains a relatively bigger value.
Also, in the cases of 60° and 120°, the distance to the breakup point of the
penetration direction remains similar regardless of whether it is the reverse injection or
the normal injection. And it was verified that in the region where the injection pressure is
low, there is no difference in the breakup lengths, but in the region where the injection
pressure differential is high, there are different breakup length scale effects. It could also
be identified that the distance to the breakup point of the penetration direction shortens in
cases of 75°, 90° and 105° injection whose direction is close to the vertical plane of the
air flow direction regardless of the normal injection or the reverse injection.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 7.9 Breaakup length characteristi cs; (a) axial distance (x-d
direction), (bb) penetration
n
distaance (y-direction).
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Figure 7.11 shows the empirical formula for the distance to the breakup point derive
as Eqs. (7.2), (7.3), (7.4) and (7.5). It was demonstrated that the relation of the proceeding
direction of the air flow and the breakup distance of the penetration direction varies
depending on the forward injection or the reverse injection.

Forward injection cases :

xb
d

yb
d

Reverse injection cases :

xb
d
yb
d
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(7.4)

(7.5)

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7.11 Empirical forrmula of liquuid column breakup
b
lengtth; (a) axial ddistance (xdirecttion), (b) pennetration disttance (y-direcction).
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
Experimental investigations were performed on the flame structure and combustion
instability characteristics of model gas turbine combustor for low NOx combustion. Also,
secondary spray jet mechanism and the optimum combustion tuning method were
conducted on model and stationary gas turbine combustor for validation of this
experimental study. This study carried out a research on the combustion dynamic
characteristics of partially premixed flame by changing the combustor length, the
equivalence ratio, and the fuel-air mixture velocity of nozzle exit and depending on the
length of the fuel-air mixing section length. The fuel-air mixture velocity and equivalence
ratio were confirmed to be main variables for the phenomenon of combustion instability
as they changed the response characteristics of flame and the average temperature
conditions in the combustion chamber, and in such a condition as a diffusion flame
without swirl effect, there was a higher dynamic perturbation value during combustion
instability than in the condition of more premixed type flame, causing a 30° swirl effect.
In addition, it was found that larger combustion instability took place in the section where
the fuel-air mixture velocity was high.
This study also investigated the relation between the combustion instability
phenomenon and the formation of a recirculation zone through the PIV measurement
technique. Although there has been considerable research on the mechanism of flame
stabilization, the results mostly cover the closed-open boundary of combustors. This study,
however, observed the structural characteristics of swirl-stabilized flame in a limited
combustor through the PIV technique, and associated the results with thermo-acoustic
instability characteristics. This study observed that when combustion instability occurred,
flame vibrated cyclically, accompanied with the fluctuation of a recirculation zone. The
fluctuation frequency of the recirculation zone was the same as the frequency of
combustion instability, through which the fluctuation of the recirculation zone was
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generated under combustion instability. It also was found that such a fluctuation in the
recirculation zone causes fluctuations in the rate of mass flow and heat release within the
recirculation zone, further functioning to generate and reinforce combustion instability.
Experimental results of the relation between inlet velocity and combustion
instabilities in model gas turbine combustor. In our experimental conditions, two
dominant mechanisms affect the rising combustion instability. Structural change is mainly
related with mixture fluctuation and this is proven by the changing of flame angles. As a
result, the combustion instability mechanism was specified in two ways: one is swirl
number perturbation and the other is flame length fluctuation based on pressure gradient
variation.

Swirl

number

perturbation

was

experimentally

proven

by

OH

chemiluminescence results and the change in flow rate was well matched with the
pressure gradients of the combustor. These two dominant mechanisms work to amplify
heat release fluctuation and this feedback loop maintains combustion instability. It was
also found that frequency shifting occurs in conditions of low fuel-air mixture velocity
condition. Therefore, we performed mode and dynamic pressure analysis, and
consequently we estimate that at condition of low velocity, there is another reason for the
occurrence of combustion instability. This is because of phase delay of heat release and
dynamic pressure in low fuel-air mixture velocity conditions. Therefore, we calculated
Strouhal number and found a difference in those conditions. We concluded that fluid
dynamical vortex frequency has major effects on the combustion of low velocity
conditions, making it unstable.
From the results of inlet mixing section characteristics, this experiment observed two
different modes of strong combustion instability frequencies, and it was found that both
the frequency bands had a relation with the acoustic mode (Longitudinal mode, n = 1, 2)
caused by the combustor length through amplitudes and phases measured by dynamic
sensors located in the combustion chamber. Since a specific instability band frequency in
which that combustion instability actually appears existed and since either the 1L or 2L
modes were bands of acoustic mode likely to appear in case of combustion instability, it
was found that the mean temperature (or equivalence ratio) and length of a combustion
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chamber, which determine the acoustic frequency inside the combustion chamber, had an
important influence on the phenomenon of combustion instability. The combustion
instability phenomenon of the 1L mode observed in this experiment had a relation with
the longitudinal mode of the combustor, and such a phenomenon of combustion
instability is caused by the flame response characteristics while being coupled with heat
release oscillation. This is also described in the previous researches on the existing gas
turbine combustion instability. In the case of the combustion instability phenomenon
where an instability mode is transited into a higher instability frequency, this experiment
confirmed that it was a mode generated by the combination of the longitudinal mode of
the combustor and the longitudinal mode of the inlet mixing section. When both the inlet
mixing section and the combustion chamber had similar acoustic frequency domains,
which correspond to n = 2 of the acoustical longitudinal mode, the combustion instability
phenomenon was caused by the related frequency. It was also found that this phenomenon
was more affected by the pressure oscillation from the fuel-air mixing section than from
the combustion chamber.
The findings as follows were achieved through experimental research on the spray
injection characteristics depending on the injection angle (forward, reverse) within the
jets in a subsonic crossflow field of RQL combustor for reducing the NOx emissions.
Through the experimental studies on canted injection, it was identified that the trajectory
and the distance to the breakup point of the liquid column region are the function of the
fuel/air momentum flux ratio (q), injection angle (  ), axial distance, penetration distance
and the drag coefficient (CD). The empirical formula of the trajectory and breakup length
in the liquid column region by the injection angle was derived, and there generated the
differences at constant value, the drag coefficient between the experimental equation of
the liquid column trajectory on the forward injection which has a matching direction with
the normal air-flow direction and that of the reverse injection.
These experimental results make it possible to infer that when an actual gas turbine
is optimum designed. The combustion values such as vmix, Φ, fuel and air mass flow rate
are very important factor for study of combustion instability mechanism. Also, the swirl
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APPENDIX A
GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6 GAS TURBINE COMBUSTOR
A.1 Introduction of DLN-2.6 Combustor
The new utility gas turbine (GT) that often require compliance with NOx emissions
as low as 2.5 ppm (5 mg/Nm3) based on a combination of 9-ppm (18 mg/Nm3) DLN
technology coupled with 75% reduction Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) [1, 2, 3]. To
suppress NOx levels to 9 ppm DLN combustors of many modern GTs must operate in
lean premix mode near the lean blowout (LBO) limit, where the quantity of fuel in the
air/fuel mix at the burner is barely sufficient to sustain combustion at low flame
temperatures. The safe and reliable operation of modern combustors near the LBO
requires a number of vital elements: (1) an in-depth understanding of the mechanisms that
promote combustion stability at these extremely low fuel equivalence ratios, (2) precise
manufacturing of key components with narrow design tolerances, (3) a reliable
monitoring system to detect onset of instabilities in individual combustors and (4)
protective passive or active control hardware and systems that can implement corrective
actions such as changes in fuel splits or, in case of emergencies, Protective Load
Shedding (PLS) or turbine trip. Obviously, PLS and turbine trips are not desirable events.
Thus, operators often need to remain proactive in preventing onset of excessive pressure
oscillations and combustion-induced vibrations and flame instabilities. The phenomenon
of combustion instability has afflicted a wide range of ultra-low-NOx machines for a
variety

of reasons, including GE 7F, ABB 13E2 and GT24 and GT26,

Siemens/Westinghouse 501F, and Siemens V64.3 and V84.3. Today, combustion
instability is viewed as the major challenge facing the gas turbine industry.
The GE 7FA+e is a high-performance gas turbine for a power generation that has
been developed by General Electric and has the generating capacity (Pout) of 180 MW.
This gas turbine engine is composed of an Inlet Guide Vane (IGV) to control air flow rate,
a 15-stage compressor, a 14 can-type combustor, and a 3-stage turbine. For a combined-
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cycle thermal power generation, the GE 7FA+e gas turbine engine operates in connection
with a starting motor, heat exchanger (heat-recovery steam generator or HRSG), and
steam turbine. A Seo-Incheon power plant is located in the west side of Incheon city,
South Korea. This electric power plant is a subsidiary company of WP (Korea Western
Power Company) and operates 8ea GE 7FA+e gas turbines for a combine-cycle power
generation. To reduce maintenance costs, the company is attempting to reduce NOx
emission levels (involving a yellow plume; NO2 flue gas) during the start-up mode and
combustion vibration during the loading mode for the GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6 gas turbine
combustor.

A.2 Operating Combustion Conditions of a DLN-2.6 Combustor
The GE 7FA+e gas turbine is controlled by a microprocessor-based MARK-Ⅵ as an
operating system. For power generation, the gas turbine mode changes during a mode
transfer operation from the starting mode (Mode 1) to the base mode (Mode 6AQ) at the
speed of up to 3600 rpm of a turbine shaft rotation. However, the combustor has a critical
operating section with high NOx levels and a high degree of combustion oscillation. At
the beginning of operation at Pout = 20 ~ 45 MW (Mode 3), the NOx level increases,
while at Pout = 40 ~ 45 MW (Mode 6B), the combustion vibration increased with the
increase of output power. Both problems are minimized by optimizing the mode transfer.
The main idea of GT tuning is to control the amount of fuel and air mass flow rate
entering the combustors. Fuel to the DLN-2.6 combustor is staged to operate the machine
over the entire load range. Burners are brought on in stages, starting at Full Speed No
Load (FSNL) with the center burner only and turning on additional burners as load is
increased. The staging is accomplished by using four fuel systems. Each fuel system
consists of a different number of nozzles coupled together via a common manifold. These
systems are used alone or in combination with one another to maintain fuel / air ratio
within a desirable range in the reaction zone. The mode names reflect the number of
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burners that are being fueled in that mode. The suffix Q in mode 6Q reflects the fact that
quaternary fuel may be in use. Mode 6Q spans the load range for 9/9 ppm NOx / CO
operation. The machine lights on the PM2 and PM1 circuits. Following ignition, the PM1
nozzles are turned off and the PM2 nozzles support combustion while the unit ramps to
95 percent speed. At 95 percent speed, the unit transfers from mode 2 to mode 1 for
continued acceleration to full speed no load (FSNL) and leading to synchronization. At
approximately 10 percent load, the PM2 manifold is turned back on (3 nozzles = mode 3)
and continues until 25 percent load. At this transfer point, the PM2 manifold is switched
off, with the PM3 manifold turned on for operation in mode 4 to 50 percent load. All
nozzles are turned on to enter mode 6 or 6Q with quaternary. Originally, the system also
used modes 5 or 5Q with the five outer nozzles in operation. However, this mode was
eliminated to simplify the staging and controls strategies [4]. Fig. A.1 shows the strategy
of fuel staging and the process of mode transfer from Mode 3 to Mode 6AQ in a GE
7FA+e gas turbine. Fig. A.2 shows the DLN2.6 fuel nozzle end cover downstream face
with partial fairings. The nozzle has a plane orifice-type hole in a swirl vane and on the
top of the nozzle. The choke orifice hole acts as an injector and acoustic barrier that
prevents both the flow-oscillation effect on fuel injection and distribution in delivery lines
and external disturbances from a reaction zone. The compressed air was supplied to a
nozzle mount, and become partially premixed with fuel after delivery along the swirl
vanes before combustion.
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emission (NOx) levels while changing their outputs by 5∼10 MW unit within the range
of 20∼60 MW. The total amount of fuel in the mode transfer varies linearly for outputs
and the fuel quantity in each nozzle is known to be changed mainly by PM1 in Mode3,
PM3 in Mode 6B, PM2 and 3 in Mode 6AQ. It is thought that such fuel quantities as PM1
in Mode3, PM3 in Mode 6B, and PM2/3 in Mode 6AQ will work as main elements to fit
the optimum dynamic pressure and exhaust emission levels when tuning the burner.

A.4 Combustion Instability and NOx Emission Characteristics
EINOx (Emission Index of NOx) depends on the fuel-mass flow rate and the
residence time for exposure to hot flow of more than 1800K, as exposure time is
proportional to the flame volume and length [6]. To understand the optimum tuning of gas
turbine, the exhaust emissions and frequency spectrum of dynamic pressure measured
along with fluctuations in value of control constants per output. First, we identified
characteristic growth of the quantity of thermal NOx formed by higher temperatures at
the combustion chamber in Mode 3 than in other Modes. The dynamic pressure had a
higher level in Mode 6B (30∼45 MW) than in other Modes, and the characteristic
frequency was close to 140Hz, outputs being kept at a 35∼45MW range, with the
magnitude of dynamic pressure reaching approximately 0.6 psi. This feature comes up as
the fuel quantity in PM3 fuel nozzle shows a rapid change, and given that almost no
change in characteristic frequency according to turbine exit temperature is made, dynamic
pressure is regarded to have the reflection of the cold flow prior to combustion and the
characteristics of the chamber geometry near the nozzle, instead of the impact of the
combustion field. This constant frequency is evidence that the flow is not affected by
combustion. In addition, the fuel mass flow rate for nozzle PM3 is significantly changed
in Mode 6B (Pout = 40 ~ 45 MW). Therefore, the pressure fluctuation may be caused by
cold flow, and occur in the plenum chamber between the compressor outlet and the
combustor inlet. The peak frequency of 140 Hz is therefore thought to be revealed as a
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resonance frequency for the plenum chamber of nozzle PM3.
The equation for bulk or Helmholtz mode is as follows;

fH 

c

2

A
Ln  V p

 where, c 

 RT



(A.1)

Where, A is the nozzle neck area, Ln is the nozzle neck length, and Vp is the plenum
chamber volume [7]. Hubbard and Dowling [8] used a numerical calculation to study the
acoustic resonances effect on an industrial gas turbine combustion system. These
researchers reported that the resonance in a plenum chamber or in the delivery lines
affects the local mixture of fuel and air around nozzles. The oscillation of the local
mixture fraction influences the turbulent burning velocity and becomes one cause of
combustion instability [9]. The plenum resonance frequency can be reduced by a
Helmholtz resonator attached to a plenum chamber; this is a significant factor to keep in
mind when designing a combustion system.
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APPENDIX B
DEVELOPMENT OF DYNAMIC PRESSURE
TOOLKIT
The main purpose of a stationary gas turbine is to generate power, and diagnostics
will only be implemented when they are absolutely necessary for reliable power
production. That is why optical access is only available as a safeguard to check for the
presence of the flame, and not for detailed study. However, monitoring of the combustion
process and related phenomena in large gas turbines though still limited is increasingly
being recognized as a necessary part for safely operating ultra-low-NOx power turbines.
Because of cost and other maintenance needs, combustion dynamic sensors are
typically mounted on modern GE, Alstom, and S/W gas turbines only when required for
intermittent measurement and burner tuning. GE performs tuning in the commission stage
and after a major overhaul. For these intermittent tuning requirements, a permanent
monitoring system may not be required. However, GE also offers remote monitoring,
diagnostic and tuning of modern DLN 2.6 combustors with the permanent installation of
a monitoring system. In most large Siemens and Alstom gas turbines, on-line dynamic
pressure transducers are employed to generate an alarm if acoustic amplitudes exceed a
preset limit, thus preventing damage to structural components. For purpose of
completeness, this subsection presents technically available options to monitor
combustion instabilities, although the industry relies almost exclusively on piezo-electric
pressure transducers, which can pick up pressure pulsations over a wide range of
frequencies pertinent to GT combustors. Sensors available to monitor flame stability
under extreme lean combustion conditions can be divided into three main groups.
Pressure sensors that monitor the frequency and amplitude of pressure pulsations caused
by unstable combustion in enclosed chambers. These are Piezo-resistive transducers,
piezo-electrical transducers and accelerometers [10].
Figure B.1 shows the dynamic pressure sensor module for GE stationary gas turbine
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Appendix C
OPTIMUM COMBUSTION TUNING
It is helpful for a more fundamental understanding of combustion conditions to
check out the equivalence ratio in each nozzle (PM 1, PM 2, PM 3, Quaternary) along
with the trends in the dynamic pressure distribution per output and exhaust emissions in
DLN-2.6. If the Φ is 1, complete combustion takes place as it gets close to the theoretical
air-fuel ratio. And if below 1, lean combustion takes place as the fuel gets a smaller
portion in the fuel-air mixture, and conversely, rich combustion occurs as the fuel gets a
higher portion. Table C.1 represents the variation in the control constant of a fuel nozzle
changed in each mode as the combustion temperature shows an increase. This way, the
fluctuations in flow rate of a fuel nozzle in each mode were able to be identified and a
flame structure could be predicted. Table C.1 could identify that in Mode 3 the Φ was
relatively high near the PM1 fuel nozzle, enough to impose impacts on the characteristics
of exhaust emissions. In Mode 6B the equivalence ratio near the PM3 fuel nozzle
noticeably dropped to induce heat release fluctuations by lean burn and caused
combustion instability to occur in the combustion chamber. In general, the reactant attains
complete combusting at a stoichiometric conditions (Φ = 1). However, from the point of
view NOx emissions, the thermal NOx production is maximized due to the combustion
temperature approaching adiabatic temperature [13]. In Φ < 1, the flame utilizing lean
premixed fuel has the advantage of low NOx production, and the disadvantage of
conferring a potential risk for combustion instability. At Φ > 1, the rich premixed-flame is
available for flame stabilization, while it is disadvantageous to NOx reduction. So, The
fuel rate of PM1 nozzle decrease as the NOx emissions level was decrease around 25 ppm
in GE combustor. Hence, in Mode3 with a problem of exhaust emissions when tuning the
burner, the fuel nozzle constant dropped by 25∼30 ppm, and in Mode 6B the pressure
amplitude was reduced by about 52% compared to the existing one as the PM 2 constant
value shows an increase, which leads to experiencing the optimal combustion control.
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Table C.1 Tuning the equivalence ratio of each fuel nozzle.
Combustion
mode

Nozzle

PM1

PM2

PM3

Quat.

Total

Negative (5)

0.487

0.359

0

0

0.196

20 MW

0.509

0.345

0

0

0.195

Positive (5)

0.538

0.329

0

0

0.195

Negative (5)

0.621

0.370

0

0

0.222

30 MW

0.643

0.352

0

0

0.220

Positive (5)

0.700

0.337

0

0

0.223

Negative (5)

0.378

0.399

0.102

0

0.247

40 MW

0.380

0.386

0.119

0

0.252

Positive (5)

0.379

0.383

0.123

0

0.252

Negative (5)

0.373

0.416

0.120

0

0.261

45 MW

0.372

0.389

0.148

0

0.266

Positive (5)

0.375

0.360

0.155

0

0.260

Negative (5)

0.373

0.115

0.346

0.016

0.273

50 MW

0.375

0.119

0.347

0.013

0.276

Positive (5)

0.376

0.124

0.347

0.016

0.277

Negative (5)

0.385

0.176

0.338

0.019

0.292

60 MW

0.386

0.174

0.340

0.017

0.292

Positive (5)

0.383

0.170

0.338

0.013

0.290

Power

Mode 3

Mode 6B

Mode 6AQ
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초 록

본 연구는 친환경 저 NOx 가스터빈 연소기의 최적설계 인자 도출에 대한
연구이며 항공용 및 발전용 가스터빈에서 사용되는 예혼합 연소기에서의 연소
동특성에 대한 실험적 결과를 제시한다. 가스터빈 연소기의 설계 인자인 연료
-공기 혼합기 속도, 당량비, 연료노즐 전의 연료-공기 혼합부의 공간 (plenum)
및 연소실의 길이 등의 변화에 따른 화염안정화 지도를 작성하였고, PIV
(Particle Image Velocimetry), OH 자발광, He-Ne 레이저 광산란 기법 등을 동압과
위상동기화 하여 안정 및 불안정한 화염의 구조를 분석하였으며, 자체 개발한
다체널 동압측정 시스템을 이용하여 전체 연소기에서 구간별 동압을 실시간으
로 측정하여 연소실에서 발생하는 불안정 특성의 원인을 파악하였다. 열방출
의 섭동과 11개의 동압센서에서 측정되는 동압의 모드와 위상차 분석을 통하
여 연소불안정의 원인을 정확히 파악할 수 있었고, 연료-공기 혼합기의 내제
적 불안정에 의해 발생되는 화염의 와동구조 불안정과 연료-공기의 혼합부의
길이가 연소불안정에 크게 영향을 미치는 것을 확인하였다. 이를 통해서 친환
경 가스터빈 연소기 제작을 위한 설계 인자를 명확히 확인하였다. 또한 RQL
연소기에서 사용되는 2차 산화제의 빠른 혼합을 유도하는 분무의 분사각도별
액주의 궤적과 분열거리를 측정하여 실험으로 인한 경험식을 도출하였다.
부분 예혼합 연소기와 30도 각도의 스월러를 가진 천연가스 연료분사기에
서 발생한 화염구조와 재순환 영역의 형성이 연소불안정에 미치는 영향에 대
하여 실험적으로 연구한 부분에서는 PIV 계측기법으로 연소장에서의 화염의
안정화 그리고 불안정한 영역에서 유동장을 확인해 보았다. 스월러에 의한 재
순환 영역은 화염의 안정화 및 난류의 강도뿐만 아니라 재순환 영역의 크기에
따른 화염 재점화에도 영향을 주었고, 연소불안정으로 인한 연소기 내부의 압
력구배에 의하여 중앙 재순환 영역에서 유입되는 연소가스의 질량유량의 변동
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이 화염의 각도와 모양을 변경시키고 이것이 열방출 섭동을 발생시켜 연소불
안정 발생의 주요 원인이 되고 있음을 확인하였다.
연료-공기 혼합기 속도에 의한 연소불안정과 화염구조와의 상관관계에 대
한 연구에서는 당량비 1.2 조건에서 연료-공기 혼합기 속도를 30 ~ 70 m/s까지
다양한 실험조건에서 수행하였다. 이를 통하여 연소불안정 현상이 낮은 혼합
기 속도조건과 높은 혼합기 속도조건에서 발생하는 것을 확인할 수 있었고,
낮은 혼합기 속도조건의 불안정에서는 화염의 끝단의 와동구조가 연소불안정
현상에 영향을 끼친다는 것을 확인할 수 있었다.
모형 가스터빈의 연소실과 연료-공기 혼합부의 공진모드의 관계가 연소불
안정에 어떤 영향을 미치고 있는지에 대하여 실험적으로 확인한 연구에서는
다체널 동압측정을 통하여 각각 위치에서 동압의 모드와 각 센서들간의 phase
를 분석하여 연소불안정의 원인을 규명하였다. 연소실의 길이 (800 ~ 1800 mm)
와 혼합부의 길이 (470, 550, 870 mm)를 음향학적 경계로 일치시켜 연소불안정
특성을 확인해 보았을 때 두가지 서로 다른 연소불안정 모드를 확인할 수 있
었는데 저주파 연소불안정 특성은 화염의 열방출 섭동과 연소실의 공진모드에
기인하며, 고주파 영역대의 연소불안정 현상은 혼합부의 길이를 변경하였을
때 발생하는 또 다른 불안정 현상임을 실험적으로 확인할 수 있었다.
친환경 연소기 설계에 있어서 이차분무 연구의 일환으로 분사각도에 따른
산화제 분무특성에 대한 실험적 연구를 수행하였다. 여기서 액주영역의 궤적
과 분열지점까지의 거리는 연료분사 속도, 공기의 속도에 의한 연료/공기 모멘
텀 플럭스와 분사각도, 항력계수의 함수임을 확인하였다. 분사각도에 의한 액
주영역의 궤적 및 분열길이에 대한 실험식을 도출하였으며, 일반적인 공기유
동 방향과 일치하는 정방향 분사와 반대방향으로 분사되는 대향분사 액주궤적
실험식과는 항력계수의 차이가 발생하는 것을 확인하였다.
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마지막으로 첨부자료에서는 앞에서 소개된 연소불안정 현상에 영향을 미
치는 인자들을 고려하여 실제 서인천 복합화력 발전소에서 운용중인 발전용
GE 7FA+e DLN-2.6 연소기에 적용하여 연소최적 튜닝에 대한 결과와 실시간으
로 최적제어가 가능하며, 튜닝 대상의 연료노즐과 상수를 제시하고 연소상태
를 모니터링 할 수 있는 프로그램을 개발한 내용을 소개하였다.
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